Cinderella
and her

fella make

it to

top spotimmile

ALAN FREEMAN

SHOC
Viewing figure drops
RUMOURS that Alan Freeman's TV series, All
Systems Freeman, will end after its initial 13 week run from January, were unconfirmed by Alan
on Monday.
The Melody Maker understands the BBC may review
the series as viewing figures are now said to be down to 41
million after an initial six million viewers.

`HEARD NOTHING'
Bill Cotton. Inr, BBC head of TV Light Entertainment
(Varietyl said on Monday: " No decision will be made until
the controller f Paul Fox, head of BBC -1) gets back from
America."
Alan Freeman commented: " I've heard nothing. This is
My agent has heard nothing at all about
a terrible shock.
the show coming off."
Two weeks ago. the
Dawbarn
MM's Bob
wrote favourably of the

show, saying it " makes
nice

a

one

change.

in BBC -TV's Dee Time on Saturday (2).
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The Outrageous Beatle/Ornette in

For

thing people actu-

ally say how awful some

of the records are and

Freeman does seem to
know something about
the subject.''

London

.Rock revival
FABULOUS
YEARS

Radio One Inquest

LP supplement

Don Partridge Blind Date
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CINDERELLA IS QUEEN Of The Chart this week. " Cinderella Rockafella soared to number one on the MM's Pop 30
-the first big British hit for Esther and Abi Ofarim.
" Fantastic! It's like a beautiful dream:' roared Abi when
the MM broke the news on Monday. The Israeli duo now
intend to set up home in Britain. " We've wanted to move to
London for some time now,' said Abi. " Now this hit makes
it possible.- They already have homes in Germany, Switzerland, Israel and New York. Esther and Abi hope to use
London as their home base and fly to engagements throughou the world. They have their first major British concert
at London's Royal Albert Hall on March 30 and are guests
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(4) CINDERELLA ROCKEFELLA
(I) MIGHTY QUINN
06) THE LEGEND OF XANADU

JACKIE: disappointment

5

6

I Hhel and Abt Ofarim, Philips
Manfred Mann, Fontana

.

7
B

9

10 118) ROSIE

Don Partridge, Columbia
Brenton Wood, Liberty
Beach Boys, Capitol

V

(9) GIMME LITTLE SIGN
12 (12) DARLIN'
13 (11) JUDY IN DISGUISE
14 1101 AM I THAT EASY TO

John Fred and his Playboy Band, Pye
FORGET? Engelbert Humperdinck, Decca
15 (191 GREEN TAMBOURINE
Bee Gees, Polydor
16 (13) WORDS
Bee Gees, Polydor
17 I-1 JENNIFER JUNIPER
Donovan, Pye
18 1171 BACK ON MY FEET AGAIN
Foundations, Pye

19 (14) DON'T STOP THE CARNIVAL

Alan Price, Decca

20 1151 I CAN TAKE OR LEAVE YOUR LOVING
Herman's Hermits, Columbia
21

(24) ANNIVERSARY WALTZ

Anita Harris, CBS

22 (-) DELILAH

Tom Jones, Decca

23 (23) TODAY
24 1-1 THE DOCK OF THE BAY

Sandie Shaw, Pye
Otis Redding, Stax
Elvis Presley, RCA

25 (-I GUITAR MAN

26 (27) WONDERFUL WORLD

28 (-) LOVE IS BLUE

Louis Armstrong, HMV
Lulu, Columbia
Paul Mauriat, Philips

29 (221 EVERYTHING I AM
30 (21) DAYDREAM BELIEVER

Plastic Penny, Page One
Monkees, RCA

ME, THE PEACEFUL HEART

27

Drummer
Dougan
emigrating
SHOCK news of the week
is

that Greenock -born

drummer Jackie Dougan is
emigrating. He quits Britain
for Australia on June I.
Jackie, 36 years old, is resident with the BBC Radio
and
well-known
Orchestra
around London clubland. He
has frequently appeared at
Ronnie Scott's Club and has
accompanied a string of topranking British and American
jazz stars.

US visitors he has backed
include Stan Getz, Ben Web
ster, Sonny Stitt, Roland Kirk,

Dakota
Jay Johnson,
Jay
Stators, Tony Bennett, Mel
Toone, Dexter Gordon and

Lucky Thompson.
Jackie's reason for quitting
Britain? Disappointment with
opportunities on the British
Jam scene. " I've played with
all these celebrities," Jackie
told

Melody Maker, "yet

I

don't feel my talent has been
recognisedkill's not a question

of heing bigheaded or sour
grapes, but 1 have a wife and

two kids to keep"

MAURIAT,

I

15 Kama Sutra,

Abig)il.,

ter

Dubliners

Isertsteg, 9 Peter momice,
13 le.eii.

o

Essex,

ARTS FESTIVAL
Jars and Pop are
Si:
fLeKiatared in Leeds

to tour

r,

wilt

Australia and
New Zealand

DUBLINERS

and
of
Australia
tour
signed
for
a
'THE Dubliners have
a
last
will
it
10.
New Zealand, starting on June
minimum of three weeks.
at Live,
with
dates
their
British
tour
They continue
ABC, Lincoln
Leeds
(4),
(March
3),
Odeon,
pool Empire
NewCity
Hall,
Hull
(7),
(6),
ABC,
(5), Regal, Cambridge
(8), Glasgow Concert Hall (9), and Manchester

castle
Palace (10

appear
On March II they fly to America where they Gate
in
the Village
on the Ed Sullivan Show and star at
visit
New York. During 17 days in America they will also

On their return, they

are

due to start recording

sessions in April

S&G

whose

"Love Is Blue. entered

the MM's Pop 30 this week at
28, has signed with Nems Enterprises for exclusive UK rep-

GREAT LP

Mauriat is expected to visit
Britain within the next four
weeks for promotional TV and

SUPPLEMENT

resentation.

radio appearances.

turn to page
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OPEN

20

Donagrin;

Active,

21

27 8con, 28 Shottsbury, 29

THE Four Freshmen, who
new

into Britain last
weekend, guest in Dee Time
(March 2), ATV's Showtime
(3) and Radio One O'Clock (4).

They fly to Germany for a
tour of US bases from March
6 to 10 and then start a week

,
'p0l

at the Restaurant Chevalier,
Glasgow, on March 11. This is
followed by two concerts
at
the Guildhall, Portsmouth (17).

Vintage
Series

12 mono LP record

LULU US CABARET

kNICIOlt

LULU flew

RCA val., Remd producl ol

BRON ARTISTES MANAGEMENT
LTD.
29 OXFORD STREET, W.1
GER 5063/6
SOLELY REPRESENTING

BLACKBURN, who
sl, h
Nat
urday eveningcaptured the
network slot
his Time For Blackburn!
show,wth
is already In
line for
further

THE BONZO DOG

AND

THE

GREATEST HITS

US TOP TEN

SUPREHES

Mounot,
121 VALLEY OF THE DOLLS
Dionne Warwick, Sceptre
(11 LOVE

Dona Key and me 5..crernes,

IS

BLUE

Poul

Motown
Tan SOUND Of MUSIC Soundtrack, RCA

3

four loos. Tomb Motown

4

11)

5

.61 SIMONS SAYS
The 1910 FrumIgurn Co, [Nekton
131 SPOOKY
The Clossics IV, Impetus!

IP POUR TOM CREAMY HITS

isi

II

SMASH/11M,

Tom

Mors,

Demo

i SGT PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB
SAND

ORE AR THROUGH

Beatles P000phone

San,, A

Studio

CAL DOONICAN ROCKS-BUT GENTLY
SWISH CHART IBUSTIRS
ce

Ovl

Actors lamb

Motown

REACH OUT so,v
iamb sitote,,
PISCES. AQUARIUS. CAPRICORN AND
JONES LTD

curren't

DOO DAH BAND
Colin Richardson, General
Manager

series'
winds when

the
July,
understands that neR0.
negotiations are

TvTon

TOP TEN LPs
ROSS

ban.

ON2f,

and

i.. DIANA

I

She follows with a two-week
season at Miami's
Hotel from March 22. Diplomat
Prior
this she appears
at the Na.°
trona' AssociationRecord
Merchandisers convention
6001 on March
21.

BLACKBURN FOR
TV

MANFRED MANN

Enquiries to.

Mcrae« RCA

6

151 THE DOCK Of THE DAY

Otis Redding, Volt
I WISH IT WOULD RAIN
Temptations, Goals

7 (-I JUST DROPPED IN First Edition, Reprise
ifli
WONDER WHAT SHE'S DOING TONIGHT Tummy Bair and Booby Hart
AGM
9 I-I BOTTLE OF WINE
foe Bolls, Alm
1

10 r-/

EVERYTHING THAT TOUCHES YOU

Association, Wove, Brof

L -R

JOHN, DAVE & CONGO

America on

week season on Tuesday. two

Albernf ...men, toad., S

DONOVAN: leaps straight into Pop 30 at 17

to

cabaretutrove.

Co.ca Hoy"

ecurrentlyproceedoutlets

among them

THEY'RE ON THEIR
WAY

.

LOVE
SCULPTURE
RIVER TO ANOTHER
(SLEEP-ZZZ)

,,w

room on the 8th; and on Sat.

des, (9). The Arts Festival RI
at the University Union, 'A
feature Nice, Spencer Dior

Group, Tony Rivers and

Castaways, the Chicken Shy

and the Attack. Compere y
John

be

Peel.

STATUS QUO'S NEXT
Men" will

another Mike
titled
composition

Rossi

be

"Black Veils Of Melancholy"
which will he recorded on
March 5 for release at the end
of March.

The B side will be " Island

but fly back again the same
day to appear at the Newcastle
A Gogo They appear at Green
wick TOW n Hall on Mond.
(4).

MORE JOIN MAYALL
TOHN

si

DAY

MAYALL'S

breakers has two

Blues
new

members. Bass guitarist Keith

Tillman has left the group and
has been replaced by 15 -year.
old Andy Fraser.
And trumpeter Henry low
Cher, who was formerly ssidi
Manfred Mann, has joined Ilk
group.

violin.

He will

double

dn

CONLEY TOURS HERE
-DIG soul package starring
Arthur Conley tours BO fish ballrooms in the spring.

Tour locks off

in

Holland

on March 23, then plays tither
continental dates for two or
three weeks before Nita',
Britain.
It features Arthur
tra, plus possibly Madeline
Bell and a newcomer from the

States.
Says
impresario
Arthur
Howes: " He's a coloured boy
soul singer named Billy Young

Arthur Conley has been reving about. The whole package
will consist of two bands and
three artists."

DOORS CONCERT
FAMOUS West Coast groups

the Doors and

Jefferson

Airplane, plus singers Trin!
Harry BelaNnte asus
trumpeter Hugh Masekela are
all in line for possible ...cents in Britain.
Agent and impresario Ruh'
ert

Paterson, who with

Lew is,

is

bei,cging

over

Vic

US

singer Andy Williams esd
Henry Mancini in May, told
Melody Maker on Monday
Unit negotiatMns were also

proceeding for the above

ar-

tists.

Tito Burns, of Harold Th.,son Ltd, told Melody Maker
on Monday that, as represents,
live of Doors and Jelfersor
Airplane in Britain, MO'
ations
these

were proreedIng_
groups to play nom!

Albert Hall on April

13

OATES OFF TO STATES
artists developmeal
manager Terry Oates me.
to Nashville Tennessee tongs,
row (March 11 to meet
car Tom Springfield and Y''
Atkins.
They are to have record°,
discussions with country al
tills and may discus, the Pt',
Motion of country mans
Greet Britain
RCA

BRAND NEW
WOMAN
PARLOPHONE

neon

Conley with his own orches-

at Hollywood's oCpotestin is
She was due to start her

The Dacca RecoFelCompaol

Ii..

The group fly to Amsterdar
for a TV show on March 14

and

FOUR FRESHMEN

RCA Victor

Suite" at the Empress

bert

released in
Britain later in the year.

1

" Celebrat,

In The Sun "-a new compose

track LP will be

C, RD Mte

hour

a -half

burgh on Saturday, Royal Al-

On March I, CBS Records
release a new Simon and Garfunkel single, "Scarborough
from
Fair/Canticle,"
their
"Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and
Thyme" album.
The duo have recently completed soundtrack music for
the film, The Graduate, being
made in America and a sound-

19

perform its marathon two.1,-,

"Picturm Of Matchstick

Hall, London (8),
Odeon, Birmingham (9).

17

Arts Festival
ents'
opened last Saturday (24),
9.
condones until March
Champion Jack Dupree I
appear at the Swan With
Necks pub on Tuesday (Md
5), the Ian Campbell On.
the Strawberry Hill Boys..:
Shirley Collins at Leeds T.51
Hall on the 6th; the
Westimmk Jam Group w

STATUS QUO'S follow-up to

Garfunkel,
and
DION
contemporary
American
folksong duo, arrived M London this week for a short tour
opening at the Odeon, Mantomorrow (Friday),
chester
then the Usher Hall, Edin-

Carlin,
Welbeck/Schmeder,
Morns; 22 Donna; 23 Coinobv; 21 Carlin; 25
19

recorded
September Illed
Britain
In
to
Das.
before coming
to record the Spencer Wi
Group and later Stevie
tt
and
Traffic
and
wood
Spooky Tooth.
and

liked ihe things

POP 30 PUBLISHERS
3 Lem. .1 Am. -Rose, 5

which pnund
Keith have written extensively in March ar
We'll be recording
April."
is from New Yiy.
25
aged
Miller
" Incens,
in the RIB hit

Said Miller this
but we are
basis,
ite thing on a businessand record and let
going to get together
sort things out.
mangers
said he
the respective
and
me
He had
"Mick Jagger I contacted
did with Traffic.

Canada.

MAURIAT TO VISIT
PAUL

producer
record
TRAFFIC'S
forces
join
is
to
Jimmy Miller
and record
Stones
with the Rolling and album.
their next single
week: " It not a defers-

© LONGACRE PRESS LTD., 1968
F rklmon

Stones bur saxx
been producing
sides of in`
on
two
to
In
I'm very est iti
doesn't want
now
trot room window
been thinking about
I've
all
and it's
weeks.
Mich a
tunes
of
couple
" I've got a
very go..
the

Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick Cy Tich, Fontana
(3) SHE WEARS MY RING
Solomon King, Columbia
(61 FIRE BRIGADE
Move, Regal Zonophone
(2) BEND ME, SHAPE ME
Amen Corner, Deram
(8) PICTURES OF MATCHSTICK MEN
Status Quo, Pye
171 AS YOU ARE/SUDDENLY
YOU LOVE ME
Tremeloes, CBS
IS) EVERLASTING LOVE
Love Affair, CBS

4

TE
MILLER
JIMMY
STONES
RECORD
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Paul Jones out

of Pitney tour
details of the
TOUR
long-awaited Gene
Pitney tour were revealed to Melody Maker

FEATURES EDITOR

Bob Dawbarn
NEWS EDITOR
Alan Walsh
S AF FMEN
Max Jones
Laurie Henshaw
Chris Hayes
Chris Welch
Bill Walker

extended to four weeks, could

not for the full period owing
to film commitments.

Gaumont, Hanley (6), Coventry
Theatre, Coventry (7), Odeon.
Glasgow

Jerry Dawson
2-4 Oxford Road
Manchester 1
Telephone: Central 3232

Bournemouth (20),
De Montfort Hall, Leicester
(21), ABC, Gloucester (23).
Guildhall, Portsmouth (24),
Odeon,
Birmingham
(25),

slot, who will compere.

of

jazz

and

Granada, Sutton (26), Astoria,
Finsbury
Park
(27)
and
Empire, Liverpool 1211

PETE MURRAY LYRICS
Peter Murray has

line-up of narney for Muslca

THE
I the festival

Man -

Gardens,

BBC radio's "Midday Spin"

Musica '68 set

Odeon.

112), ABC, Blackpool (13 and
14), Gaumont, Derby (to),
Capitol, Cardiff (17), Colston
Hall, Bristol (18), Granada,
East
Ham
(19),
Winter

Sound, and Tony Brandon. of

Arthur Howes told MM:
" Paul Jones was going to do
the tour, but when it wa

(9),

cheater (10), Gaurnont, Wolverhampton (II), Odeon, Leeds

the Big Sound. Mike Cotton

EDITOR

toed.th

Opening three weeks are:
Odeon, Lewisham (April 5),

Full line-up is. Gene Pitney, Amen Corner, Don Partridge,
Status Quo, Simon Dupree and

PROVINCIAL NEWS

ere

weektea

Contrary to some reports,
Paul Jones is not on the
tour which now lasts for
four weeks instead of three
as originally planned.

Peter Wilkinson

-

DEEJAY
written the lyrics for the

next Peddlers' single
his
first attempt at songwriting.

'614,

popular

music which Is to take place in Majorca
from July 22 to 27, grows larger.

As set so far, the festival looks like

this. Monday (22): The Byrds from
America, Sweden's Hep Stars, the litni
Hendrix Experience, the Animals, the

Grapefruit and Los Pekenikes. Tuesday
(23): Georgie Fame and, It is hoped,
Francolse Hardy, Brook Benton and the
Basle band.

The

music

is

adapted

from

Handel's "Largo," by Peddler

Roy Phillips.
The disc will be released on
March 15.

One-nighters include: Black

Prince,

Felix,

Donovan,

Spanish

singer

Peret and, it Is hoped, the (Karim. Thursday (25): Bill Evans Trio, Maynard
1 Ferguson, the Dutch Swing College with
Beryl Bryden, Johnny Dankworth and
den Leine, Selina Jones, Blossom Dearie
and perhaps the Charles Lloyd or Roland
Kirk group.
I

Friday (26): Mari. Montgomery and
the Laurie Holloway Trlo, Gene Pitney,

DONOVAN

Gilbert Becaud and the Tages. Saturday
(27); Sandie Shaw, Scott Walker and the
Peddlers.

TIME BOX DATES
Time Box play London's
THEMarquee on March 19 and

Are aver

at

residency

the

dub on Saturdays from April
3.

On March 26 and 27, at a
West End venue yet to be
finalised, they will play a show
with the 24 -piece London
Schools Jan Orchestra.
The Time gox go to France
on March 8 for nine days' club
work and return on May 10
for three days.

Century

film,

Fox

Touchables, which will
by

directed

be

photographer

Bob Freeman. The film will
be released In June.
American

Traffic's

opens with three days in
from

Francisco

March

14.

ing on April 19.

DAVIS is promotSPENCER
ing his own concert at
Birmingham

Town

Hall

on

March 13, starring his Group,
Manfred Mann, Don Partridge,
the Moody Blues and Piccadilly Line. Peter York will

compere.
Spencer's is producing the
new Piccadilly Line single,

"She Believes" which will be
released by CBS in May.

three day's at
Chicago's Cheeter Club, open-

British one-nighters include
the Sherwood Rooms, Nottingham (March 5).

They go to Germany for TV

on March 7 and 8,

wilt
TR ?ri?i? Ht;IgywilOcrlg April
when

the

TRAFFIC: film score

ing film music for one or all
of four major companies.
The Troggs' tour will take
them to important venues in
New York, San Francisco and

Los Angel..
In his role as record producer, Reg Presley went into a
recording studio to record pos-

REG FOR HOLLYWOOD
Troggs

undertake

their first US tour. He will
discuss the possibility of writ -

BALDRY CABARET

don's

JOHN BALDRY comLONG
pletes a week of cabaret

Theatre.

sible

singles

and

an

album

with Sounds Incorporated.
On March
they appear at
1

Langley Baths, Birmingham,
Bristol University (6), Royal

Naval Air Station, Bawdy (7),
Nelson Imperial Ballroom (9),
Pavilion Bath (11), Parade Of

at

Lon-

Palace

The show
is set in pre-war
Berlin and much of

Yorkshire on Saturday, then

San

and

Cabaret

at the Variety Club, Batley,

tour

Barbra

in the new musical

Show (25).

The

guest

SPENCER CONCERT

The Pops (13), Jimmy Young

TRAFFIC are writing the
score for a new 20th

They will also play two days
in Los Angeles, one in Santa

in Dee Time on March

" Madame, kindly
watch where you're
putting that trombone!" These are
the Kit Kat Klub
Kittens, an all girl
jazz combo featured

Traffic tour opens
in San Francisco

(March 3),
Birmingham (5, 6 and 7). They
Bexley

Wednesday (24); Electric String Band,

Julie

I

pressAt time, datesb gf for

Howes on Monday.

ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER

So

had to let him go."

by impressario Arthur

Tony Wilson

appears at the Coatham Hotel,
Recker (3) and the Locarno,

takes
the
action
place in the club

Coventry on March 7.
He will spend three days
rehearsing with his group fol-

where the girls are

lowing his appearance at Red -

playing.

They

in-

clude jenny Russell

FOUNDATIONS TOUR
Foundations have signTHEed to tour Scandinavia
from April 10-16. They record
their next single, probably another song by Tony Macaulay

(piano), Pat Sheridan (drums). Jean
Mercer (trombone)
and drummer Jon

March 10.

Hiseman's wife Barbara Thompson on
tenor sax.

and John McLeod on March
18 and 19 and cut a live composition for US release at Hatchett's, Piccadilly, London on

IF YOUR IDEAS ARE TOO
BIG FOR YOUR AMPS...

you're ready for SOUND CITY'S

NEW INTERNATIONAL SOUND

These Groups now use SOUND CITY
AMPS:

4112 Staggered Columns

THE WHO JIMI HENDRIX THE KNIFE
NEAT CHANGE CHRIS LAMB AND
THE
UNIVERSALS THE PLASTIC PENNY
THE SMOKE THE ACTION THE
HERD
THE GASS JULIAN COVEY
CHRIS
FARLOWE AND THE THUNDERBIRDS
DAVE DEE, DOZEY, BEAKY,
MICK & TICH

See for yourself

100

:t

watt Lead or Bass

ARBITER STAND
NO.317 HALL 11

FRANKFURT FAIR

arbiter ltd
ARBITER LTD
ST
PANCRAS WAY
LONDON N W I ENGLAND
I

&

61i

I

Paw 4-10.1rIn MAKER Mart* 2. 194*

MASSIVE
AT
MOVE APPEAR

HAROLD DAVISON PRESENTS

TONY
BENNETT
"OGETHER WITH

NEW YORK POP CONCERT

BUDDY RICH

THE: Move

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

ODEON
SAT. 9 MARCH

HAMMERSMITH

:
:

the

630 3 9.15 p.m.

6.50 CONCERT

:

10/-, 13/6,
16/6, 21/-, 25/-

TICKETS:

mental Pop Festival to
be staged in New York
in May and June. They

BAND AT,
di be a

The event, titled "The First

Memorial To The 20th

Cen-

tury, Environmental Pop Festi
val." will have 500,000 dollars

hacking from the Pepsi Cola
company and nmy he relayed
to other countries hy Telstar
The Move will be designing

3T CONCERT SOLD OUT

VICTORIA : NEW VICTORIA THEATRE
6.45 3 9.05 p.m.

their own show with " environmental involvement "
Leonard

will
direct the New York PhilharBernstein

monic Orchestra at the fest:.
eat

16/6, 21/-,
25/-, 30/-

6.45 CONCERT: TICKETS:

SANDIE'S TV SERIES

9.05 CONCERT SOLD OUT

SANDIE SHAW has

post-

poned her scheduled BBC.
I TV series until the autumn.

MANCHESTER : FREE TRADE HALL
ION. 18 MARCH : 6.303 9.00 p.m.

It was to have started in April.
for the PasrPonernent? Says personal manager
Evelyn Taylor: -Sandie wants
Reason

Mike Mansfield to produce the
shows, but he is tied up with
his current Tony Blackburn

GLASGOW : ODEON
TUES.19 MARCH : 6.30 3 9.00 p.m.

series now being networked.
Sandie won't do it with any else, so we have postponed

LEEDS : ODEON
Ws. 20 MARCH : 6.30 3 9.00 p.m.

the

series

until

the

Autumn."
Sandie threw a C3,000 party

**************Or*-***-***-********

TEDDY WILSON
ACCOMPANIED BY THE

DAVE SHEPHERD QUINTET
LONDON : QUEEN ELIZABETH HALL

TWO.
Hal VS 14.441 IL
tbs 14M101011

:Mrs*

gon"able from Royal Festival Hall Box Office

ALSO APPEARING AT THE

to which 500 guests were invited

to

celebrate

her

21st

Party
birthday on Monday.
was held on Sunday night in

of Horrors a!
Madame Tussaud's Wasworks
in London.
current
included
Guests

the.

Chamber

chart toppers Esther and Abi
Ofartm, and a hmthday cake
made from ten gallons of icing
was made by chef specialty
Clown to Bntain from Italy.

BEE GEES MERGER
Stigwood announced the
merger. of the Robert StIgwood
Organisation and subsIdiarY
companies with A.L.S. Management Ltd last week.
The Stigwood Organisations
arLS as managers for the Bee

Gees and Cream and agents
lot the Foundations and many

other groups. They have offices
in London, Hamburg, and Syd-

ney are to open in Los An-

geles, New York. Paris and
Rome. They will share facili-

ties with ALS which serves the

Interests of 40 writers, direr-

-

Hollies and
Scaffold new
singles due

ATV's

51/-. Two Too. 60/6. IR,'

show extended

rl

Mow
mm -4 -Am

are vied am '4. ,

of we WHO.

it,,., Tntwhistlo

ROTOSOUND

MUSIC

STRINGS

THE WORLD'S HIGHEST
GRADE IN MUSIC STRINGS

114ES NOW INDUSTRIES

(mono
495 Slcoldwi Rood, Sian*
gent

rrHE Spinners' Sunday

.1 Radio Two half hour
show has been extended
from eight to 13 weeks.
This week's guest Is Kim
Cordell.
The group appear in
Toncert al Birmingham

own Hall on Saturday

(2) which will be relayed

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand 346, Hall 11

to more than 30 hospitals
In the Birmingham area.

film

Daddy's Music
Hall,
Belfast

hnicians

ts

Hosted. P45
tan and Alan Simpsxn
are.

'Frankie

Cm,

the

are " If I
Were A Carpenter," and Ricky

Nelson's "I Gotta Feeling.
The group, who's hit "The
Legend Of Xanadu" is to be
released in America, appear to.

day (Thursday) on BBC TV's
Top Of The Pops and Whistle
Stop, Dee Time (Saturday),
Beat Club, Bremen TV, Germany (March 5) and a week of
cabaret at Tito's Club, Cardiff
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a TV

follow-up

Their

t

single

rt-

has been decided so far
group appear at Wilton Hall,
Bletchle) o Satiirdas (21

London's

Hall taws -vow

(Friday) But a spokesman Mad
on Monday: " Tmkets lust
have not been selling
All
mones will be refunded to
those who bought tickets"

NEW WHO DISC

"...."11:3014

called
.1_1Fhtning" was released
in America
Monday to seincide with the group's latest
tour there, and ma:, he released as their next British
single.
Out the gr.-.:r were busk- recording in 1 os Angeles last
weekend and may release
a
more suitable song for
the
British market
Co.manager Kit Lambert
flew to loin them last week
to record 3 1,ye. album at
the Fillmore Auditvrium, San
Francisco. for British and
American release

HANK FOR SCOTT'S?
Ronnie

Stott

Club are trying to
yet
tenorist Hank Mobile)
club for a season Into the
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April 22, Another attraction,
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You don't need a science
degree to know
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45 portable combo organ
Playing and
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n exhilarating experience. with its unique transistorised
The new boss
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pot.,

Use a good amplifier with
it
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P1 FOR TALK?

John Gunnell
Royal Albert

Box.

431

perkIola kmedt.'

mamma.

The Mad Hatters ball was
to he presented by Rik and

the titles included

10-16.

board of directors

been cancelled.

ANEAV album is to be released by Dave Dee, Dozy,
Beaky, Mick and Tieh in April
celled "If No One Sang."
Material will range from
pop, folk, and rock to R58,
ballads and comedy. Among

from March

compovers and

star Manfred N5466. P. w.
Proby and the Lore Affair, has

NEW DEE ALBUM

Spinner's radio

prtecoducers,

Maramiti_.

o
Emma rmaim

A!MAJOR Pap Mb. die ro

5).

55 66 Swing Row. To.,/i
misins se (severe ..fion
3
mei towtiin 41/3. long

FESTIVAL

NW& War. ".17914a69

HATTERS BALL Off

Whitla
(Ill;
Portsmouth Guildhall (17) and
Fairfield Halls. Croydon (April

BASS GUITAR

nut

vt, FE GEES manager Robert

Roger McGough and Mike McGesr with "Carry On Krow " as
the B side. It Is released on March 15.
On March 9 they appear on

THIS SUNDAY 3 MARCH FOR BOTH
LUNCHTIME 3 EVENING SESSIONS

at the

MOVE: have joined American committee

The Scaffold's single is "Do You Remember" written by

"BULLS HEAD" BARNES

OM&

also lo

leased this Month.
The Hollies' single is "I Love Jennifer Eccles," released on
March 22 It is a composition by Graham Nash, Allan Clarke
and Tony Hicks. No B side has yet been decided.
The Hollies are currently touring America and return to
Britain on March 17.

TICKETS: 7/6, 10/6, 13/6, 16/6, 21/-

CAMDEN

°Mika

at

'THE Hollies and the Scaffold both have new singles re-

2 MARCH AT 7.45 p.m.

rolakerl

Festival

the final night.

16/6, 21/-, 25/-,

:

WESTBROOK

in a massive pop concert on

CONCERT TICKETS: 10/-, 13/6,

THIS SAT.

an American Environ-

on the site of the former
World's Fair from May 31
to June 2 They will appear

TICKETS: 10/-, 13/6,

10/-, 13/6,
16/6, 21/51111.17 NAM : 6.00 & 1.30 pa.

:

of

on the festival to be staged

9.15 CONCERT :TICKETS:

MOM. 11 MARCH

committee

The group will also appear

16/6, 21/-, 25/-

6.0

to join

join the Beach Boys and
and composer Leonard
Bernstein.

9.15 CONCERT SOLD OUT
MEL 13 11/201 6..50 & 9.15 p.m.
6-50 CONCERT

are

216/415, Congresshalle

too

--Page 8
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Mainly we are coming
to

Esther and Abi's

Britain

because

like it so much."

audience-from
seven to ninety
IN the summer of 1966, Munich's Circus Krone seethed with excitement as three thousand

fans eagerly awaited the appearance on stage of the Beatles, making what has proved
to be their last European tour. The supporting acts were on stage when there was suddenly a huge commotion in the audience.

The reason, Esther and Abi Ofarim had arrived at the Circus to see the Beatles. And Esther and Abi, now
breaking through here in Britain with "Cinderella Rockefella" were and still are, perhaps the biggest attraction on the Continent after the Beatles.
Last week at BBC's Top of the Pops studios, Esther and Abi remembered the incident vividly. " We had
arrived at the Circus
Krone after the start of

BY ALAN WALSH

the show to try to slip in
unnoticed." said
Esther, reclining

lovely

on

a

divan with husband Abi's

"We are

arm protectively round her
waist
" We just wanted
to see the Beatles but
there was such a commotion it ruined the act of
Peter

and

a

home here," said Abi. "We
have

already

a

house

in

Switzerland, a flat in Germany and a flat in New York
in addition to our home in
Haifa.

who

Gordon

looking for

were on the stage." The

Ofarims in fact had to
leave before the Beatles
act ended.
The uproar in Munich was
some measure of the popularity of the Israeli duo in
Europe and it looks as
though

they could

" We have been spending

here but we are to move

become

eight

to

and

permanent base

months

here.

From

London, we can fly anywhere

planninge
ant

as

and will be spending six to

as popular in Britain_ They
ertainly

couple of months a year

here

in the world to work."
But why the decision
move here rather than

a re

to move here and
set up home base in London.

We have felt for some time

" We wouldn't do one of

love it." said Esther.

over the world.
We

it's not
Europe. You have a wonderful sense of freedom here.

manent base, but did they
feel they would have complete musical freedom here?

that this is where it happens.

those

not

America

and

" We don't want just to
chase the big money. We're
not saying money isn't im-

ATMOSPHERE
a

" It's

It is
compliment that they have
chosen Britain as their per.

rich American scene?
"It's the atmosphere.

to
the

portant, it is. But for us, it's
not the main thing. We want
to follow our own way
musically rather than just
chase money with no regard
for anything else."
The
fact is that the
Ofarims are pretty wellheeled already .thanks to
thousands of album sales all

show
" We

cinema -stage

tours here," said Abi.
would probably do concerts
and perhaps cabaret work,
as well as TV. We found on
the Continent that our audience was from every age

group. We had children of
seven and eight who couldn't
stay until the end because

they had to be taken home
to bed. And we had very

old people of up to 90, as
well

lot

a

as

of

young

people.

REPERTOIRE

singles
RUPERT'S PEOPLE

I Can Show You

Capitol CL 15535

TONY BRUNO

What's Yesterday

Time
Machine
lid I i

kl

I

Hoare

Spare toadonN 11

so, but we may know more
after

our

concert

at

30."

toire.

"But it's fun and we

enjoy singing it. We wouldn't
do anything we didn't like.
"But we hope that having
this success will help us to
take our other music to
people here and make them
accept it." Their repertoire

is very varied and they refuse to be categorised. It inSixteenth
century
songs, Israeli songs and even

PARLOPHONE R5671

by French composer Gilbert
Becaud in the future.

SUCCESS

"We insist on honesty in
our work and this in the past
has led to lights with record

companies because they have

thought that some things
we have done have not been
commercial," said Abi.
They also believe that success in Britain will help
them to better themselves
artistically and possibly lead

into acting and possibly films.
"But mainly we are cointhem

ing to Britain because we
like it so much. We seem to
Ilke everything about it
except the weather
and
.

No`n

nancy
wilson

-

we're getting used to that."
,

ALBUM

SUPPLEMENT

You Don't

edwin

starr

I AmThe Man
For You Baby
TAMLA MOTOWN TMG646

the

YARDBIRDS

lemon
tree

Know Me

BEGINS

CAPITOL CL15536

(Currently in U.K.
for T.V.)

Don't shoot the Organist..

will be very happy. Only
time will tell if that will be

extends to songs by Brecht
and Kurt Weill. They also
hope to include some songs

William
Chalker's
a'saa Co

ofca

cludes

Columbia DB8368

:r."-lrr.,

people to our
concerts here in Britain we
same sort

CrIPII0i CL 15534

Goodnight,
Sweet Josephine

EMI

the

GLADYS KNIGHT &
THE PIPS

Birds Of A Feather

COLUMBIA DB8363

attract

"Cinderella Rockefella" is
bouncy song that has sold
because of its catchy tune
and clever 'Yd.,. it's only
one part of the Ofarim reper-

JOE SOUTH

I

n

Royal Albert Hall on March

Tana., Motown TMG645

Out Of My Heart

wc

Columbia Da8362

The End Of Our Road

Vince Can't Keep You

" If

help it if he's
Come to that, all groups
are revolting. Revolting against
old-fashioned unoriginal sounds;
revolting against humping heavy
instruments around. And leading the revolt
are Farfisa Electronic Organs. Organs that
give groups the extra playing-edge and
sharpness they need to make a really
distinctive sound; organs that can be moved
easily from discotheque to dance hall and
are
sturdy enough to suffer no ill-effects from
non-stop travel; organs that are so reasonably
priced that every pop group can afford
them. Join the revolt and get on the move
to the sound of a Farfisa Electronic Organ.

The famous Farfisa Compact range: Compact
Du
Compact de luxe, Compact, Compact

Minor

1- 11

ON
I

PAGE

I

Farfisa Electronic Organs.
Distributed by Rank Audio Visual
Limited,
Woodger Road, Shepherds Bush,
London, W

we
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I ODY MAKE It, Mulch 2, 196s

Principal stops

i d is
"

,

show

gone on long

has

Judy
Jason
of
Illusive
Dreams.
Japanese rock hand, Mild
Curtis and the Santuri,
knocking them out at the

enough. Everybody
Out! The whole flavour of
the evening has been die ll

gusting!"
St,

said

the Principal of

arnarn Shmi

01 A

at

ilk concert in aid of

sons

c

hr brought
ought to
a

ad

Middle Earth
Roy Harper writing a 30 -minute song,
" McGoahan'a Blues," based
on The Prisoner TV show.
Roger Cairns, of the Edinburgh Weekly, would like to
know " Who the hell is
Reader I. Dove?"
, Freddy
Mack Show involved in fullscale battle with gang of
youths at Salisbury. Singer
Tony Morgan taken to hospital wth a knife wound on his
face. Freddy hurt by flying
fire extinguisher.
How about that TV ad that
.

tuddenrt halt

for which an all -afar
-gm had been imported from

of s

disappointed audience,
angry performers and sob circa concert organisers were
A

walled quickly out
The last song before the
Prtncipal's

outburst was a
censored version of "She
Was Poor But She Was
Honest " from Redd Sullivan
and

Martin Windsor. Contnbuting to the "flavour " of
the evening had been Joy

The RAUER'S

21.7.7%nlol'hye Hobbit,
Woman in Canonbury pub
to Solomon King.: " know

- you're

kolt_

Long John

Baldry." Same size, different
shape!
The Beatles' shop,
Apple, used for location
shOts this week for new
Maggie Smith -Peter Ustinov
.

film, Hot Millions,

Deelay Earl Richmond not
exactly delighted to be kidnalMed hy students from
Reading College Of Technology.
It's time somebody
sued these idiots
Alan
Down's wife, Jean, presented
him with a 71b 14oz daughter, Nicole.
Lost somewhere between
Sheffield, Manchester and Ac.

ing!

.

- in Gaelic by a

Secorded

cottish disc company.
Scots

voice to MM's

Bob

Songwriter Bill Martin
turned down a big party at
.

.

the

Brazilian Embassy to
watch the International.
Flowerpot
Man,
Robin
Shaw, would like BBC -TV
Junior Points Of View to
know that not only does the

placeable
pocket
trumpet
Where is Willie Wombat?

Four Freshmen dug Sons
And Lovers at the Playboy
Club and invited the lads to

have a drink with them
Time Box's greyhound, also
called Time Box, has won
all its three ref. at Clanton

group exist but he did sing
on " Let's Go To San Francisco."
Tony Wilson
taken down his pictures of
Judy Collins since he saw

.

.

Stadium

.

Says the Old Place's
Johnny Jack: " It was hard
inding anybuly who wanted

-

a gig on Thursday
they
are all going to the Ornette

Coleman concert."
Foundations' road manager

Stan Whitley robbed of his
wife's engagement ring and

contents of the gas meter
when thieves raided his home
John Mayall's two -volume

LP, "Diary Of A Band,"
tremendous
a

.

much;

...

is

Keef Hartley

drummer
Vicious
mour alleges
Keith Goodwin seen buying
somebody a lunch.
Human Instinct have invented a gadget which cuts
out feedback. Several manufacturers
interested
.
Schools Jazz Ork's Bill Ash ton's new bon to be called
Miles - not for the obvious
.

Houston
on
terraces
at
Hampden Park last Saturday:
"If you got a shave, big
fella. I could see the game."

rington-Alan Elsdon's irre-

.

.

.

.

.

than Blobbo." So use Noth-

Publicist Balsa Sommerville standing se Tory candidate for Camden Council,
suggest MM's Tony Wilson
should oppose him. " Blue
Turning Red Over What?"
P. J. Proby denies reports
that he swnre on stage at
Sheffield'a cabaret club
the 176th version of " Puppet On A String " has been

1

.

says "Nothing works faster

weekly tonic

Eric

.

.

JOHNNY GRIFFIN/ION HENDRICKS/SLIDE HAMPTON
WHINY GRIFFIN, the fastest
lenew alive

.

reasons, he says.
And still they're making
albums with sitars!
.

.

.

Drummer Ray Smith teaching Wally Fawkes some Ornette Coleman tunes
Rumours that the Arts Council is forming a committee
on jazz.
.

.

.

THE FASTEST

reds back Into

the Ronnie Stilts Club en N.., night.
Nis stance astride his ...-

to Aat Of St.,
eppesitt te
Mash extrevort a.d.e
fiche end thew leelpts1 seat

phone. is one of naked aggression

and

is

by

matched

his

TENOR IS
BACK IN TOWN

music, Ilea -footed, neetAngered
and hard mvinging. If he tended
to go on a little too long on

each number and overdid the

solo tempr bit, these were minor
blemishes in an enjoyable set
on which he was backed by
Stan Tracey (Plane), nanny
Rapper (bass) end the admir-

able Kenny Clare (drums),
The hipper brands of Ian

Zee
VaZ"br
Jon Hendricks has Made me

He combines a
attractively
technique,

think again.
ane

thusiastically and the final sele;
non of " Zorba
comTheodorakis' most ramose.
position. was a fitting ending
le the evening.-TONY WILSON.

husky voice and great sense
of humour, his patter and timing would shame many a big.

name comedian.
blendMcIt's neat arrangements
showcased the excellence of his
pianist Larry encovic.
Ronnie Scott (tenor). Kenny
Wheels
Jeff
(nutlet -hero,
Wheeler

Clyne (bass), and Tony Oxley
(drsms). - BOB DAWBARN_

rumproved

.

Woody Nerrnam te-,
appeared for ter,. MO.
Manchester's Club 41
Cecil's berniserierrent--ssmg.
se, es
genial and easy

THEODORAKIS

TH IE414incheoOdc?rraelielt

composer
Is a

lure of traditional. popular ma

classical musiC,A truelynnallonal

atd"ttlIe'r

,c.otueittlorfizdt

act than i_onrd:n's Talk Of The
TOW, as he proved at his els
ing on Monday night when the
audience loved his corn, warm
personality. Max sang and rued
(mainly joked) his way through
with
hour
an
entertaining
casual charm combined with
careful timing. If you like your
but
showbiz.
entertainment
boy.

EI17;end.bi.bywiteesinfTe'rrd°;:=
Farantouri

a. Anton,

st7dtnIrutms camem ore
wi
catien seemed egT:Ire'to'
11

'trtlan:nd

doubt th
theseNo
opening nignt
Wrinkles will be Ironed out_
The musk was received en-

about
of
leadership
th
sac
h

- ALAN

WALSH.

Lrse:::ey. tahrthaere5TZ,"....
rdy_, tto

" will

big

back?" Is
answered so TOT as the Glenn
Miller band Is concerned. by
ta
the simple stement
that" they
haven't been anywhere."
Nary, many musicians can

be Included among Ns fans

Chorlton-curn-nHan

lecTirdh;

lend atmosphere it
decided to allow patrons
To

wans

to

'"adi.re'rearsaT d0:ith1,1
obvious

o1 the listeners

To-rOt:.d01

being msicians.

The shrewd reescoring in ar!

rr-pda". 7:"en';noldgcTeltiN
let's face it,

toethea"stmesk-sFor

improved
brass technique
out a all recognition in the
past 15 Seem
pure's inThe sessiens
the playing Is
formal - but the
night
not. A hPPY, enjoyable DAVIwith nostalgia. -JERRY
Peas

-

LAWRENCE ORK
THE
QUESTION
bands ever come

trumpet-arra.%

lolly l':::rTegThe

MAX BYGRAVES
MlinXn trttGRArS

the

"MT r
Hotel.

superbly handled, Max is rear

Ka:l'a'""Th'iaj'ee°:17 ITon'el:;!lon's
SCrh ensemble. cemeriMng
three bouronkls bass guitar,

In Man and a bunch of them
done
done so
nee

-

SON.

sexist

Cecil

eingwea

an
rncoeth and
the barrlone

link. mask

the Sawa tam

and biting attack of the irMD-

.e

Yet. ssePriamt", there was
clash of pe,ossalag oe
no
each
music

In F.

she

perfect fail for the gam

g.

son Tr.. the duo bew teaselled
steins without any reineellbel or
lessening of tens on led ad!
Teel
Trumpet star Maynard Fata

son. an ex -boss of Shea. Illemseton. sat -in at the F,day swanand
taking . There II Newt Be
Another You " at as Sendibiy fast tempo. the three bens
proved that all things are pew d you have confidence end
technique -ALAN STEVENS

REFECTORY
FOLK AND classical guitarist
Michael JeSSett has solved the
problem of when to go fee a
special "
as
priced
evening

o ut

London

Teaming with Alasdtr Ciayre

and Tim Field
original

(one

Springfields).

of We
Michael

puts on Thursday evenings

on. and supper

at

the

foamy. Buckingham Gate. Landon.

Last

week

he ad Tim

Payne

and trorn.nist Slide Hampton.
who had stayed on in 'Main

then Lritroduced Dante y Pepe.

who sang a relaxed and iaberest-compelling group of swags
ERIC WINTER.

FONTANA ARTISTS ININ
RITISH JAZZ POLLS
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JOHN DANKWORTH
-BRITISH FEMALE SINGER -BRITISH BIG BAND
CLEO LAINE

FACADE
Cleo Laine and Annie Ross in Sir William

Walton's 'Facade' -An entertainment
with poems by Dame Edith Sitwell
- Instrumental ensemble directed
by John Dankworth
STL5449(S)

THE $1,000,000 COLLECTION

John Dankworth and His Orchestra
STL5445(S)

TL5445(M)

of
Re.

Field did a set mainly el their
own songs - I liked particularly Tim's new song " le the
Morning. Last Summer"- and

PAYNE/HAMPTON
BARITONE

vi
prode

TUBBY HAYES

-BRITISH LP OF THE
YEAR
100% PROOF
Tubby Hayes Orchestra
STL5410(S) TL5410(M)

TL5449(M)

BUY THESE BEST SELLING ALBUMS NOW!
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BEATLES BARED -THEIR OWN PRESS MAN BREAKS A FIVE YEAR S L

LENNON THE

01111110101
MANY

"

are

people ask what
Beatles?

Why
Beatles? Uh, Beatles, how did
the name arrive? So we will
tell you. It came in a visiona man appeared on a flaming
pie and said unto them: ' From

BEATLE

this day on you are Beatles
with an A.' Thank you, Mister
Man, they said, thanking him."

John invented this minor
but much quoted bit of
Nestle mythology six years
ago in response to initial demands that the origin of the
group's name be explained.
So John wrote about the
visionary descension of a
man sitting astride his flaming pie, a story which satisfied him and everyone else

TONY BARROW, the Beatles' press
representative, concludes his four
part series with this article on John
Lennon. Barrow has been associated
with the Beatles since their earliest
days but this is his first series in five
years. He agreed to write the series

more than the simple truth
that Beetles had become
Beatles in order to contain
the word Beat.
Outsiders believed it was
imperative that any group
should have a leader.

The

only at the special request of the

outsiders elected John because his voice was heard
louder and longer than the
others in those early days.
For months after I had

Melody Maker.

met

the Beatles I was
puzzled by my own lack of

communication with John.

attempted a variety of
fresh approaches. We talked
together with decreasing
I

embarrassment yet on the

majority of occasions it was
impossible to penetrate the
superficial skin of John's
complex personality.

including George, guessed it
would be John.
Of
has
course John
changed; He used to be surly
and selfish, physically as
well as verbally violent,
with a knavish sense of
-

huniour streaked by sadoCELL

I watched others decide

he was too obscure, too way

out, for them. Gradually I

appreciated that there was
no voluntary or intentional

plan on John's part to cut
himself off.
His
wife,

the

other

Beatles, all who worked or

played with him at

close

quarters understood that lot

hours at a time he would
withdraw into his own im-

pregnable cell with all lines
in and out closed to traffic.
When I opened this series

around me speculated upon the subject of
my second piece, the one
about The Beetle Who Has
people

Changed The Most.

Many,

masochist motivation.
The change has been enormous but it remains inis
still
complete. John
searching, still reaching out

blindly if not desperately in
different directions, still failing to find an ultimate
Nirvana.

He had a go at writing

and got as far as two books
filled with magnificent fragments. At another attempt
he began to construct a
full-length story until the
characters

bored him

so

He lives in Wey-

bridge with Cynthia, Julian,
a quintet of cats and a
pair of answering machines
which tape innumerable
telephone messages which
never reach his ears.
John is a curious combination
of
extraordinary
genius, childish naivety and
adult maturity. He refuses

to believe in his own versatility since everything he
achieves falls short of his
own perfectionist ideals.
He hopes that a by-prod-

uct of his current studies
under the Maharishi will
be

an

expansion

of

his

powers of general concentration. Apart from - the

Beatles and their music, few
things hold his attention for
long.

much that he polished them

He tried acting and be-

HONEST

fed up before he
his
first film.
finished

came

Neither art provided any-

thing greater than mild and
temporary stimulation.
He is erratic in almost all
things save the constantly
progressive, vividly expressive musical product of his
His

whole personality is as mobile and un-

stable as the poured -forth
thoughts

which

arranged
themselves into the unsymmetrical lyrics of "I Am

The Walrus."
As a human specimen for
analysis he is the most fascinating Beatle of all

-

which is why 1 left him to

the last.

John, 28 this October, has

been married for nearly six

assortment of
spectacles which he looks
through or does not look
through
according
to
uses

an

whether he wishes to

what is happening or to
fade out visible evidence of
an outside world.
John gained a reputation
for being The Outrageous

cause

He is the least independent

Beatle,

leaning

see

Beetle by being honest. If
in other circumstances he
would have let fly with
four-letter words he saw no
reason to inhibit himself be-

off.

mind.

LI toeioo,r4;rn ajlentli

years.

upon

present.

strangers

the group's strength as a
source for his own funda-

concerts he used to reject

stuffed he saw no point In
holding his breath when
dealing with an unpleasant

mental security.
John is short-sighted. For
the idea of wearing glasses.
For ages he stood there on
stage, legs well apart, guitar
gripped firmly like a weapon, voice used as an audio
battering ram, and saw
nothing which was further
from his face than the
microphone.
Later he wore contact
lenses which tended to drop

out and be lost at inconvenient moments. Today he

person

didn't reckon much of a
world which thought more
of its pop groups than of
its deity, a place where
60,000 kids flocked to Shea

Stadium for a show by the
Beatles

but stayed away
from their churches.

ORDEAL

were

If at other times
would have told an
pleasant

-

first
rock 'n' roll or
Christianity."
John was trying to say he

to

he
un-

get

VIP.

But it was not until 1966

that the Outrageous Beatle
bit swelled up to world-

wide headlines. This became
one of the most meaningful

crisis points in his recent
life and it stemmed from

something he told Maureen
Cleave for the Evening
Standard,
" We're
more
popular than Jesus now; I

don't know which will go

e

John's brain works more

.ntly than his tongue;

his he
-choke

they
uttered

forms ideas which
hemselves before
be turned into
rds.

He kno s how bad he is
at expressing himself, tint
less he is doing so before
those who know him so intimately that they can finish
paragraphs for him. Had he
made the Jesus remark to
Brian Epstein or one of the
others it would have been
translated and understood

without additional explan-

ation.

In' Chicago on the night of

August 11, 1966, John faced
the most frightening ordeal of
his career. In an hotel suite

crowded with men from the
world's most powerful news
media he was expected to
clarify or withdraw his

original statement. He did
neither. Before the press conference he sat with Brian nervously rehearsing answers to
questions which had yet to be
asked.

When the time came, none
of the half sentences he
blurted out had been prepared.
lie knew and we knew what
he wanted to say, that it had
all been a ghastly mistake.
But to announce this would
have been to involve himself
in further debate with the
news people who were pressing for an outright public
-apology from behind their
battery
of
lights
and
cameras.

To this day there must be
millions of people who believe
that The Outrageous Beetle
had

been

boasting he was
bigger than Christ!
There is nothing outrageous
about John's 1968 way of life.

He has shed the tough exterior which people took to be
the

shell of an aggressive
nature.
He remains blunt in his demands yet sincere in his con-

`John's brain works more efficiently than his tongue'

victions. He has realised that
many of his earlier battles
were between conflicting aspects of his own being. Now
he deals with himself and his

own problems less ferociously.
Like most of us he has his
eccentricities but they are

harmless. He is an impulsive
big -spender but he can afford

to be. His favourite relaxation
is television, the set left on
from test card to epilogue so
that it stands by to be
watched at a second's notice.
Like many husbands he is
not keen to go out and
socialise unless his wife brings
the pressure of persuasion

upon him. He wants his son
to have
a

thorough yet
thoroughly practical education
so he wouldn't dream of putting him down for a top public
school.

Above all he wants to go on
being a Beetle even if he despises the phoneyness and
fantasy of the life he led between 1960 and 1966
He has yet to discover a
freer and more rewarding
method of self-expression than
he has found via the creation
end performance of his corn
positions.

© 1968, TONY BARROW.
WORLD RIGHTS
RESERVED

JazAzseene
PERSONAL OPINION
BY VALERIE WILMER

CAN you

remember

the

" I go to church on Sunday,"
she announced sarcastically in

last time you stood up
and cheered at a local jazz

attempt to woo the
dvaliant
in' people, "and even my

happening
I

can - Freddie Hubbard,

stra

Jaki Bysrd and Tubby Hayes
were having an impromptu
blow at the Bull's Head
but
It's ten to one that you can't.
Unless, ofcourse,
course. you were
one of the discerning few who
rose in their feet in spon-

-

taneous

reaction

to

Shepp's exhortations

dered

on

bunch of
ofopen mouths,

ate ashamed to show any emo-

tion when the music explicitly

demands it.
Jazz. after all, is the music

of cunication, but the
what wilt - the - neighbours -

I

deserve to be entertained just
bemuse I've paid my money?
It's so simple to lay the

blame for the damp as dishatmosphere

of

the

British jazz clubs and concert
halls at the feet of the long surf ering artist.

is

started

it to you incessantly if

you don't do your bit,

-

water

The moment jazz became respectable here, Its death -knell

up there,
unassailably perched on a different plateau. You ran call
him names, say he has no
responsibility to the people
who pay his way, but is this

sock

But the cheers never come
To the British public, the jazzman's function is to entertain,
and unless he comes out with
an obvious classic on the in stool, the man has had It.
Well, dear listener, look
yourself squarely in your
blase, jaundiced eye and ask
yourself this question: do

He, after all,

learning the game?
You can't expect him to

Griffin could use the occasional cheer!

my mouth to

SHEEP: Expo exhortations

the guy who's spent his lifetime getting with his axe and

How much
more Ben Webster or Johnny

opened
her the

swung, eyes narrowing into a
look that plainly read who is
that vulgar woman?"

to show some appreciation for

him.

I

politest of
yeahs," round their heads

off your behind and

are

behind

give

Isn't it about time you got

playing the game.
Even when the MJQ are playing
their dainty
tearoom
music, John Lewis smiles
openly if he feels the crowd
is

had

fair?

say attitude is slowly atrophying Its very branches.
It doesn't work unless both
sides

tertain -me " manner that spells
death for the spontinstant
aneous performer.
VI needed sonic kind of encouragement but no sooner

the

to,

-

ing.
There they sat, eyes
glazed In the superior " en-

Archie

night of Jazz Expo '67.
God knows, it was time.
It's almost
though the
British lam public, that panlast

church ain't as quiet as this."
Uhuh, baby, nothing do-

know.

you
There's no reward in

knocking yourself out for

sea of empty faces.

a

Take the Scott Club audi-

mm - here they are, feted

monthly with the cream of the
jazz world, from Coleman
Hawkins'
elder
statesman
swing to Shepp's space music,

yet how often do they

put

their well-bred hands together,

let alone shout for more?
A case in point was the
recent visit there by the ex-

huberant and talented VI Redd.

Night after nights she was up
winging and
on the stand,
sweating, blowing her guts
out and giving her all, but

where were the cheers? No-

where.

SAVE

was
Theru jazz audience is jam-

packed with the world's worst
snobs, too. They sneer at the
people who scream for liendila and the Who but in doing

so they forget how to enjoy

themselves.
American audiences are supposed to be blase, and of

- to an ex-

course they are

tent, but they still know how
to have a ball with music as

the
centrepiece.
noisy, sure, but the

They're

jazzmen

thrive on it.
Up at Minton's and Basic's
in Harlem, it's a two-way
shouting match at times, as
the hippies dance and weave
extorting

their fay rites who yell right back
through their horns.
about,

That's where it's really at,

not

in

this

tomb

called

"Swinging" (don't make me
laugh) London.

Jazz is sup-

posed to be a ling music and
it deservvies a living
so
audience, not a crop of mealymouthed corpses.
But until those coffins open,

the scene will stay

as

staid

and lifeless as ever. And the
people will still be blaming
the poor musicians.

MAYNARD:

WHY
Britain?
really

-

settled In

have I
I

is to settle (temporarily at
least) in Europe. In these
modern days of fast transportation

I

'The Last Will and Testament
of Jake Thackray'
(Columbia SX 6178)

Until you've been firmly hooked on

LAH-DI-DAH
c/w THE BLACK SWAN
(Columbia DB 8364)

SEE JAKE ON SIX BERYL REID SHOWS
FROM MARCH 4th on BBC 1

might just as

The
ing will probably
"New" Maynard Ferguson

BY JERRY DAWSON

haven't

what I have done

DON'T BUY
JAKE THACKRAY'S

(John Gaydon 01-836 3941)

Plans have a habit of coming unstuck.'

`I'm last year's label'

25/1d.

Recorded by Norman Newell
Managed by Richard Armitage
Represented by Noel Gay Artists

'

well be based In Stockport

as anywhere else on this
Side of the Atlantic. For
within a couple of hours
or so from Manchester Airport, I can be in almost any
European capital.
It is merely incidental that
along with Jack Bell I have a
business in Yorkshire producing trumpets and mouthpieces. But it Is always as

and the Berlin Dream Band.

eneed by Indian music.
And I am not the only one
to be so influenced.
When I first became Interested, I secured tapes of

a

Canadian passport) I have no
problems in working in Britain or any Commonwealth
country.
Another reason was that

whilst America is still the
quickest and best place to

achieve international recognition in our line of busi-

ness, I became a little bored

with the music business In
the States.
Don't get me wrong
wasn't bored with music (I

-I

never shall become that,

I

hope) -but with the business
side of It. Over there they
all have my label
and it's
last year's label
pre -mini skirt.

-- like

a

am still a great music
lover, and I don't like to plan
my life too far ahead. Plans
have a habit of becoming
unstuck-and some of my
I

greatest
successes
have
come out of things that
didn't work out the way I
expected.
But for some years now
it has been my objective to
take a close, on -the -spot look

at Indian music and culture.
As with so many people I

became fascinated

with the
work of Ravi Shankar and
others and as far back as six

years ago I became Interested In what has suddenly
hit the news pages as transcendental meditation.
Don't get me wrong again
-I have no wish to look
like, become, or play Indian
music like a native, but this
oldest of cultures, which has
suddenly become as modern
as tomorrow, has a mystique

to which I want to get closer.
All great musicians In any
sphere are mystics, insofar
as they create moods via

sounds. I like things to Influence me - this makes for
creative change, and un-

doubtedly I have been influ-

the States. Men such as Rick

whom are now based in Ger-

Maiden
both

and

Don

Sebesky

arrangers and compo-

ime - even heard of Ravi
Shankar or any other Indian

ing the fact that (holding

with me in the past back in

as Slide Hampton (the trombonist who was recently here
with Woody Herman); Willie

sidemen and colleagues such

dvery
ecision to move over here

eral reasons, among them be-

cians who have been featured

Kieffer (tpt), liggs Whighom
(tmb), Tony inmlac o (drs),

ler.); and Mike Abene who

for a while. There were sev-

to Include a number of musi-

the music and played them
to several of my American

well to be near one's business interests.

That didn't, however, have
great influence on my

So -named because we hope

flayed piano with my Amer).
:an band.
Few of them had - at the
musicians,

but

they

liked

what they heard - Demon Musty!
I became interested in the

culture, too

- and this de-

cided me that

my children

should study (for a time at
least) at the Rlshi Valley
School, in Southern India,
near to Bangalore. Here they
teach Hindu and Sanserit In
addition to the normal subjects; an Eastern musical Instrument
of the
pupil's
choice; meditation; and
In

-

the

of girls - Eastern
cingcase
You ask what I am doing?
Well
all started
my forming a big bandwith
Manchester for a series In
of
appearances (which look like
becoming

dan.

- it

very regular) at
Manchester's home of modem jazz, Club 43, And I must
admit that this band has
shaken

me a little.

opinionmusicians,
lwo7Ys Britishhdahh
and had
no doubts

being able to form aabout
bond in
But I
certainly
LdokInneton'expect

to
excellentmaterial findIn such
the

British provinces.
Additionally, I have
cesnt.lygue,

appearedreIn CologneE

hagen's Orchestra for
a radio
recording; and conducting
and playing in Baden
with Rolf Hans Muller,Baden
and
In
Frankfurt wills Willie
Retiring.

f the conducting bit
surprises
it shouldn't
really, for
have
shows in
I

States
especially at Las
Vegas
playedt
dssiyeesi: In
Copenhagen,tiol

Belgium

and have

in
and
Sweden
to
ar
desawlseodeng
ot

ations under
tat

Joachim

theeducted

wtahyisfoSreamre

0E7

Berlin

Jazz Festival where
the bill -

Don Mmza (tor), etc, all of

many. If they are available,
it would be great to be work-

ing with them again, and

with the numy young talented, German jazz musicians.
Meanwhile - I am appearing In jazz clubs around Bri
lain with bookings into April.

We plan to visit Henley, Red car,
Newcastle, Glasgow,
Edinburgh, and other big jazz
centres.

And I am likely to play a

concert dale in Dublin which
will be promoted by one Jim
Riley wbo keeps a pub called

the Fox at Ashbourne, Co
Meath, where regular jazz.
sessions take place.
The strange thing about
this is the fact that Jim

Is a one-time American alto
player who studied under Lee

Knish, He later played with
Willis
Conover,
Herbie

Green, Cluade Thornhill, Les
and Larry Elgart and others.
Now with his British wife,

who hails from Wallasey M
Cheshire,

he

is

in

settled

I eland.
As I have said, I don't like
but
t plan too far ahead
f om where I'm standing,
t ings look pretty good.

-

THE WORLD'S MOST ()MMHG
SOUND

MAYNARD
FERGUSON
and his ORCHESTRA

New owlloble - Cones..
Clubs

I. OARSiot, Club la, 43 Ambur

wl.aa

Se,

,...sur

Mandmslor,
061-M,

CLUB 43
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This Friday, Saturday and Sundry
STIA
AMERICA'S SENSATIONAL VOCAL

MARK
MURPHY

Saturday, Morris Wit only
MIKE WESTBROOK
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singles
stars
single
out
the
new
the
Where

DON PARTRIDGE
TEMPLE:

GERRY
" Lovin' Up A Storm"

(RCA Victor).

Not as good as Jerry Lee

Lewis. Sounds like a herd
of bison charging through
a monastery in Billingsgate
o'clock

at seven
morning.

in

the

rock-'n'-roll
coming back? They'd do
Is

better to write new stuff

Eu.A FITZGERALD: "I
Him

Every-

tol).
Old formula, isn't it?
Ella Fitzgerald? I was just

going to say she would be
better off singing jazz. I
don't think this one comes
off. I'm rather surprised
really. I've got the idea of
that one. Take it off.

RUPERT'S PEOPLE: "I
Can
Show You"

(Columbia).

Man or woman? Got a
nice voice, whoever it is.
Sounds like it's got more

country when their record hits

the chart. It happened to the
Symbols, whose " Best Part

Of Breaking Up " is giving
them their first Pop 30 run.

But the group have the compensation of being the most successful American tour, even though
they might have preferred to be in
Britain pushing the record.
"We're all a bit choked about it,"
said Symbol Mickey Clarke by
phone from Marietta, Ohio. "We
would rather be home to promote
the record but our tour here Is go they might have preferred to be in
playing to excellent audiences on
the college and university circuits
and the reception has been fantas-

record
moved into the chart. They
before

their

have been used to touring

in Britain but are staggered
at the vast distances they

have to travel from gig to
gig In the States.
" We have been used to
anything up to 1,000 miles

a week in Britain, but here
We
it's more like 5,000.
decided to do it by road

because we all wanted to

see the country. We could
have flown everywhere but
we felt that we wouldn't see
anything that way.

JEERING
" We have a hired car and

trailer which we have been
using. An American guy
has been driving and road
managing for us. Some of
the distances have been fantastic - one day we drove
from Carolina to Canada.

'1111

and len 11 31 T:' Male

W

Singing Stars. 11.0 1: Esquire's
AILAnterican Het Jan, 1446-7.
U.5 ann. SI and 2: Jaze Al
Night (Johnny Richards. WYnwn Melly, Harry Edison, Eddie
Cond.) 13.33; All flat Jess
M..-Thure.).
SATURDAY (a)

noon 0: Jan

Record
heepiests (Urea Race). 2.11 pm
4: Antibes JF (John Handy
11.00

Reel* Jazz
Overt.) 340 Ha: Jazz.
1:30 E.
Magazine a2 142:
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Dear

Our

Weatherman"
phone).

Old)

(Parlo-

-

the Chipinteresting
arrangement. A lot of
records like this seem as

What is it
munks? Very

though they are coming
over the radio from the
other side of the world.
Any minute you expect the

THE LOVE AFFAIR

emotions, but they're not
getting anywhere. Be nice
if this gets somewhere.

Yeah, this is going to be
good. This is how it should
be. The backing complements the singer, not the
other way round. Should
have been a street singer
with a voice like that. Definitely for the chart. Great
sound that, isn't it?

songs that touch on other

,ARTHUR
Dirti'vesA11)C"Xi

Of My Mind" (Blue Horizon).

a

very

good

judge

of

rhythm and blues. It's just
a twelve -bar blues.
LOUIS

ARMSTRONG:

"Wilkommen " (MCA).
Satchmo! All the rest of
the pop thing is changing
but he stays the same. I
think he's got a corner
with his style. He's get-

ting a bit too old for anything too hectic now. I
don't think it will go over
here.

I OU

RAWLS:

"My

Ancestors" (Capitol).
A friend of mine thinks
that most popular music
touches

sentimental
emotions, like love. This
on

has got a bit of desper-

VINCE HILL: "Can't
Keep You Out Of My
Heart" (Columbia).
western,
Val Doonican? Very staid
and conventional. Nothing
Dboentt'et,
exceptional.
than
it -he cando
that.

Country

and

"WEN DODD: "And You
Were There" (Columbia).

This is going to be morbid sentimentality. Doesn't
appeal to me, this sort of

thing. It would get in the
chart but I wouldn't con-

done it. Should be one of
those old 78 records, it
would date it. All right for
last waltzes and Excuse
Me's at dance halls when
all the old dragons come
over.

A FtETHA

FRANKLIN:

("Sweet Sweet Baby)

(Atlantic).

HE

I

ALAN

"Story

BOWN:

Book"

(MGM).

Sounds like they've got
diarrhoea. Sounds like the
sort of music they play for
heart operations on the
television. Pink Floyd, is
it? Don't like it very much.

Probably one of those records that grows on you.
Got some good things in
it. I would be stupid to
pretend that I understood
it though. One of these re-

cords that is a bit vague
but could be meaningful.
It's a bit pointless really.
But who said that pop
music had to have a point,

except to dance to. Definitely

a

hit.

SYMBOLS: due back in Britain

We were on the road for 29
hours."

But they think it's worth
"The audiences
while.
really listen although we
have had some trouble before we've actually started
to play. A few times we've
had whistles and jeering at
our clothes, but after we've
been on stage, the same

people have been coming up
and apologising."

Mickey said that the US

colleges audiences were still
orientated towards Britain
in their musical tastes
but not so much as a year

-

behind today's top singers and
groups

Marshall -world's most power-

ful. distortion -free amplification
equipment

THE CREAM

Marshall -over 36 separate

ROY ORBISON

HARD WORK
AHEAD FOR
THE SYMBOLS

Marshall -the solid sound

PROCOL HARUM

THE BEE GEES

MOODY BLUES

units -18 to 200 watts.

Marshall -success amplified

Wntrii
P,-.,

name and address on a
:And send it to us Wo'll

311 the details

SPENCER DAVIS

JIMMY JAMES &
THE VAGABONDS

iffIDEM7lE;
ROSE. MORRIS & CO.LTD.,
32,34 Gordon House Road. London. N W 5
Telephone. GULINer 9511

ago. "They also demand a
show. They won't take a

group just playing with no
regard

the

for

audience.

They expect the group to be
able to put on a show. They

like a bit of comedy and

variety, which we have been

giving them."
When they get back home
they

are to start work an

"Best
Part Of Breaking Up."
"We're actually started work on a single already
their follow-up

to

but there are a few things
wrong with it that we have

bb adjust," said Mickey.

by CHRIS HAYES
C.513). 12.30 arn J.
Bobby Trcup's JantIme.
urnbia

FRIDAY (1)
1403 To Nashville
4.5 p.m.
(RFende:t".477:1'.14'2..."Jrli

MARK WIRTZ: "(He's

EXPERIENCE

RADIO JAZZ
RritIsh Standard Time

where. Very nice arrangeIt titilates the
ment.
They've
musical fancy.
got a nice sound. It's got
a bit of folk influence.

JIMI HENDRIX

tic."

tour

Can't Let Maggie Go"

Happy
scores.
song -stands a chance. A
bit of everything in this
one.

Gone"

Since You've

top singers -top groups
top sounds by MARSHALL

a

group to be out of the

The Symbols signed for
their three-week American

Rhyths and blues. Is
it Alexis Korner? I don't
like it very much. I'm not

(Deram).
Very pleasant melody
line. Bound to get some-

thing He Knows" (Capi-

-0-

It sounds a nice record.

groups who have made it.

!THE HONEY BUS: " I

Taught

galling for

cricket

than

dredge up the old
stuff -unless people have
never heard the originals.

IT must be

potential than they have
been allowed to use. Be
nice if they are a new
group that the producers
would allow to plough
their own path. The only
people allowed to use their
own inspiration are the

Been

ation. There are a lot of

SUNDAY (3)

7.0 pm 01: Nike Raven's RAN
Show. 7.35 El: The Jeer Scene

(Humph, Peter Clayton, Tony
Crumble, Ian Carr) COS .1:
Finch Band aaaaa
Brown,
Doris Day, Sammy Kaye, money
Goodman, Harry James). 11.3
AL, Jazz Inc, Montrea. meshval

MONDAY (4)
11.30 pm Ha: Jazz. 11 10

last 1130 T:

14.

and Jazz.

Pap
1.
Jazz.
12.0
TUESDAY (S)

515 pm 312: Stern.. Dixie

11 0 IV Prague JF 19
T
Jam Session 11 30 T.
11 SO
Pap end Jess 12.0 T: Jan.
WEDNESDAY (k)
Kids

0 pm al: Jan Club (Sob

Stuck!.

Qur let.

TUMMY

Whittle -Harry

Klein

Quartet,

ten WHAM. Quartet). 1.20 0:
Jan For Everyone. 1.10 1: Jon.
10.20 5: (1) Al Hirt (2) Cater.
Ina Valente. 10.35 9: Jazz Club.
11.30 T: Pop and Jazz. 12.0 T:
Jazz. 12.13 am Si Jen and Neer

Jan

THURSDAY (7)

4.35 pm U: Jen Megan..

11.30 T: Pop and Jan. 12.0 T:
Jazz
Programmes sublet to cheap..
KEY

TO

STATIONS

AND

WAVELENGTHS IN METRES
A:
RTF France 14129, 1340.
BBC 1-241, 1.1500/VHF,
3-044/114/VHF. E: 1113R Ham.

burg

Hilversum
1-402. 2-294 J: AFN 547/344/
M: 5 aaaaaaaaaa 211
0:
3010/119.

H:

9: HR
Frankfurt 1509 T. VOA 251. 0:
Radio Brannen 221
BR

Munich

375/1117

your first choice -instrumentally

04

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand 328,
Hall 11

R
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March

filar

again
up
it
Ornette stirs
ORNETTE COLEMAN plays

first ever London
concert at the Royal Albert
Hall tonight (Thursday)-and,
almost inevitably, it has stirquestion

whether
Ornette qualified as a concert
artist end could therefore be
presented In concert without

the

was

musk, Ily
show

going to America under the
Union agreements for nonclassical musicians,

"This concert
my first In
London and it means
in
a lot to

concert means a lot

Mei means pint of my

linenelatly to
they
Impreaarlos

and

the

f
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atm,
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tannery
, Oran, se
itrseinti, And ithe erenanlead
Ity
which woitildn.1
people who didn't know if yen

ng
pHinlayier,
this concert I Won't
lie
ntil I ran gat a 4.1intie
arc
bet top. Really, I hits twit

was Moro accepted, socially,"
replied Dmette.

its

Inifi chum

cra Sal tiNe7lint:'

had been sold about John CalIrene. "hut I think Coltrane

m,"

COLEMAN:

I

needn't worry.
"They keep bringing big
bands Into Britain yet stilt fie
Sieve that my quartet will itsns
them moony.
I told him the same thing..

necessary exchange group

Orneite admitted.
e'They always say there
no audience for my kind

ilk

mosey. I'd
successful both

shout losing
this to be

lug Mere then

" I hope this o.nessrl will deer
op a number Ioinri.hi.n.ltnteiriZsi:

music and that promoters who
want to hire me hove to worry

red up controversy.
In

" ft woes
susueleden If Y.,
nut written Masi,
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IF pianist Tee Carson had
no other claim to fame

he

could

boast

"I

hop.ra

nod 115r

will

pport in,

possession of a tape of

spontaneously

a

composed

vocal tribute to Ella Fitzgerald recorded by Oscar

get their hands on.
Says Carson: "The meeting

roe

IsvIlsee
OMS,

Ire

"1 ddo'l
-I only menu I.
I'm

He can also claim to have
been responsible for bringing
together two of the greatest
pianists jazz has ever known

playing in Washington].
I
introduced them and later

Peterson.

PETERSON

-Art

4

Peterson.

Tatum

and

Oscar

Carson, who lives in Wash hymen, and who came out of

retirement to tour with Ella

Fitzgerald last October, has a
recording studio built Into the
basement of his home and he

TATUM

has an enorrnous collorection of
tapes
which recd companies would dearly love to

Tatum

between

Oscor

and

came when they were both

they came back to my studio.
Whet a night OM was!
"Thereus was quite a crowd
of
ielans sitting around
on cushions on the floor waiting to see who'd go OS the
piano first. Well, eventually
Oscar

got

up

end

-

played.

Then the moister set down
and It was time to close shop.

- We set a fifth of bourbon
and
ginss on the piano
Tatum was a great bourbon
so

1

greet

Ile

Recording
Studios

Scotland's
Leading
Recording Centre

Fully Equipped
with 4 -track
Facilities

Muhl

T_Li'llint__LIi

NIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI

IIMI
mmiess

==11111
.virmleirr,

- "hut the hell of

brick In 1962.

" Oscar was fooling around at
the piano one dny and he

made up this tribute In

I put the tape on and recanted
It.
Later, when we hail is all
of musielone in, and Lila herself, dancing to records in the
next room, I empied into
ItsearSo tam and everyone
cracked up.'
Carson's studio is some
thing of n Mecca for nomit
Melon.

Potereon often uses
It to rah
the trio and
ther

musicians end
singers have recorded Immofesoionally there, Including
Lena
Horne,
Lou
Rawls,

Hobby Timmons and Wynne.
Kelly.
Carson, who has worked In
Washington and New York
with his own jazz trio, Int
eluding bassist Keeler Betts
who Is with hint in ',Ma's
trio, gave up working as

musician two years ago bet
cause " I've got a wife end
three kids and I have to think

about security...

WIN A DATE
WITH
THEAND
HERD
LULU!

G" DISC
and MUSIC ECHO

OUT NOW

-1,-

Peterson, to replace Jimmy
Jones. "I've known Ella for
years so I agreed to play
until she could find someone
else. But It's February now

rived here from New York

'And E. been trying

In

live It down *nee aloes," she
meld

in

this week neer

a

Fleet Street pub.

drink

She can work all over the
smIlnon1 na a headline annrtlon, but 'Plinth Hob owner.
and producers still regard her

is purely in the isle hy-mn

probeitly et mem Ong
from her year with the Johnny
e ta II ode

Dankworth Orchestra and her
early work ion the Millet jazz
scene.

she regents herself
gia commercial
"

ven up thinking that

make a living out of
she said.

I

lesr."

" Ens not a impel or We
singer and I don't do way out
stuff like Annie Rost or Anita

O'Day.
These dity there's
Irate of gond commercial music
about - ihenk
God
for
Bacharech!

" itut to produce. I'm still

111.

singer.

think I'll

ask me

scw."

They seem to
he insulted if they
in sing commercial

Joy keeps In work however.
" Pm not often out of work
becam, I get a lot of book Inge in the Clubs," She works
throughout the Northern and
Midland club scone, as well

BY ALAN WALSH
Illa 1.01111011 11010.
She 01.11 on lonelon'to Playboy
cast
111.

as

01

Rut Of wine clubs, she gels
a hard limn
Not Irian the
audience --from the Mood/lane

"I con get through to

out/none but Conte of the chili
'newton. give ma a hard lime,
I hey droll pity attention to
Our parts and sometimes It's
halfway through the week he
fore things are right,
The
1111110101111 Jail don't 'teem
in
rare

I

hare

a

reputation for

being a hard nut lout al Nall
I'm profiresional. I don't crane
on strong. but when I've asked
them-nicely-1u cooparale,
they've time beck with the
old line the 'indiction don't
know the differente'
" But they do. They aren't
stupid. But If the hand doeen't
cooperate, Wu me they blame.
a shame that the last per,
the 'irttsl"

Though Juy
auto

ruabi
store,Jsee

1.:'on:n:I'Llihy.olre'praitihelf,

oho
rely fur

ks.

do

for

.gy
hat
wurking
musicians of the caches ofwith
the
Gordon Beck Tel,,.
They're
more
hthere

I lumen

Ping

retry.,

a

Issuing

JOE

Recalling Petereon's vocal
tribute to Ella, Careen sans,

tupc recorder onl"

and pprwr

anything Nutt
melee life
Ornellee Donor

singer' tag,''1,
A MUNI( AN SOCIllaill Joy
Marshall wits
"JIIYr Singer when 010 nr

ment until Ella called him, on
the recommendation of Oscar

Hammond Organ and Steinway Piano available
Master Acetate Cuts
Tape to Disc Transfers.
Bulk Tape Duplication
Many eel,. hto,u, Ra<wd Cempanin obeli our lo".. 68 CRAIGHALL ROAD EDINBURGH 6

eeMlr

there are th.,

4

and nobody sold a word.
it woe I
clean forgot to switch the

Ile worked for the govern-

16 -channel Control Desk, lin.and ;in. Tape Systems
Comprehensive Monitoring Facilities

M

Move

played for four or five hours

many

a,.

suede tel the tleo
the etth and
don't 44444 beril

`jazz

clans and singe. In Wean -

Craighall

,m1 µr
Vrami;ar NI
attintm try

In Howells, mot.

-

noon.

at.,,,

In Irma how It,

Living
down the

end then we just
in silence listening to the

it. hiker

1

Mg so IM en n,.IaI
Inv oened, and

pele

BY MIKE HENNESSEY

exclusive

11.

danger In it millo to,
thill Ito it ovt a
Ire it terrible

what

When Oscar and
Art played together

els.

Is

PI pu.e

Plleeens 1,

1,

1

leighliphied by the
genham relit/$.1.4,
was awarded lent ye
write a rite. los

l hen,

PhIledelphia
I/reboting.

If
will

get
II
Ito pertness. d
I le Sober,. he told
"There ts also IMIb Ol err
doing something with the
Rotterdam
,,,,,
I

an well Witt there Inns 10.
a
'011 in Bologna.
1

" I oni alto conaiderIng

doing Inure wills
w!lis a worldwln -

he w. hod

Britain, Orneile

has

1..

..

pandeol tilt trig) 10 a Won
tel and now aide Ion
betialate
end

- David Itionzon

well Os
Illackwell.

"It's

Dutton-.

I.d

Art10111101

working

out

me.," says
"lint
of the functions of the

hue is to translate the
harmonic

Motel my Into
the melodic line the horn
le
playing. The other
hems, Haden, hea s purely

melodic function."
ankad if tonight's con.
earl j
titled
"Emotion
Modulationa," was On*
limp work.
' We era playing tunes
With IMO% and Ira lust

a

minter of not stopping for

appletwe," ha eepielned.
" It isn't one COVIIIIIIP
sus PICCO but we are go.
Ing to try playing right

through. -allot it 'night not
work out that way."

and Cm still here and this
tour hosts until July.

if everybo

Maybe

is happy at the

end of it I'llstay on

" You coo we have such a
good
relationship
that
It
flukes It all so much easter.
If every, one had an associa
lien like we have, maybe
there wouldn't be so many
undercurrents and mieunder
standings in this business."
Ella's current trio is con,
Meted by Freddie Waits,
drummer who came up ina
rhythm and blues music and
who was most recently with
Dandle Jo.

CMS..,

an

elegant

and

tasteful pianist, leads a inn
which conforms precisely. to
the established criteria of the
Ella small groups - crisp,
attentive drummer, strongly
walking
boss
and delicate
piano
which
leaves
Ella

plenty of room.
Says Ca rson: " Ella never
teases to ante, mt.
She
eveld sing with Just a bar,

noonica behind hoc. And you
know what she Is truing
to do nest; all you know is

that she'll do it perfectly.
s always doing SOW'

111001

whale

different

makes it

- and that's

so interesting
sirk with her.
Everythingg
pk..un,.
Yoe do Is
to

SCOTLAND'S NEW
AGENCY/PROMOTION
ORGANISATION
Scottish Artists and
Recordin
Division for EMI Records

Variety Artists and
Dance Band Representations

E

R
P

WAVERLEY

ENTERTAINMENT
AND RECORDING
PRODUCTIONS
(George Jeffrey Ltd I

Theatre, Cabaret, Concerts
and Tour Promotions

68 Craighall Road, EDINBURGH,
Tel.: 031-552 3685
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CHRIS WELCH picks some

MAKER.

Multi 1,

I

Ike

P,iri

11

of his rave combos on the current scene

break
a
of
Groups in search
" TAKE

£1 0,000,-

said

my

Editor, " and spend it on promoting the groups of your

choice," S " Gosh, what fun."
thought I. " Now to boost talent
instead of mediocrity. Now to let

the public know who really can
play and deserve their recognition." S But there were two
problems. First there are hundreds

of excellent groups in
Britain, slogging away and wait -

ing for a break. Second. my editor was speaking metaphorically.
But at least I have been donated
valuable MM space for a spot of
unsolicited raving. 0 Recently
an irate gentleman wrote corn -

days.
of
four
the
space
within
I
investigations
of
result
As a
your
to
bring
to
like
would
attention the work of the following unsung heroes.

plaining I spent all my time
boozing in London's Speakeasy
Club and never went to see
groups -- especially his group.
Lies. all lies, One week recently I saw 15 groups playing

THE NICE

EYES OF BLUE
BACK IN AUGUST,

1960,

Blue, from Wales, won
Beat Contest. Since that

the
the

Eyes

in
HERE WE GO. Only the best group
stun fans of
the country. This may Crean,
" Has

of

Hendrix, Mayall and the
tan the
he gone elf his twist? What since
the
that
mn mean?" I mean,
demise of Georgie Farn and the
Simnel..
original
the
and
Flames
the only
DAVIS Group, the Moe reconsistently
group in the country who exprieriCe
provide the sort of musical
knockthat once cn refer to as . "aRondo
"
out." Seeing them perform
weeks
at London's Marquee Club few
before their departure for n Amerman
The
tour, left ma physlcislly exhausted.
main effect Is created by the driving
Keith
organist
creative forces of
Emerson and drummer Slinky Davison.
Keith Is a clasically trained Combining
who also plays Jazz piano.
pop
these Influences in a progressive
mould results In singularly exciting
guitarist
and novel music. Others aro Jacksen.
Wield O'Llst and bassist Lee

last MM

night
of the final at the London Palladium,
the group have been unable to score
a hit recor. Golandey are a vastly
Still eXtremely
improved group
was knocked out by their
Pepular.
hectic

recent performance at the Speakeasy.
With their powrful arrangements on
numbers like e Yesterday," and the
singing of leader Wyndham Rees and
Their Imo -up
Gary Pickford-Hapkins

two years, and Includes Phil Ryan (organ), Ray Williams
(guitar), Richard Francis (bass), and
has 001 Changed

(drums). The Amen
Corner are Wales' biggest grout, and
deservedly so, but the Eyes are still

John

...kill.

Weathers

rated as one of the mast original

and

to emenge from
the land of leeks and Tom Jones. They
have a West Coast sound and Richard
Francis writes original numbers.

worthwhile ensembles

TIME BOX
IT'S DOUBTFUL if the public at large
have heard of the Time Box. " 'Ere.
in't they them geezers wol
gallop about the London Underground
wearing kilts and British Army uniforms, as

a

result of

a

\

FAMILY

Alt

unusual

WEIRD,

and

creative.

that's Family. one of the most raved
about bands on the London hippy scene.
Among their fans are Stevie Winwood,
Jimi Hendrix and Dave Mason, Says
Dave. " I am recording their first LP
at the moment. You can't compare
them to anybody else. They are entirely themselves. A lot of their stuff

time warp "

one can almost hear the masses Jabbering into their beakers of cocoa. No,
the Time Dos have no connection with
Or Who or the Tardls. Nor does the
title infer that they play dated music
that should be boxed up and placed six
feet under. The Time Box are one of
the best discotheque and club groups
currently gassing the public - in the

Influenced. and they are
writing
all
the
time.
It's true
they are not a good looking group.
They're not a 10 x 8 glossy pin up,
is

Russian

but people with character." The group

possible way. Their lead singer is veteran groupy Mike Patto,
Street Runners and LondonYouth
Jazz Orchestra, He joined Time Box last
October, with John Halsey on drums.
The rest of the line up is Clive Griffiths
(bass guitar). Peter Nalsall (vibes and
guitar) and Chris Holmes (organ). They
nicest

rho '. Ida

01

coelldos s=dstaer"Citli:-

sion and have stirred usually blase discotheque audiences out of their attitudes of professional boredom. The lineup
includes Jim King (Harmonica,
loner and soprano sax), Rob Towns Mend (drums), John Witney (guitar and
twin.necked guitar), Roger Chapman
(lead vocals) and Ric Greet' (violin).

have a swinging sound.

IIn December 1967 Larry Uttal, President of
Bell-Amy-Mala Records, was presented
with the Bill Gavin Award for the most
outstanding American Record Company
of the Year.

After March 1st. the United Kingdom issues
from these important companies will appear
on their own label BELL RECORDS.
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BELL'S CELLAR OF SOUL
Gladys Knight Er The Pips, James Carr,
Mighty Sam, Betty Harris and others

THE PURE SOUND OF THE PURIFYS
James Et Bobby Purify
Bell MBLL101 .NC SBLL101,s

Bell MBLL102

fIRSTARAWLES
REPARATA AND THE DELRONS
Captain Of Your Ship
BELL BLL1002

LABEL MANAGER TREVOR CHURCHILL 'TEL. DI 486 44881 EUROPEAN CONSULTANT. RICHARD ARNITAG

E M i RECORDS (THE GRAMOPHONE CO LTD) E NI 1 MOUSE, SO MANCHESTER SQUARE. LONDON W.1

THE BOX TOPS
Cry Like A Baby
BELL BL 11001

1.$1k
_EcOlE CIS

JAMES CARR
A Man Needs A Woman
BELL BLL1004

OSCAR TONEY Jr.
Without Love (There Is Nothing)
BELL EILL1003

DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
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Radio One

swinging,
or just
plain square?
COME IN, have a seat,
and ask me any questions you
like," Robin Scott invited

when Max Jones called at his
office in Broadcasting House.
" I'll do my best to answer
them." The programme chief
of Radio Ono and Two was as
good

as his word, and pretty

soon the desk was strewn with
programme

schedules, press
information drafts and releases, files of listening figures and sundry lists of re-

cords played and chart positions achieved,
questions

as

he answered

First, about the new country and
western programme? What will it be
and why is it being introduced?
A new 45 -minute series called Country

Style will start on Monday, March 4

on

Radio One and Two. It will run from 9.15
to 10 pm and feature C&W by British and
American artists.
David Allen is to Introduce it and Eddy
Arnold will be on the first programme. And
there'll be a Jim Reeves feature every week.
There is a considerable pressure group
among country and western supporters, but
that is not the reason we're putting in a

programme.

There are all sorts of pressure groups, after all. It's because we want

to see whether such a programme can command sufficient support in addition to the
continued involvement in Country Meets
Folk on Saturday, and other spots,
there any question of
folk and country and western

Is

made it.
when
they've
numbers
TONY BLACKBURN: doesn't touch
to the

they were

'WE DON'T DISCARD

.0eCbonond
WORLD RENOWNED
FOR OVER 30 YEARS

is

extra

an

series.

Country

Meets Folk will continue

Saturday

on
and

afternoons

David Allen will have a regular spot in that as well. But
that

show

may

little more culty.

become

a

From Wednesday, March 6,
on Radio One only, there will
be a new series called My
Kind of Folk. It goes out
from

Finest Quality Attachable

Country Style

7.45

to

8.15 pm and

will have a variety of folk
people doing their own pro-

...
people like Julie
Felix and Dominic Behan. Ian
grammes

Guitar Pickups

Campbell's presenting the first.

These extras are part of a
pattern of changes and new
placings in March will result
in Radio One having separate

DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

ROWE INDUSTRIES INC., TOLEDO, OHIO, U.S.A.

programmes from Two all the
way on Wednesdays from 9.30
to 10 pm, and on Sundays

from 7 to 10 pm.

Other changes include a
half-hour extension of Mike

FRANKFURT FAIR
STAND No. 423
HALL 11

R. CRAM & CO., EXPORT SALES AGENTS

Rhythm And Blues

Raven's

extent

that

charge

many

listeners consider Radio
to be rather square?

Status

disagree. I think ills

Well,
the hippest thing on radio.
It's true that if we were given
from
separation
complete
Radio Two one. would be
1

given over more to pop.
But

471

I Avedis Zildnan

Louis Bellson
plays
Avedis Zildjian
cymbals
exclusively

One

at

the

times

when

young people are available to
listen they are getting a pretty
good mixture of modern popular music.

You see, there is really a
wide spectrum of interest
among fans of popular music.
The out-and-out teenage cult
public tend to think they
represent the whole of their
generation. They don't, thank
goodness.

Quite a few of our readers

have knocked the BBC charts,
and the performance of many
of its disc jockeys. But there
seems to be a demand for
more programmes like Top
Gear, and more of John Peel.
Top Gear was a programme
no

commercial station would

have put an, a good programme but with a minority
appeal. John, incidentally, is
introducing a new late -late

show from March which will

I,'

store. Write for ful details to:
From your local music
CO., LTD.
ROSE, MORRIS &
5
GoolonHonsoRd

,LondonN W

BOOSEY&HAWKES(Salee)LTD.
EdartEeolGtIgslrex

Tel. GUL 8511
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occupy the first half of Night
Ride on Radio One and Two
from 12.05 to am.
1

So they are going to have
more of John Peel, but
different from Top Gear. It
will feature a mixture of pop,

jazz, folk and classical music,
reading their
and writers
poems.

But I'm not too concerned

cult programme?
There Is also a
needle -time, but

;

t

to go into that now

like to have one

Radio One chief ROBIN SCOTT

gramme and one

ing " network. At tr.

we have to make con-,

think listeners are going to follow
have a great respect
John.

with ratings, and

1

1

for him-and that's why 1 put
him on. He is one of the few
people who can communicate
and generate an interest in a

wide range of subjects from
progressive
poetry.

pop

to

modern

As for the charts, I'm happy
with those. We are moving

them, and we don't think we
exclude any material which
could make it. It is not our
fault if the general public
tends to keep buying sloppy
said that there's too much un-

the
young

a

I

UNKNOWN...

Scene.

How do you answer

does

stream of popular
Irma in a format
four hours, and
tent does it warm,

ARTISTS ARE

ballads.

7 to 8 pm, and he will include
a little more soul music, and
Jazz Scene from 8 to 10 pm.

-rim

a

gramme, like a
obviously brings it,
What is the centr.
for the Controller
One and Two?
I think it is

RECORDS BECAUSE

Show on Sundays and consequently a later time for Jazz

Mike's show will run from

Y.

Running

being separated?

Not really.

old

And what of the DJs? It's

necessary
becoming

chat.
more

Is

the

DJ

important

than the music he plays?
Na, I don't believe so. If
we get the feeling the disc
jockey is impinging too much,
there's something wrong with

the programme. It should he
a marriage, shouldn't it, and

that's what we try for.
The impression may have

arisen because we're using so
many dedications to people.

What restrictions are placed

on Ws In

their choice of
records? Do they have to include. say. 50 per cent from
the Top Twenty?
There is no official plug list;
that doesn't apply any more.
And there's co-ordination
between production people to
eradicate over -exposure of

record, and cure under -expo
sure if necessary.
Another complaint is that
Radio One, in comparison with
the pirates, plays few records
by netatnt, preferring the
safer

es.

It's just not true that we
ignore the newer groups. The

fact is, we give a far greater
opportunity for a wider range

of material and artists to
break through than, I think,
any of the pirate stations did.
We don'tt discard records

the artists are new
or unknown; we are only concerned
with
gustily and
because

potential interest.
I could prove from our play
lists that we are not plugging
the Top Twenty. Over the last
two months, our top tune
plays have almost without ex.
ception been climbers or nu
hers we are pulling into the
charts. Take Tony Blackburn,
for instance; normally
he

doesn't touch numbers when

they've made it.

Reverting to the jazz theme,
how are Jazz Club and Jazz

from Radio Two and add it
to One for the jazz coverage.
Supposing we did that on a

have

Sunday evening: I'd get a
greater
scream
from
the
listeners who want Grand

output. We have four and a
quarter hours at the moment

on VHF. And that's more than
twice the jazz audience.
Therefore I'd have to find
a time for jazz on VHF when
there is not an over-riding demand for the use of that network. Which is why the programme was so late before
we changed it. The trouble

Scene progressing as separate
Do

you

programmes?
ny plans for them, and any
observations on the quality or
recepdon?
Well, first of all, I'm not
planning to reunite them at
present. That would mean
reducing the hours, and I
don't wish to reduce the jazz

on Radio One.

I know there is a scream of
protest because the jazz pro-

grammes are no longer on
VHF, and I'm very sym-

pathetic to those complaints.
There are areas where people
cannot get them at all now,
and used to receive them on
VHF.
Now I could detach VHF

Hotel and Sunday Half Hour

is that we don't have enough
VHF network for Radio One.
Anyway,

we

now have
better times for Jazz Club and
Jazz Scene but less good reception.
Well, audiences vary, of

course, but the result of the
change is that each
programme now enjoys a slightly
larger audience than listened

-

and this is entirely o
needle -time.

But suppose we had

at

we would like; what, the, 3

the spectrum of popular ro-sic

and where do you divide it?
And. having divided it. +An
do you
musics?

do

with

the

If you said that Rad,-, Ilne

pop should be the kind
tune Tony Blackburn pots :rtn
tune
his show, then what

mixture that John

the

Peel

ard

Bernie Andrews put into Tap
Gear, which is very different?
In other words, if y,a call
Radio One a pop network and

Radio Two an

" easy-lotert-

ing " one, where do Noe draw
the line between them,
Would it be possible to
steal some needle -time from
Radio 4?

No, it wouldn't. I've
borrowed as much a.
It has only about seto
a

afreattlY
I

,sn

week

PICATO STRINGS
ELECTROMATIC
ROUND WIRE

WOUND
GENERAL MUSIC STRINGS
LTD.
Treforest, Pontypridd,
S. Wales, Gt. Britain
New polystyrene pack Screw
-on lid
easily identified by coloured boll
end.

Strings

In three gauges:
ULTRA LIGHT, No. UL77
GREEN PACK 19/2, inc. P.T.
LIGHT, No. 77
BLUE PACK 19/2, inc. P.T.
MEDIUM, No. P750
AMBER PACK 21/5, inc. P.T.
U177 end 77 Sots hove plool 3rd indodod
ALL STRINGS AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY

nails I,.. of thor.
FROM ALL GOOD MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE RETAILERS
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Is therm a surge of
WHY
enthusiasm for the

blues in Britain? Why do
thousands of fans idolise
John Mayan and Peter

Green? Why are new blues

groups springing up every

month?
"
no Idea at all. 1 really
couldn't tell you." This is the
reaction of a man closest to

the core of the thriving British blues

scene, Richard, one

of the, Brothers Vernon.

Richard, aged 21, Is promotion man For Blue Horizon,
the independent label released

by CBS which specialises in
groups like Peter Green's
and

the

His brother Mike, aged 23,
Is an equally fervent blues
enthusiast and produces the
records of Maya11, Green, and

the Shack.

Their combined enthusiasm
in convincing big record can parties of the market for blues

hes brought forth a spate of
big

selling albums, and in.

creasing attention to a music
scene

once

-

pooh-poohed,

ignored by the critics

or
the

British blues sceneThe British blues scene has

peculiar

Alexi

roots.
Korner

Yardbirds and Spencer Davis
group emerged.
Today's top men in the field
all have widely differing backgrounds.
Tracing their past
affiliations can be complicated

For example. Eric Clapton
came up with the Yardbirds,
disappeared, returned to even
bigger fame with Mayall, then

formed the vastly popular
Cream which has even scored
chart success, something of a

tan In the eyes of hard-core
fans.
Of the other two members

Men
like
and
Chris

Organisation,

and

Jack

has

played with Mayan and Manfred Mann. Ex -Bond tenorist
Dick Heekstall-Smith is now
blowing with Mayall.
Dick also has a long history

of jau playing and still does
the occasional solo club gig.
"Today the scene is equally

strong all over the country,"
he says. "In the large cities
and towns, new blues groups

seem to be continually start.

times, as
well as making use of feedback and distortion freak -outs
usually associated with the
hipper Pop groups.
But their fans are equally
fanatical and cheer to the
echo Alvin's lengthy work feel

semi -jazz

BY CHRIS WELCH
up.

huger

The

record

companies are now tending to

take blues seriously and are
beginning to realise it is a
saleable product and, in fart,
the albums sell more than a
lot of pop stuff."

-and fun.

of Cream, Ginger Baker and
Jack Bruce-both used to play
together with Graham Bond's

MARKET

the big build-up

Barber laid the foundations of
Interest and development in
the '50s. Later came what
was known as the R&B revival when groups like the
ing

FERVENT

Fleetwood
Mac
Chicken Shack.

British blues
IDENTITY

during
October,
November and December last

working with
American singer Tim Rose.
Aynsley is a friendly, enthusiastic Scot, hailed by Marquee Club's John Gee as a
young Buddy Rich,"
Their liar -up includes Victor

It features the current lineup of Taylor (guitar), Chris
Mercer (tenor and baritone),

piano,
harmonica and trumpet), John
Morehead (lead guitar) sod
Alex Paris @ass). They ave

two volume

material
taken from John's tape recordings made at performances in
clubs, concerts and ballrooms

blues records about two.
ingd-a-lefif years ago, running
from their home the legendary
Punish and Outasite labels on
a mail order basis, releasing

Holland

year.

The

final

result

Blue

is

We tried a lot of

Horizon.
companies to release the label

before CBS. They were

the

only company prepared to give

us an identity."
Biggest

sellers

of albums

are the Mayall bands. Decca
releases Inch de "Blues
Breakers," featuring Clapton;

"A Hard Road," with

replacement

Peter

his
Green,

Crusade,. with his replacement, Mick Taylor.
Their latest Is an exciting

Tillman

(bass),

Keef

Hartley (drums) and John on
organ, harp and vocals.
It is probably the most consistent of all his bands.

singles by Eric Clapton and
John Mayall.

of

all over England, Ireland and

Keith

The Vernons started produc-

net

UNUSUAL

Gn formed the Fleetwood

Mac and recently had their
first release on Horizon. Their
line-up includes Peter (guitar,
Jeremy
Spencer (slide guitar, piano),
and

corrently

Brox

(vocals,

organ,

single released called "Warning."
Fans are looking forward to
the first LP by Chicken Shack,

"Forty

titled

Freshley Parked And Ready
To Serve." They are unusual
in having a girl with them,

harp),

vocals.

The

are

rest

Stan

Webb (vocals, guitar), Andy
Sylvester (bass)
Bidwell (drums).

and

Dave

Their first

single was "It's Okay With
Me Baby."

a stint with Jeff Beck
(ex-Yardbirds), Aynsley Dun-

Ten Years After, featuring
Alvin Lee on guitar, are probably she most controversial

bar formed the Retaliation and

becaue

Their first single is called

"Portable People."

COLLEGE

they

move

into

a

vocals). Bob Hall is on piano
when available."
Every

Savoy Brown Blues Band
were formed a year ago and
are well established on the

appear on the club circuit Cliff Charles Blues, Sugar
Momma Blues Band, Jethro

Tull, Spirit Of John Morgan,

Shakey Vie, Skye -Wine, Doctor K's, John Dumpier and the
Boiler House which features a
guitar wonder
15 -year -old
Danny Kerwin.
British blues bands are now
being rated all over the Continent, especially in Holland
and Denmark, and Mayall recently returned from a successful tour of America.
There is even a blues group
operating in Helsinki, Finland,

by English
Pembroke, called

September

last

year

on

Decca and they have played
in Denmark and toured with
these

latest Tine -up consists of Chris
Youlden
(vocals,
piano,

guitar), Kim Simmonds (load
guitar),

Rivers

Jobe

(bass),

Roger Earl (drums) and Dave
guitar,
Peverett
(second

singer Jim
Blues

the

Section.

club and college circuit.
Their first LP was released
in

nsmes

new

week

lead

groups are hit by frequent
personnel changes but the

HIPPER

be selling

surname) on organ.

John Lee Hooker. All

John MeVee (bass) and Mick
Fleetwood
(drums).
Their
album is said to
overAf
After1,000 a day.

reds on "Help Me." They recently had their first album
released and the line-up includes Ric Lee (drums), Leo
Lyons (bass) and Chick (no

Fingers,

Blue

Christine Perfect on piano and

Insummer last year, Peter

vocals,

is

at

MIXTURE
again
British enthusiasm is reviving interest
Once

in an American music form.
British players may not be
able to fully express .the
emotions

of

the

American

Negro that led to the original

outburst of the blues, but they
are keeping the tradition alive
with a mixture of loyalty,
defficatIon and ability.

Those who
reach the Top
demand the Best
Think of the best things in life and you
think of certain names. In amplifiers, it's Selmer.

THE SELMER SOUND IS THE SWEET SOUND OF SUCCES"

Selmer
I

114 Charing Cross Road
London, W.C.2

Please send me the latest 23
-page colour catalogue with prices
from 17 gas. 165 gas.
NAME
ADDRESS
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REGENCY DAVE WHIPS UP
try to 'whilst in other things like blues
and soul that we don't know and don't

POP EXCITEMENT

feel. We've stayed in our own bag-pop
music And we've progressed within pop

labliterililtil tree Ainiergs M aboaseeelown

group. When someone leaves it's never
the same again. We've always stuck together sine before we made it and that's
of the main reasons we've been able
tonestay near the top for longer than other
groups."
Dove the, Dory, Beaky, Mick and

gra *ea

Pee

**Sae. teem el
eel

usic.

" and wear stuck together. Personnel
changes always have a had effect on

&op la

wowhtP1 4...10 hi

eerie

they

M gem lboreeety bawl. *ha tea
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el*
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SADIST
"Yea sot soling Mu
Iwo ere oaetstrart le a aisalee et

ccess.
'Kaneda' for more
"We went to break through

the Iseult teal doles so well. les kimono)* area though I don't think ICU happen yet sod tae magi.* With the group
Se tlato tad. Rut eventually I'd like to
It.ighs exciting characters
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the
in
alone
1962 I was
in
day
American
ONE busy
unkempt
fonr
MM office when an in and askedowd
came
jeans
scruffy
track
in
to
trying
He was
in Britain
Max Jones.
who
was
Elliott,
Jack
weirdo
Rambling
right
as
a
struck me
He
e
tim.
e
and,
t
h
at
Elliott
find
to
where
so I told him
lumber,
giant
Jones
a
Max
thinking to save
rush.
bum's
old
the
gave our visitor
that meant
that
not
Dylan
Bob

ase the one

the
States because It's the biggest scene and

also the financial reasons of course

mustn't be forgotten."

I want to pla."

Dare to mists pop lonely to some es
het to try out characters. create images
wheels he can tall heck on in the future.
Legend Of *nadir` Is perhaps
Mr. Dee at,
fastest ever hit and
is I. hot their ninth hit parade record
e was. Tlem've been consistent chut*Reign, to the last One,
the reason? "We've always tried
sts

a n.p group - and

NAKED
"'emulate" Is released in the States
neat month and the group are planning
hope
a visit to promote the record. "We
to go around May. It'll take a few weeks
for reaction to the record to build up and
we hope that with promotion there It'll
go higher than 'tabadak ' did." Into reBut what of future excursions
cording. How far Into erotica are Dave
Dee and the group prepared to tread?
"We've got big plans for the next one,"
said Dave. " For TV appearances we are
planning two naked birds lying on the

to

that

inesn't swan using weird sounds and

Kahl. and Wings. Troll's lust gimmickry.
tress record of ours has been different

lord thrse
's all been part of a sort of
overall plan that 'tasted when we first
wet Ken tlinrd and Alan Blake) and
our

rewriting manager Mese Rowland.

stage with the group walking Ott over
them-with tours on." We can't wait.

"Rut we'se also stuck to doing what

we know - and that's Poi, We

In

one we have not cracked yet. There's
which

don't

13

series

there a od we are hopinsug that will set up

e...taws he three Seems with me' record

vtiko

MM

Tich's main objective now is America.
"We've done well all over the Continent
although we have never really mastered
Now our objective must be
France.
52
America. Zabadak went to number

+thaw

al hews kese Oh Wake

this great

e

jean

It was a
His name was
time.
the
at
anything at all to merecord company turning
boob to rank with a Dylan was to become
for
on pop
down the Beatles,
influences
important
one of the most
music.
he started as a
and
composer,
Basically a folk singer
singing
American
of
the
devotee of the greatest
But songs
Guthrie.
Woody
social commentators,
God On Our
"With
Wind,"
In
The
like " Blowin'
and
A-Changin'"
Are
Side," "Times They
and a
acclaim
brought
huge
"Masters Of War"
had his
when
he
By
1965,
much wider audience.
Rolling Stone," he
"Like
A
-seller
with
first million
folk poet."
"modern
described
as
a
had been
The folk purists objected
to his use of modern,
instruments
electronic
on concerts and recordings, but by then he was
casting his influence
even on the Beatles. His
lyrics, which at first
seemed to place him
among the so-called Probecame
singers,
test
more obscure without

losing their power.
By the time he arrived in
Britain for a tour in

May, 1965, every concert
was already a sell-out
and he had not yet been
booed by the ethnics

who apparently believe
that folk equals traditional.

GENTLE

"I
music

think

mod
QUOTE..
Dylan's

Bob

will grow steadily

this country, but I can't see
him becoming the kids' new
craze. I'm not saying they

but

be

really

can't

there

breaks

they'll wan
time
years'
Cli
else."
someone
Richard. January, 1965.

idea i,
van. A

-

in

won't grow to like his stuff,

Now it's rho Beatles. In fir

" Stars

celebritie

and

shouldn't try to set any lave

are we r.
Dylan -mania." - John Len- in morals. Who
say what is right and what
non. January, 1965.
wrong."-Mick jogger. Jan
" I find it very hard to um, 1965.

understand the meaning of
don't
the word success.
understand commercial suc-

cm either."
May. 1965.

-

I

Bob Dylan.

the go

It's
eerity
soul."

4965.

" Ringo has got this brick
building company and Joh
and

I

have a supermarket

-

don't know where it is ex
George Harrison
actly."
I

" Let's face it, teenagers May. 1965.
have to find their own age
" I don't know whetht
group when they're looking
for singers. Five years ago it the success of Dylan's reser.
is really
and mina
was Eris, Adam and

-

rte. -

w
stage
and I

I

d.tf
doe!

lingo

Dylan's earlier lyrics had
much to do with the
shift

away

from

the

weeks in

" Moon in June " brand
of

words
to
attempts to inject real
experience
Into
the
pop

songs.

His

throw -away

singing

style had its followers
too. Most notable was

Britain's Donovan whose
first public appearance
was on the Ready.
Steady Go! TV show.

Despite his protestations
that he hadn't even

is ILokfastl
This is a unique snare

stands and fittings.They
-and while it's possible

move them.They do that
and fittings are sleek,

heard

drum stand. its part of the all new range of
can be pulled, pushed, bashed or even kicked
that you might scratch them a bit, you won't

only when you want them to. Lokfast stands
beautiful, and at your dealers now
See them soon.

Dylan when he

started out, Donovan's
early songs had much in
common
with Dylan.
though
lacking
his
toughness. Later, Donovan was to go his own
way, producing gentle,
descriptive

lyrical,
pieces.

The growing Dylan influence

apart,

1965

was

one of those mark -time
periods which seem to

come to pop about once
every three years. At
the beginning of the
year, the Beatles were
at the top of the chart
with " I Feel Fine." They
were followed by a
swift succession of stars
and few, throughout the
year,

spent more than

the

top

Perhaps more significant

If 191

their roots in R&B but

skit
Liv,
don

were:
Moody

was the rise during 1965
of the Who and the
Yardbtrds. Both had

Brothers, Kinks, Seekers

both, and in particular

Thehart-toppers
stwp:te
Georgie
Blues,

Fame,

Righteous

(2), Tom Jones, Rolling
Stones (3), Cliff Richard
(" The Minute Your'e
Gone" was his first
number one for two

years), Lhe Beatles (4),
Sandie Shaw, Elvis Presley,
Hollies,
Byrds,
Walker
Bros'
Ken

Dodd-a mixed bag indeed.

was getting
himself banned from a
cinema circuit for an

aleagiedlelpy tioobnscheene
sopuisitlytingdehinised

t-starecnu.

although

alarmingDusty

Springfield quit
South African tour

Segregated

audiences
the Beatles received
an MBE apiece--a recognition of their enormous
export value which provoked a farce worthy
of
Brian Rix when a number of holders of the
medal sent them back in
protest at such recognition for mere pop stars.

the Who, were among
the first to be concerned
with sound rather than
melody lines.

ACT

i

wor

The Who-like the Move 3
couple of years laterfirst came up in a blaze

cate
But w

concerned less with their
music than with their

ante
yids,

a wall of

the
mab
may
weri
not

of publicity which was

propenstty for smashing
stage act. They called
their music Pop Art and
they hit the listener with
sound utilising

electronic aid
every
available. The Yardbirds
experimented with such
unlikely forms as the

tion to its limits.
From all this it was a
natural step to Wedmentation
sounds of

with

other

the

cul-

tures-notably the use
of the Indian sitar which
became the most tam'

s
Troggs, the Who
number one with

" I'm A Boy."

Four Tops.
the
by
Stones,

,Incase nek as le,rendl

the

But, ands crt

Beatles ana
were
there

at number one. ton -Walker Brothers. Dw0,,Y
Springfield,

Add, est

WHO: smashing stage set
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thei

to t

like

Gregorian Chant while
the Who pushed distor

the
first

enclose ad in marrow Jo, NO colour etttalouue

Mot
one

-

Pease send lather clotsns of loAlast

y.
At thi
of

Spencer
the charts
Davis, the Overlandes.
Nancy Sinatra, small
Faces, Chris Farlowi

\

era,

eve,

Iliac pop sound of 1966.
1966 brought its new crop
of heroes at the top of

To Premier 87 Rogan. Street London WI

no
pop

Manfre-

Mann, Frank States.
J i in
Fame
,
Georgie
P lReeves,ety o fthe

and Tom Jones.

ch °Sion:

and
resit,
this

Of y
lovin
the

tome

Ines

swift
Po ss e

It

muse

New
West
also

their
7

Period
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BOB DAWBARN
This week ends the series of four articles by considerof
pirate
death
the
of
Bob
Dylan,
ing the influence
radio, the attempts to bring new sounds to pop and a

''ART FOUR: POP COMES OF AGE

#

look at the pop world of 1968.

in scruffy

boy

becomes a
lem folk poet
s

'
kA

rely on
outside professional songin

groups

1968

DYLAN: most important influence

writers for their recording

bye breakthrough. I hope it's for
tee the good. but 1 have a funny

ZI,if

it

idea

isn't really."-Dono-

" I enjoy the Beatles'

records but I think they're probably the worst in -person

act I've ever seen. They make

No April, 1965.

-

joke out of the kids who
It's time for songs of sin - love them."
Len Barry.
a

hies

end wily sung with
to rout."-Donovan.

,

at

bit of
February,

a

1965.

Jrn-

Ill take the soul singers.
They just get on a stage and
ink- wag about life and what it's
Tom
lohn really all about."

-

t

-

loner. January. 1966.

cx-

that
stage and see the audience
and
think to myself: ' Good
',her Goa, they're 16 and I'm 24.'
cord 6 doesn't seem right."
ly a Ringo Stare April, 1965.
"When

ison.

get

1

on

-

I

June, 1966.

" We used to have the
idea that the more the kids
see you them ore popular you
will be. In fact, we now realise

the

Graham

is

true."-

October, 1966.

Nash.reverse

" Surely there has been a
massive
improvement
the past few years.

-

over
The

' Good Old Days ' were awful."
Paul tones. April.
1965.

material.
Fourteen years ago popular
music had achieved its aim
three
if it
provided
minutes of gentle, senti.
rnental entertainment. Today

the

CHODAMPLIFICATION

term covers an

enormously wide range of
music-from humble background music to accom-

pany almost any activity
to something which has

It s here. Clear big. beautiful sound with plenty of fizz, but no sizzle
V1./ith a wonderful lift and no hangover. Triumph sound By Rosetti
Vintage sound Because you play it cool. No valves tranumph to
over -heat and drop out Just super silicon solid-state devices bred
in the space -race, where failure is forbidden and performance must
be perfect - whatever the conditions. Add printed circuits and
over -specification of all other components and you have a range
f amplifiers that deliver full power and perfect reproduction
night through the frequencies, right up the volume scale,
whatever the punishment. Triumph Amplifiers. By Rosetti
You should read about them. Send the coupon.

claimed the serious attention of even The Times
and can occasionally ask
to be considered as art.
in

Pop

is

1968

serious

a

business-as important to
those who create or listen
to it as to those who sell

it. From the days when it
presented a Woman's Own
never.never land of showglamour

biz

quited love it has
Involved with real
perience,

unre-

and

-

social

becomec

problems

not always
and poetry
successfully, perhaps, but

not

the
tad
'tut

If 1965 and 1966 produced
no trend to dominate the
pop business-as rock,
skit le, trod and the
Liverpool

hr

had

done-then 1967 was the
craziest, most mixed-up
year of them all.

mg

icd

Ian

sound

At the start it seemed the
Monkees

would rival
even the success story
of the Beatles.
Here,
once again,
was fan
worship at its most dedi-

a

3 7..

cated.

But when the dust cleared,
their appeal was largely

to the youngest element
among pop fans who
liked the strong indivalue,
personalities
of
the group and the hum qualities in their
Music.
The
Monkees
were a phenomenon, but

unr

1,,
Ir .1

ml

not

one which was fioing to change the mustcourse of pop as Bill
Haley, Elvis Presley,
the
Beatles.
the
Rolling
Stones or Bob Dylan had

rd,
irh

done.
Then there

Haver

'en'

and the

It ie

many

was PsY chedel-a,
Tower, Love -Ins

rest. For a time it
looked as though

a real Revolution
'mid, Mute apart from
Amain
But the strain of
:nag became too much
,"` move philosophers
umerl back to the more
urgent
'asks of making
"mote
and
discovering
heroes
The associ'''t hetween much of the
r and Mugs nn doubt
much
t,t4tsj,lvai,

use

0,

-

66.

to do with the

PIllaPte
r

h

IM'IterIeft its mark on the
particularly
tiav
York
COIN groups, though
Zoo
ZIT
the Beatles and

Ind

ere

nes

oFee_fallawors.

It.,

-

one M

rrrr ns those
to

Mr. NM..
olei-fashioned
Mae
lcw

red

bringing
to

i

oYs

nf Flower

Johea. HP=F:111'11:

Varighac

awe.

and

But the most notable event
of 1967 was the sinking of
the Pirate radio ships after
ruling the pop airwaves
for three spectacular years.
Whatever their faults -any such set-up is bound

to be open to rumours of

-

records
get
to
bribes
they certainly
played
reached a vast audience of
also
They
youngsters.
helped innumerable new
g roups by giving them
they could
me Ps
On
September
One,
Radio

30,
the

1967,
BBC

music

jungle you need more than

pleasant voice, a gim

a

a.clever arranger or
a new sound. All these

can bring you brief

suc-

cess and those who moan
enormous

the

at

wages

said to be earned in pop,
forget that the big wages
last for an average
about three years.

of

LESSON

never have hoped for on
the BBC.

But from the Beatles or
other
or
any
Dollies

groups which have lasted,

answer to, and copy of,
the Pirates took the air. It
has settled into a typical BBC compromise mixing all forms of modern
pop with light music and
favourites that must have
been requested by house-

drawn. You've just got to
keep moving-progressing
is the popular word.
If you are to be more than

marital joys during World
War I.
Concurrent with the heyday

courage to go. And that
takes talent as well as

wives

who

first

tasted

of the Pirates was the
growth in numbers and
power
of the independent
w
record labels and proWith increased
ducers.
outlets, record producers

no longer had to rely o
the plugging and promo-

tion machines of the massive major companies.
Today it seems that the days
majority
when the
singles were produced by
staff A&R men
ajor companies has gone
forever and been replaced

by hundreds of independent producers seeking out
and recording their own

artists
Another major change of the
past few years is the
amount of rnaterial eaten
up by the record industry.

Only 14 or 15 years ago,
the song was the importank thing and you could
buy any one of a dozen
versions of a hit tune.

Today, the song is once
more the thing, hut it
tends to be associated

artist.

with
particular
This has meant that it has
become more and more
a

important for group to
come up with its own
material-few successful

EMI

being

the attempts are
made.
To last in today's

100 watt and 70 watt amps complete with speakers
or alone 30 watt amps column speakers PA amps
and speakers Triumph Discotheque equipment
All in the new brochure Send the coupon

there

is

a

nine -day

a

lesson

wonder

to be

you

can't stand still. You have
you
know
where
are going and have the

to

staying power and it
nerves. Mere, it takes selfconfidence and belief in

one's own judgment allied

to a real basic urge to
make music.

Those who go into pop as a

quick way to earn a for-

tune are, despite popular
belief,

never

those

who

stay the course.

The world of pop in 1968 is
wide open for new ideas,

new sounds, .w faces.

The Beatles continue to
stay several steps ahead

Jr

of their rivals; Bob Dylan
is pointing in several new
directions at once; there is

one of those periodic revivals of interest in basic
blues; America is once
more producing original

groups, ballads are back in
the chart; there are groups
preoccupied with sounds
and their groups concentrating on pretty melodies.
It's wide open for a new pop

saviour to lead us into a
new fervour of screaming
fans or artistic reviews in

III
TO ROSETTI

AD DEPT
17 SUN STREET LONDON
EC2
PLEASE

the serious Sundays.
Whatever comes neat I hope
It

SEND ME
THE NEW TRIUMPH BROCHURE

lives up to the excite-

ment and musical turmoil
of thyeaes
e last fourteen fabulous

P.P.

IL

NAME

ADDRESS

MM,TRI

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand 220A,
Hall 11

f
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MacColl's
`Harvest'
an important
document

BOB BUNTING: a Yweve
Got To Go DOWII This Way"
fr
A
!antic TRA
debut

album

from a new
singer/songwriter.
Will the

real Bob Bunting please stand
up7

LEONARD COHEN: "The

Songs
(CBS

Of

Cohen "

Leonard

Poet
Leonard Cohen sing his own
BPG

63241),

compositions which

give an

overall effect of poetry set to
music.

FOLK 11 OF THE MONTH
The sources are equally as
varied, the ballads coming
from Francis Child's collec-

ONE of the most important
jects

folk music recording pro-

undertaken in recent
years is the series of ten
album s under the collective
title "The Long Harvest."

tion, from within the singers'
own family, from recordings
of, or directly from, traditional
singers and other written or
recorded sours.

These albums feature Eng-

lish,

Scottish

and

American

variants of traditional ballads,
sung by Ewan iMacColl and
Peggy Seeger. Argo Records
have so far issued four of the
set and now release Records
Five and Six.
The records are divided into
sections under a main heading, such as "Crafty Farmer,"

and "Maid Freed From The
Gallows,"

and

tracks,

the

ranging from two to five, consist of the variants within the

The singingce is, of course,
of the highest standard and
makes these records that
much more enjoyable, valu-

MAcCoLL AND
P GGY SEEGER: "The Long
Harvest
Record
FleeThe Crafty Former; Well
Sod The Sow, The HighEWAN

ayman, The Highwayman
Outwitted; The Fair Damsel
From London, The Wife of

group.

Well; The
Babes. (Argo DA70)

of Ushers Well," "Lord Lovell," Sir Hugh And The Jew's

Knight,Billy Come Over The
Main White Ocean! The

On Record Five the sections
are "Crafty Fanner," " Wife

Daughter" and "Babylon." On
Record Six they are " Lady
Isabel And The Elf Knight,"
"Old Woman Of Slapsadam,"
"Johnny Sands," "The Douglas Tragedy (Earl Brand)" and

"The Maid Freed From The
Gallows."

One of the most interesting
points is that although the
ballads are in groups, within
each

group

there

Is

great

Usher's

Three

Record
Colvin.
el and The Elf
Lady Isabel
Knight;
The
Outlandish

Willow Three; The Wife Of

Kelso;
Rich
Old
Lady,
Johnny Sands; The Breve
Earl Brand And The King

of England's Daughter; The
Douglas

Tragedy;

Earl

Brand; The Lady And The
Dragon; The Prickle Holly
Bush; Hangman. (Argo DA
71)

variety in length, melody and
treatment of the subject depending on its origin.

able and a highly important
recorded study of traditional

The

mood

JUDY

COLLINS:

ASHISH KAN: "

Master Of TheH &trod"Young
(14b-

With each record there is
a set of notes which gives de-

Beetle

ground, sources, the full text
of .the songs sung on the records and an extensive bibliography.

When complete, this set of
ten records will last seven and

a half hours in all. Yet each
records stands on its own as
a separate entity.
.The Long Harvest," on
completion, will greatly enrich the recorded documenta-

tion of traditional music. But
it would he hard to imagine

people other than Ewan Mac -

Coll and Peggy Seeger singing
these selections with such
finesse.

"Wild-

flowers " (Eiektra EKL 4012).
Another brilliant album from
a singer who is sadly under.
rated in this country.
Judy
Collins sings songs by writers
such as Leonard Cohen, Joni
Mitchell and Jacques Brel
superbly.
She also emerges
as fine songwriter herself.

erty LI11.83083E).

information on
the
songs, their history and back-

the

album is subdued and makes
excellent listening.

ballads.

tailed

of

Impressive

debut by Khan, described by

George
Harrison's
sleevenote as "a potential
virtuoso."
Shankar's table

drummer, Alla Rakha, accompanies.

IAN McCALMAN' FOLK
GROUP: " All In One Mind "
(Waveriey ZLP2I03). Debut
album
group.

from an
Mainly

Edinburgh

songs, the group sound particularly good on imam.,
ponied songs like "North
Country Farmer" and "Pace
Egging Song"

RALPH MeTELL: a a Frames
A
Second"
(Transatlantic
TRAI65). Good debut album
from this young singer and
His ovm songs
guitarist.
and others are backed orches-

SHANKAR: typically brilliant

HAY: sadly underrated

traditional

John's guitar work comes
The
over very strongly.
variety makes this a very

Pally with Tony Visconti, ar-

rangements by a jug band and

by McTell's own guitar, plus
some

Blind

excellent

style guitar work.
JOHN

PEARSE

Pease" (Xtra 1056).

enjoyable album.

Blake

RAVI SHANKAR: "Impro-

LIII-630classical
Indian music and Shankar's
film scores.
Jazzmen Bud

visations " (Liberty
76E).
Mixture of

"John
Songs

and instrumental tracks drawn
from a wide range of sources.

Shank, Dennis Baduinir,
Peacock,

and

Louis

61,

added for one track

RAVI SHANKAR: "In Con-

cert a (Liberty L111,53077E).
performance,
Seveniyear-old

by the sitar virtuoso. recorded
in Los Angeles.
Typicall,
brilliant

Touch the Sky
Fly.

Soar through massive sound walls.
Search out those purple shapes.
Discover.
Storm on with Vox Solid State Amps.
Reach the sounds beyond.
Create your own imagery.
Handle fuzz, top boost, bass
boost,
m.r.b., reverb, vibrato, and
tone
-X.
Find your mind.
And move on
and on.
With Vox.

-

VOX)

ETell me just what happens with
-1
Vox-by return of post.
Name
Address

If in a group, please name it

L

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand

Jennings Musical Industries
fAT, Vox works, West

129/146, Hall

11
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A partnership

ATLANTIC

JAZZ

to
remember

IMPORTS
THE STAN TRACEY milva

JAZZ LP OF THE MONTH
Melody Maker's ref lettage peas -beer, pian-

Tracey. has king
bete regarded as the enfant terrible of British
ra 1.4111

STAN TRACEY QUAR-

TET:

'

With

Love

From

Jan." Eserywhere

,842-

Derriere, Lose Now. Weep
Later: Sweet Used To Be,
Losers Freeway, Two Part

when

Loser;
More

innowd talent who stuck
no in pats fee a loot time
morsel

all

Tracey

were
broke
much -

his
Under Milk Wood"
with

sa.oegh
praised

win, betided his position

In Jualarsd,"
al wow nroves his merit
roarkesiorts with the Mel-

Intention:

Loser,
Blueser

The

"With

selection,

Mirth
LIM From June"

(Columbia

SX6205).
Tracey

Agee

.* Maker's LP Of

Undercover
Amoroso,
Only
So.
Three
Time
Three
T
e

vest,

(tnr).
Lennie

(Poo. celeste,
Bobby
Wellins
Dave
Green
or
Bush

(bass).

Jackie Dougan or Ronnie
Stephenson I drs)

Tunes

Tracey

tunes.

.

Again this

happens on " With Love,"

a
Plat made "Mille Wood
gran rinsed was the spa peaky uptick tenorist Bobby
WOE, breoght to the

which features eight originals on which Wellins
once again plays out of his
skin.

the

Trace)-Wellins partnership has been responsible for
some of the finest British
jazz ever committed to record, Jan which can stand
comparison with the best
that the world can produce.

Making up the Tracey Quartet for this album are bassist Dave Green and drummer Jackie Dougan, two of
the finest men to have behind you In a rhythm sec lion. Their zest and intelli-

gent reading of the most

moods of the Tracey songs
make a perfect foundation
for the Tracey piano and
the Wellins' tenor.
Usually a British album makes
LP Of The Month in a dull
month. February wasn't lit-

tered with great jazz

re-

leases, but even if It had, the
reluctant Stan Tracey would

have still come out on top.
-BOB HOUSTON.

figur;4021016110

INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ
In Concert. %dame 2" (Marble Arch
NAL 247), The usual Barber
playing.
right
estrieles
)0,RIS BARBER;

-

varied
Patterson

stroeneaasbip and
pregramme. Celine

a

ags to "Lowland Blues."

COUNT BASIE, "Half A
SL
(Stateside
Wapeare"
ISZW). Rave's fine swinging
its Naos into Chico
hind
scores of David
Westiter's "Sixpence" music.
The math is bright, biting.
S eely played big band stuff
w th solos from Illinois Jacimet Erase Royal, Dick Boone
o;:sis

etc

1487
SHELLY MANNE & HIS MEN

" ExBECK:
GORDON
perimesits With Pop" (Major

Minor MMLP2I). Patchy but
often excellent

of pop hits
for

esting

jazz '"rimm

Especially

guitarist

"Jazz Gunn"

inter-

Johnny

ncLmghl.n
GORDON BECK:

1488

- Half A

Jazz Sixpence" (Major Minor
MM1,22). Clever reworkings
ol songs from the show from
pianist Beck's tno.

ROY AYERS

"Virgo Vibes"

JAM BYARD: "Live, Vol-

1"

1489
DAVID NEWMAN

(Transatlantic
P17411). Superb piano front
Blend ranging over a wide
u me

Far -

Joe

spectrum.

Joss

COLTRANE: A splendid set

I net (Mr, sop, drs), George
Tuber (bass) and Alan Dam-

an (dm, vibes) help to make
,1141, one of the best jazz buys
the month.

JOHN COLTRANE: " Ballads" (World Record Club

1110). Reissue of a splendid
Train set which highlights
its magnificence as a ballad

*Po. Unusual but extremely
nraardnig

JOHN
ult "

COLTRANE:

(Transatlantic
...NO- Coltrane with bariImitate

Cecil Payne and Pepin! Adams in a set of uninSperformances Nobody
anywhere near top

LOU DONALDSON: "Mr

thetaiA-L1ng"

(Blue
Note
271. Bluest' organ.sax
with
Blue
lam
...mews trumpet
adding
Sosinthi_ eg

a bit different LonIne Smith is the organist in
War

cane

A

pleasant,

if

.._ .IP outstanding. album.
BILL
EVANS:
Conversations With

Further
Myself."
Mere ELP 9198). Follow-on
to Use brilliant " ( [inverse LP on which multi _wartime
Lenny

gave
pianos at

us

once

three
This

tlan there are only two hut
he
b.th We Militant and the

is highly satist)ing
ART FARMER: "Plays The
Diva
sea, Hit."
(CBS

BPG63113). A rather disapFarmer.
pointing set with the
rest
Jimmy Heath and
to play
having
other people's jazz hits.
shackled

JERRY

by

HAHN

QUINTET:

(Changes
"Ara -Be -In"
LP7001). Ex -John Handy Quintet member, guitarist Hahn
romps through an exciting set
which owes its inspiration
partly to Handy and partly to
Llpyd. Dig the wild
violin playing by Mike White.
HOUSE
'THE HALFWAY
(VJM VLPI9).
Charles

ORCHESTRA"
In

the

old

days

of

78

rpni discs collectors of tradifor
tional jazz searched hard Now
Halfway House items,
they can get 15 rarities from
'25-.28 by this New Orleans
for
'' hot " dance orchestra LP.
one
of
price
the

"House of David"
SB 3007

Monte Brunis (cornet) led the
band and one of the best

featured
clarinettist Sidney Arodin.

soloists

known

is

ROLAND KIRK

COLEMAN HAWKINS:

Hawk In Holland"
(Ace Of Clubs ACL 1247). A
well -produced set of Hawkins
tracks with the Ramblers, a
Dutch dance band of the
Thirties, recorded in Holland
in 1935-7. Marvellous tenor
on a real collectors' item.

"The

"Here Comes the Whistleman"
3008
SONNY STITT
"Deuce's Wild"

RICHARD "GROOVE"

HOLMES: "Spicy" (Transat-

lantic PR7493). Very danceable set from organist Holmes
with some good guitar work
from Gene Edwards and Joe
Jones. One for the jazz party giver.

Retail price inc. P.T. 39/6
distributed by Polydor Records Ltd.

Continued on page 19

BLUES AND VOCAL JAZZ
MA RAINEY: "The Immortal

Rainey "
Ma
MLP2001). The

(Milestone
first great

matron of the blues turns in
a
dozen regal performances
dating from the Twenties.
Accompanists include Tommy
Ladnid Joe Smith and Charlie
recorded
the
and
Green
sound, though lofi, is better
Than on most Rainey sets.

-

Clara
SMITH:
One"
Volume
(VJM VLPI5). Clara Smith, no
relation to Bessie but closely
associated with her stylistically, is heard here on 14 songs
recorded between June and

CLARA
Smith

October,

'23.

She

sounds

young but good, though the
piano

accompaniment

lacks

interest. One for collectors of

classic
forms.

blues

and

related

T-BONE WALKER: "Stormy
Monday
Blues " (Stateside
Bluesway SL10223). T -Bone's
latest is a relaxed jazz -influ-

enced set with hacking by
10 -piece

a

band

has
which
Lloyd Glenn on piano and
Preston
Streamline Ewing.

Love and Mel Moore making

up the brass section. All but
one

are

vocal
plenty

there's
guitar.
BIG
JOE

"Classic

tracks,

of

and
T -Bone

WILLIAMS:

Delta
Blues..
(Milestone MLP3001). Mississippi's Joe Williams, noted

for his playing of a person-

nine -string
ally
convened
guitar, uses the normal six.

string instrument on this set.

Among his songs, associated with great Delta blues -

men, are "Pea Vine Special," Pony Blues." " Banty Rooster.. " Crossroads?' " Terra plane" and " Rollin' And
Turnblin'Y

JIM M Y
WITHERSPOON:
"Blues For Easy Livers"

(Transatlantic PR7475). These

dn)s. spivin is making easy-

itstening albums rather than
blues sets though he never
deserts the latter_ Here with

Kellaway
(pm,)
in
of arrangements and
support, he metes " Embraceable You," " Easy Loving and
with
such
standards
" Trouble In Mind:" " I Got
Roger
charge

It Bad " and - Lotus Mowed-

Pa Re

la-MELODY MAKER, March 2, 1980
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ha

seriously?
taken
be
to
Dylan not
A S soon as the news of a

forthcoming Dylan LP
got around, curiosity began to

mount regarding what to expect particularly

in view

of

the various rumours filtering
through from the States.
Now curiosity has
satisfied.

been

Simpler

I

Ballad of Frankie Lee and ludas Pr..t D"f ternPity The
Am A Lonesome Hobo. I
Dear Landlord,
Along
Poor Immigrant; The Wicked Messenger; Down
The Core; I'll Be Your Baby Tonight. (CBS 63652,)
patriot,

it has become more enjoyable

with more playings.
The overall impressions are

and

harmonica and
Pete
Charles McCoy (bass), Kenny Burney (drums). " and
Be our Baby Tonight
Drake (steel guitar on "
(vocal

Dylan

Bob

guitar,

"I

that Dylan's solce has changed and that his music is sim-

pler, both In writing and use

of instrumentation. The album
has a rather austere air about
it, heightened by Dylan'. own
acoustic guitar and that dry
spiky harmonica.
Much of the album Is early -

Dylan In flavour. "John Wesley Harding" Is an outlaw ballad, rather In the Guthrie
mould. and "As I Went Out
One 'gamine" is also folk
are
baary,s
imnld . The mages r
a bit more prominent In "I
Dreamed I Saw St Augustine "

the Watehi
the Railed !,

Alone

tosser," nsl
Judas Priest
and
Lee
Frankle
le a tale with a morel.

Outcast

I

over

think those Impressions have
changed much with subsequent listenings, except that

I

I

" Down Along The Cove

a month ago I
heard the album for the first
time and, looking at what I
wrote at that time, I don't
Just

BOB DYLAN: " John Wesley Harding." JobDreamed
Went Out One Morning;
Harding. As
The
Saw St. Augustine; All Along The Watchtower,

"All

The first she finishes with
Esealie."
"Drifters
along with ^ Dear Landlonl
"I Ate
and, mote particular's, and "I
A Lonesome Hobo"
on
Pity The poor Immigrant "that
how

snd side

eco
the
Dylan still has a preoreueation
with the underdog and outcast

he did with earlier

as

songs.

Dylan switches to straight
" Down
twelve-har blues for the
odd
Along The Cove" but
Re

Il

Is
track of
Your Baby Tonight" which Is
est

C11111111ly

a

amt western .it le

gethe

think noh
Personalty.
Isvlan le having a Is Ole at
Nash. 111. on this one. It eel
1

tants reel he meriet to be
- IsiNs
taken sety seriously
WILSON.

POP LP OF THE MONTH
Words,"

SHIRLEY BASSET: "12 Of
Those
Songs" (Columbia).
Shirley's familiar explosive
style illustrated on a dozen

beautifully orchestrated songs.
CAPTAIN

"Safe As Milk"

BEEFHEART:
(Pye).
An

odd, but not unpleasant, mixtare of old-fashioned rock -'n-

roll and today's sounds with

BOB DYLAN: curiosity satisfied

the

gravel -voiced

Captai

"Laura" end "Skylark"

stirring memories of Lord
Suteh and Tommy Bruce.
BEE GEES:

JOHN FRED AND His
PLAYBOY BANIV " Agnes

"Horizontal"

English" (Tye tottarnatinna).

A song writing
(Polydor).
tour.de-force by the Gib!,
Brothers. They wrote them
all and most are first class
including title track, "Mas-

Lola ot excitement trvint one of
valid
musically
AMeriel'il
11WhOlm
geolipe of Imlay
"Judy In Mei/Wee" hit

mchusetts,'"Harry Brat,"

MARVIN GAYE: "Urea
Ma
HID" ("Lamle Motown),
tenet dates from 11102 to Itlfia
with !dents of elemie Ianlla
four-to.tho-Mir

and "World."

JAMES BROWN: ^Greatest

Hits" (Polydor International).

The best of his two albums

RECORD,

ANDY

Slime

this month.

WfTH A NEW SINGLE

ANDY WILLIAMS:
CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OFF YOU

PETER

JAMES BROWN: "Mr Dynamite" (Polydor). The King of
instant excitement screaming
his way
album.

milted blues with the ninsi
kept at white heat 01114101y
Mehl,: recommended

SPRINGFIELD:
BUFFALO
"Buffalo Springfield Again"
(Atlantic).
Heartbeats, jazz

ANITA HARRIS (Marble
Pre -chars recordings
Arch),
which make mar listenhig

programme that demands intensive listening.

ISLE? BROS: "Soul On the
Rocks" (Tends Motownk A
rave-up from heginning to end
Recorenientled foe get bluetit

piano and rock beats into a

(Fromtheolbum"LOVE ANDY") 3298

PAUL BUTTERFIELD

BLUES BAND: "The Resurrection of Malloy Crabshaw"
(Elektra). Still earthy, but
with more sophistication the

OTHER NEW SINGLES
TONY HILLER ORCHESTRA:
WHERE THE RAINBOW ENDS 3306
MONIQUE LEYRAC: TIME TIME

band now has tenor, alto and
trumpet

"Soul
Sounds" (Tamla Motown). A
CHRIS

3309
CANDY CHOIR: ALEXANDER'S

3305

RAGTIME BAND

SIMONC GARFUNKEL ALBUMS
REC oRDS

SIMON & GARFUNKEL ARE NOW
APPEARING IN THE U.K.
OTHER HIT ALBUMS INCLUDE:
THE PAUL SIMON SONG BOOK
(51 62579
PARSLEY, SAGE, ROSEMARY & THYME

NEW SINGLE
SCARBOROUGH FAIR CANTICLE
,From the film "THE GRADUATE",

3317

z

MAURICE CHEVALIER:
HIS 80TH BIRTHDAY

OF
More

SKIES

(Capitol).
Albums like
breaking surf.
this must have made thou-

sands of people steer clear of
the place,
CURTIS

&

THE

interesting
An
(Atlantic).
selection of recent hits from
a hip pop tenor blower.
HATCH
SOUND:
With
Tony
"Downtown
TONY

(5) 63196

Hatch" (Marble Arch). Composer/producer Tony Hatch's
orchestra plays melodies with
charm and

CBS Records, 28230 Theobaids Road, London WC

SONG BOOK (Verve). If you
dig Ella, this Is your &Mine
It has Nelson Riddle and all
those fabulous Mercer song.
like "Too Marvellous For

musicianship.

JOE HENDERSON:
Henderson POD Show

"Joe

(polydor Special). Sickly srtuppy
sentimental slush.

of the hit musical and film.
101
STRINGS:
"Guitars
Galore" (Marble Arch). Ono
for guitar and violin loversaficion-

BERT KAEMPFERT ORCHESTRA:
"Tenderly"
Pleasant
back(Poled.).
ground sounds which don't
tax
the
mind,
Include

"Sleepy
Lagoon,"
After Midnight."

"Love

KEOKI AND HIS HAWIIANS: "Pop Goes Hawaii"

(Ace Of Clubs).
ing Picnic by.

soul

F.LLA FITZGERALD SINGS

THE JOHNNY MF.RCE R

singing

from

tour

the

ERANKIF LAINE: "1 Wanted Someone to 10.11 (Stateside). For Yesterday's revers.

I ORD BURGESS: "Cairo
Go Co" (PI O.
breedof
that .1.111.01R Rhythm from
/AVOWS:
"Ole"
(Marble Arehl.
Hers I atio
moan- that'll lilt your living
room with the unr111111 and

(Marble Arch). The strings
cascnde through the melodies

music

feetton

LOS

101 STRINGS: "Camelot"

and melodic
ados.

times for a chink in the pet

girls

INSTRUMENTAL POP

KINGPINS: "King Size Soul"

(S) 63170

HOMMAGES

Varies from excellent to dia-

big band and organ on others.

claims to he t rious at 4,(1`1

KING

MAN TAS DE PLATA:

And Soul" (CosSone), Aver.

Arch). Some of these tracks
are a bit of a mystery-no
guitar on the first three and a

EVERY MOTHER'S SON:
"Back." (MGM). A happy -go

"BLUE
HAWAII"

-

At Ease."
ALTON ELLIS: "Sines Rock

Includes "Michelle "
PATTI IA BELLE: " Dream.
er" (Atlantic). First Oars

pop nowhere. Includes "Rain
Flowers" and "Put Your Mind

age son of soul.

bolical.

to hem.

NEW ALBUMS

BO

Mamas and Papas.

MR, ACKER BILK'S FOLIO
OF GREAT SONGS (Columbia). Like it says - great
songs played beautifully by
Bernard Bilk with the Leon
Young String Chorale. Acker's
a natural musician and it's
always a pleasure to listen

(S) 62860

lucky singing sound that takes

(London).
terluttealh., Jack
must lie 111111 of the pent
eattlitgled eittiteta 01 the world
Some people worship thoi
achievement
We retell al

OTIS REDDING: old discs on Marble Arch

"Stalin'
DIDDLE?:
With Bo Diddle)," (Marble

"Champagne
Cocktail " (Ace Of Clubs).
Recorded between 1935 and
1939, this is a fair sample of
the dance music of the era
with some nice solos, notably
George
trombonists
from
Chisholm and Lew Davis.

(5) 62690

SOUNDS OF SILENCE

JACK JONES: "Our Song"

Cartney "Got TO Get You

AMBROSE:

to

1101

tsvo.

old tracks being issued as an
LP. Many, listeners will dis.
agree as there's a lot of good
vocal music here.

COWSILLS: 'The Cowell's"happy
h
(MGML The tigt
family sound of the Cowsills,
bringing memories of early

Winning song from the 1968 Son Remo Festival

ere of any sive trete

white chick with the coloured
label and she gets that soulful
sound thanks to the groovy
Wonderful
nimbi backing.

Into My Life."

3243

PER TE ISONG FOR YOU)

CLARK:

version of the Lennon - Mc-

ROBERTO CARLOS: CANZONNE

Fl.ttl,

GREEN'S

"Fleetwood
WOOD MAC:
I ore
Mae" (Blue Hoehrtan).

another

through

Autumn, -

" Eerie

One for eat-

LOUIS LEVY ORCHESTRA:
"Cole Porter Suite/George
Gershwin Suite" (Ace Of
Clubs). More likely
appeal to orchestral than pop
fans

pore mew ingrodienta in his

orchestrations
melodies

of

some

hit

BOOTS RANDOLPH (Mon.
(intent).
Randolph forsakes
his yackety ass bit and plays
straight down the line with
the Knightsbridge Strings and
Voices. Competent and above
average nuxsd music.

NINI
pone"

ROSSO: "In Clap (Durlum),
Italys
Eddie Calvert with golden
tone, etc, and very commer
clal melodies.

"Sous Le CIO De Paris"

(Philip,),

Songs from some
of France's top stirs, like
Jacques Brel, Juliette Greco,
Barbara and Patachou

BOBBY SUTTON SOUND:

"The Sweet Beat" (Ace Of
Poor listening fere
Clubs),
Music to tell ire creams by

vitality of the trirdtterrailean

AL MARTINI: "Mary
The Month*" (Capitol).

In
Mr

Stnoothvolee dreams along in

lacy romantic mood

IN. late night relaxing

ghat

JOHNNY MATHIS: "Up, UP

Away"

And

(COS).

The

Mathis magic still holds r,
4.41 they won't he ilia.

appointed with this abut.

ROBERT MITCHUM: "That
Men Robert Mitchum Sings"
thIonuntent).
voice that's

a °wound \Tete

hved

Wille
through on simple teams
it

may not have range hut. lv
Gad, it has character
on
" You
Deserve

tither" and "Sunny"

I ike

Each

JACKIE MIT13NI: "In Ion.
don" (CoaSotteL Ensagnia
soil singing front West Name
Jackie

Continued

pato 19

,

MERTENS

BROTHERS.
"Something Brass Style"
(CBS).
Brassy heaty pops

from the lop Belgian combo

"The
Best Of Sandy Nelson" (LiberlY). Sandy drums his way
through a selection of son!
SANDY

NELSON:

hits backed by RAII noises.

FRANCK POURCEL: " Pour.
cel
Today"
(Columbia).
French musician Pourcel adds

SEE WHY ALL LONDON SHOPS AT

JAMES ASMAN'S RECORD CENTRE
t, ran Moe,,

-.1m
leetten WC t Nee... 01 ISO 111e0
113e lem 11*. St teem,

Se 1.A.P.91,6 Is

eakeeeIlee

tea., I C r telereem 01 fag 1101

WU% M. Omen WY M coMOMar sl

aC

tlece w aogamel

MI l ( dtY MAKIN. Marl: 2, let,e

MONTHLY'
ALMA GUIDE

"VOIUU
INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ
from page 17
"Cosmic
PAUL
HORN:
Consciousness"
(Liberty
LB1.830[14E). West Coast jazzman Paul Horn recorded with
three Indian musicians in Now

Delhi. Tasteful integration of
Horn's Western flute with
Eastern setting.
AHMAD JAMAL: "With
Voices" (Chess CLRS4532).

Pleasant tinkling with a cooing choir, but what's it got to

City Blues" (VJM LCB). Out.
ordune pinyinr on this dreary
album is Matched by the poor
quality of the singing. Only
most avid fans can be interested.

ing In The Street" (Chess
routine
More
CRL4533).

semi-jazz from pianist Lewis's
trio. Strictly for the uninitiated

do with jazz?

most a Blakey Jazz Messenger
groove for Elvin and his group
which includes Thad Jones,
Hank Mobley and Dollar
Brand. Hard -swinging stuff

with Brand providing moments of exotica.

"Full

KELLY

WYNTON

View" (Milestone MLP1004).
A subtle piano trio album
which grows
each playing.

with

you

on

STEVE LANE'S FAMOUS

WHO: greet new album

SOUTHERN STOMPERS "Big

"Her.

MANCE:

JUNIOR

ELVIN JONES: "Midnight
Walk" (Atlantic 1495). Al-

"Danc-

RAMSEY LEWIS:

lem Lullaby" (Atlantic 1479).

Mance makes excellent piano
music on "That Mellow Feel-

ing," the title tune and a few

bluesy
harpsichord on three tracks.
and
drummers
Various
bassists support him on a
and

more;

real

plucks

" soul" album.

HERBIE MANN: "Impressions of the Middle East"

(Atlantic 1475). Crammed with
good
strange
instruments,
players, this strange L P never
sounds very authentic which

must reflect on the writing,
most of which is Mr Mann's
responsibility. Well played.
ROSCOE MITCHELL SEX'Sound "
TET:
(Delmar*

POP

DL408). girdling music from

soul from the Platters, Inez

Iron page IS

Y: "Transition"

A chance to comma the cardinal Big Roll
Mil Walt Dantalian's Chariot.
The old group generally comes
ea um ton

Hunt,

Charlie

Foss. Tommy
Barbara
and

and

Brenda. The two duos come
out best.
.__

RAPHAEL (Hispa Vox). Ro-

mantic pop from Spain full of

INE PEDDLERS: " FreeuThelses " (CBS). Nice. Very

They just play and
fie pod Muse, What more
ten yea say? Includes " Girl
Ingt"rad "Time After Time."
mince.

MUM PICKETT: " The
km t Moon Pickett" (At-

halick.

and

All the great hits of

fit gnat Pickett Including "In
Da Idler Hour," and
"Lend

A

Thousand

SANDY POSEY: "The Best
of Thusly Posey" (MGM). You

a ostagibe GIs In Vietnam
harsung to Sandy with faraway looks m their eyes. It's
Ea all-American voice.
Int:Auks "Born a Woman."

"A QUARTET OF SOUL"
Thsaaskle).
Four brands of

Latin emotion.
singer.

Not

a

bad

"Here
Comes Some Soul From' Otis
Redding And Little Joe Curtis" (Marble Arch). Four old
Redding discs and bunch of
only fair Curtis tracks,
OTIS

REDDING:

rides

through

songs like " My Love Is Your
Love," "It's A Good Feeling"
and " The Tears Of A Clown."
FullTIM ROSE (CBS).
blooded, folk -tinged pop with

a touch of Ray Charles seasoning makes a satisfyingly

winner.

A.K.G
D1000

SHEPARD:
Don't Last

JEAN

"Your

Very
Jean has a

Forever
Long" (Capitol).
pure voice and a nice country
style on ballads and uptempos.

BEVERLEY SIMMONS: "Tri-

Redding"
Otis
(Pima). Jamaican singer Beverley sings a set of songs
written by, or associated with,
to

bute

the late Otis Redding. Better

on the soul swingers than the
slow ballads she gels the right
soul feel and backing.

SOUL VENDORS: "On TOW'
(CosSone). An odd, but at.

tractive, combination of Ska
and Soul using four lingers
and six musicians.
RED SOVINE:

Jump

The

Another

Fox"

"I

(London).
collection by

nice

"Stars of '69" (M arble

Stare of '87 actually,
including hits from the Foundations, Kinks, Dave Davies,
Long John Baldry, DCMOVan
Arch).

and Davy

Jones.

STRAWBERRY ALARM
CLOCK: "Incense And Pepper-

mints" (Pys).

-

Ina never nue...*
eteetteaent

...awe

am. limed

no Mos
.caor

rr Nenpoww.nr 1. aped
aVa

assore

"Tomorrow
Featuring Keith West" (Perla
phone). Brings back a whiff
TOMORROW:

of burning incense, hippy bells
and long -dead days of the
summer of 1967. Well produced and performed.

"Best

TROGGS:

Of

The

Troggs, vol 2" (Page One).
The distinctive sound of the

(Liberty).
Memorable country oldies (and not
MemoMriesW"

oldies)
Slim.
so

sung

sweetly

by

WHO: "The Who Sell Out"
(Decal). A great new album
from the Who, still one of the
most important groups on the
scene.

ample of the

phistication

WES

really the best but features

Wes in front of good bands.

Commercial and pleasant but
really
giddy heights.

never

reaches

the

JAMES MOODY: "Moody
And The Beaus Figures"
(Milestone MLP1005). Delight-

ful music from Moody
tenor

apart

from

one

- on

flute

number. Brass backing helps
to make this one of the most
highly recommended jazz LPs
of the month.
JELLY

"The

ROLL MORTON:
Immortal Jelly Roll

Morton"

MLP 2003). Four piano solos,
including
the
remarkable

"Froggy Moore," and a variety of early group titles plus
a duo and trio make up this

Ham" and "Muddy Water,"

Jelly's first record, are here.

FRANK CHACKSFIELD ORCHESTRA:
"Happy Talk"
(Ace of Clubs). The Checks field sound on some well-

Tate,

(Milestone

curate's egg reissue of Twenties recordings. " Big Fat

STAGE & SCREEN

BEN WEBSTER: groovy inner glow

DUKE PEARSON: "The
Right Touch " (Blue Note
BLP42137).
Muscular
octet,
including Freddie Hubbard,

blow on
Very

'"on

satisfying.originals.

MICHEL SARDABY: "Blue
Sunset"
(Disque
Debs

HDD508).

Martinique -born
pianist Sardaby is a deriva-

tive player, and despite nice

help from bassist Gilbert Rovere

and

drummer

Philippe

Combelle, fails to impress.
JIMMY
SMITH:
"Open
House'. (Blue Note BST84269)
Eight -year -old
session
with
Smith
Blue

backing

Mitchell

Ike

Quebec,

and

Jackie

McCOY TYNER: "The Real

lorlf cLes ord., jCahmo rsuesssritof tne rbicol:..oirnuge

LONNIE SMITH: "Fingerlickin' Good" (CBS63146).
Young organist Smith plays

R&B influenced jazz with contributions
from
guitarist
George Benson and trumpet

man Blue Mitchell. Moves

bit.

SONNY

STITT

McCoy
BLP4264).

Arch MAL 753). Stitt blows
nice

Parker -styled alto and
bouncing tenor accompanied
by unnamed rhythm section.

Coltrane's

Note

pianist

in an excellent set featuring
Joe Henderson's tenor and

Elvin Jones on drums. Welcome return by one of the
great modern pianists.

a

(Marble

(Blue

BEN

WEBSTER:

known show melodies.

MANFRED MANN: "Go Up
The Junction.' (Fontana). Ex.
cellent Manfred music from
his first attempt to write
movie themes. Should ensure
him plenty more of the same.

"T' 100 WATTS

PUBLIC ADDRESS

RITA
TUSH1NGHAM-LYNN
"Smashing
REDGRAVE:

Time" (Stateside). Both stars
make up in charm what they
lack in singing technique on
this jolly album of music

from the film.

HUMOUR
DAVID FROST: "The Fro-,

Report On Everything" (Pye).
Two of BBC -TV's Frost shows
which retain

most

humour on record.

of

their

LOU JACOBI: "The Yiddish

Are Coming." (Verve). Rather

esoteric
humour

American
that won't

Jewish
exactly

cause a riot in the Morecambe

and Wise belt.

A good ex-

increasing sotd
American

particularly vet ding, but serisfying for thole
looking for progreselon,
groups

Not

"SUPER

SOUL"

An

(eye).

Plenty of soul, but little or it
super apart from Otis Red

ding's ' Pain In My Heart"
Ten artists, Including Solomon
Burke, Chuck JacksOn,Wiinm

100 watts
!Annan. t...d
en,: tttiobeted by

PiCkett and !Renton Wood
TOPOL: " Topol
(CP).

An orisonsl album of Wash
songs by the star of Fiddler
on The hoof tpitlish 1Yris*
by Norman Newell.

memo,. tmeIttete

DAVE DAVI ES

entirely

new feature is the limiting
switch whereby the output
con be set al
maximum of 20 or 50 watts
or the unlimited output of
SEE YOUR DEALER NOW

a.veable

PAN MUSICAL (WHOLESALE) LTD.

33-37 WARDOUR

" Big

Ben Time" (Fontana FJL316)
This British session may not
be for the intellectuals but
it's fine for those who want
a gentle rave and a groovy
inner glow.

Didn't

Red, one of the States' leading country stare.

L.., et...v...4 at.e
et. atg

sound.

soul

based

unusual album.

gold soul with every track a

daunting,

MONTGOMERY:
"The Best Of Wes Montgomery" (Verve VLP 191). Not

-

SLIHITMAN: " Country

Miracles,

altoist

by

cellent Gospel

ing vocal group deserve the
limelight for a change.
Ex-

Happen" (Tenths Motown).
The incredibly high-pitched
voice of Smokey supported by
the

headed

lantic). Atlantic's house back-

Troggs creeps its way across
a new album.

THE MIRACLES: "Make It

sextet

Mitchell. Slightly
but rewarding.

SMOKEY ROBINSON AND

SAM & DAVE.' "Soul Men"
Superb set of solid
(Stea).

THE NEW

SWEET INSPIRATIONS (At-

a

STREET,

LONDON, W 1

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand
323, Nall 11
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`People don't

the
to
listen
words' says
Bee Gee Barry
Vi/HEN artists

are deeply

" involved in their

work

sarcasm can be the most
bitter blow to pride, and

hurtful to feelings, in
Barry Gibbs is involvd
his work and so are all the

most

of Britain s
more talented groups.
one

Gees,

Bee

So Barry can he forgiven

for feeling hurt no reading an

reader's recent comMM
ments: "The Bee Gees have

discovered the world is round!
This remarkable find by a pop
group vindicates the theories
of Copernicus and Galileo. It

must be the final telling blow

to the fiat earth theorists.

1

forward to their next
record when perhaps we shall
the earth revolves
be told
look

round the sun."
"The reader
sarcastic,.

said

was

Barry

being

this

week. "Of course everybody

knows the world is round. But
that wasn't the point of
- World." People just don't
listen to the words, and to me
words are 60 per cent of any

You

recently

BARRY GIBB
The song meant that
everyday in every country in
song.

the world there is trouble."
The Bee Gees current hit
is "Words " which dropped to
16 from 13 in the MM Pop
30 this week.

cele-

brated your 67th birthday. This is an age when

most men who have led
a full life dream of
taking a well-earned
know,

Did Barry think words
alone were lacking in power?
girl.

great

my

grandmother lived to the
of

age

And

90.

I

VIVA LOUIS!

sure

take after her
I feel I have the soul
of a young guy fresh out
of school, ready to take
on the world. I could have
retired a long time ago.
but leading the life of a
pasha doesn't interest me
at all.
And then again, even if
.

to,

wanted

I

FOR MORE THAN HALF a century he has valiantly
worn the crown of the King of Jazz. Styles in jazz
may come and go, but Louis remains the greatest. His
powerful, passionate trumpet, his unique gravel
voice, the vital pulse that characterises every phrase
he plays, the garlands of tenderness which have been

couldn't

I

stop working. Joe Glaser,
who has been my manager

for 40 years now, keeps

turning
down
engage.
ments. But we have dates
booked until 1970!
men you never stop
working?
Yeah, when I'm ill, and
my

Yes and no. That's

physician

personal

you?
Yeah,

with

one

Doctor

the New York Athletic
Commission. Every time
permitted

he

Juan
hagen,
Saint - Tropez,

would come on tour with
When the time came for
I

a night.
But

Satchmo's personal doc?"

Your

everywhere

with his little case full of
Of course he looks after
the other guys on the team
as well.

Who are the members

of this team?
First of all there are my
five

musicians

and

the

singer, then my manager,

-

my agent, my valet and

road manager
and often
my wife, Lucille.
She

didn't come this time
and I miss her a lot.
I

-

gotta tell you she can

cook red beans better than

anybody, When we're on
tour abroad, she makes
then) for me in our room
every night.
Sometimes this annoys
but
the hotel owners
that's too bad Red beans

-

rice is my favourite
dish and You just don't
a

find it

in France.

find life on
the road exhausting?

Don't you

I

can't

marked.

complain;

Ilps are
Do you

badly
suffer

with them?
From time to time. But
I gotta tell you that I take
very good care of my
chops.
Before each concert
rub in a special soften-

ing ointment invented by
German
player.
It

trombone

a

specially

is

for me

made
by a

laboratory in Basle. Viva
Switzerland!

When I was young and

I

was

playing

in

New

Orleans or Chicago-this
was

-

at

My policy is simple: never

the trumpet get the
better of you. I get the
better of all of them!
let

You've

the time

of Al

Capone and bathtub gin

I'd spend the whole
night blowing my horn
and often I'd finish with
my lips bleeding. There

are guys over there who
just blew themselves out
-boom!
Man, it was pathetic.
But me, I take care. I

went to go on playing.

been

playing

-

now for 55 years, right?
Let me count
yeah,

that's quite a time ain't
it.
I
started
blowing

cornet at the age of
then

Since

I've

13.

never

stopped playing my horn.

Majorca,

life.

the last four years he's folphials.

Pins,

the trumpet is my whole

He was delighted and for
me

-

different town each day
with one or two concerts

told him:
"Old Doc, how would you
like to become good old

lowed

les

-

Alicante and Tunis - a

me.

him to retire

place-I5 days here,

exhausting. On my last
European tour, for example, I went from New
York to Dublin, Copen-

on

work

States

15 days there.
It's the overseas tours,
the one-nighters, that are

Schiff.
And he's two years older
than I am! For 36 years
he was the chief physician
his

the

to
we

arrange things so that we
stay as long as possible in

You have a doctor who
everywhere

in

say,

orders me to stop
travels

that
states
all the singer

" words" are
has to explain his love to a

rest.
You

song

The

I

believe

I've

-

played

just about everywhere

the brothels of Story-

in

ville, in clubs run by
gangsters in Chicago, before British royalty, at
in
the
White House,
Africa, Russia - on five
continents.
Everywhere,
everywhere, everywhere.

must have spent ten
thousand hours of my life
I

trains

in
planes,
coaches.

and

criticised for mak-

ing concessions to
taste, for being a

bad

little
facile. What do you think
about this?
What do you think? Me,
I

of

complain,

but

make sure you put down

that out of every dollar

441

And that's all there is to
it.

sometimes

don't worry too

much

about what people say.

I

belong to the old school,
you know? To the guys
who think only of pleasing the public. I gave up

the idea of playing for
the critics or for musicians a long time ago.

" Hello, Dolly "
for example, I must have
Take

sung that thing a million
times. All the little ges-

tures, the gags, the slang,
the hand -clapping of the
public-it all happens in
an atmosphere of happi-

That's what people
expect of me,

money?

can't

been

have

ness.

Do you make a lot
I

earn,

You

"II

People who come to
hear me say "Come on.
we'll go and hear old

Satch and get our ration
of joy and happiness."

COULD HAVE

What do you think of

the way jazz is currently
evolving?
I think all that is terrible. Jazz is a happy
music, made for dancing
and
laughing.
Because
they
don't understand
this, modern musicians
have driven away
the
younger generation. To-

day teenagers only think
of

the

Beatles and
those rock groups

all

You don't

like them?
There are some of them
who have talent and who
even swing sometimes.

In evolving,

jazz seems
to have changed its aspect, It has become more
sociological.
For
a
coloured American jazzman it must be difficult

not to evoke the colour

problem when he plays.
That's another problem.

.

RETIRED

have

can

words.

"To me a bad pop song is

writer keeps on
using the same formula. All
our songs have been different
where

what
best

still knew
how to laugh and enjoy
themselves.
It's
all
finished today. I'm the
survivor of an era which
came to an end years ago.
people

you see

and

the

we have never used

formula "
All the

to blow my horn
wherever I'm wanted. And
then, on the day when
the
good Lord thinks good

old Satchmo has served
his time on earth, then
I'll pack my bags.'
But Saint Peter won't
stop me playing
gonna take my trumpet

- I'm

A

Bee

Gees'

a

work

contains
tremendous
emotional content. Did the Bee
Gees really feel emotion, Is

it turned on and how do they
keep it up on arduous tours?

"I

feel

you must be the
person on the record," said
Barry. "The same way an

actor is the person in a
scene, you must be the person in a song.

"I'll

use a had experience
might have had in my life
to bring emotion into a song
It's completely exhausting.
especially on a long tour. But
we still put everything into

I

it

Well I'm just going to
continue

LONG TIME AGO, BUT LEADING
THE LIFE OF A PASHA DOESN'T
INTEREST ME AT ALL

are trying to be subtle,
but people tend to knock our

We

- and that was a time

with me!

I

songs, but they have meaning

They were my first fans

the years ahead?

with your eyes

talk

"Our songs do have meanings," said Barry defensively
"They are not big message'

1

do

a

words. That doesn't mean that
he's a eunuch either.

back,
been
the

And how

talking to

suppose, but not for long! All
the guy in the song has got is

moments of your life?
When
first started
playing. When I blew my
trumpet the whole night
long for an audience of
tough guys and their girls.
when

are

way you can prove love. You

Jazz should have stayed
just being entertainment.

Looking

you

girl, the only thing you can
use are words. It's the only

woven by his inexhaustible musical inspiration have
enriched fifty years of jazz and influenced three
generations of trumpet players throughout the world.
During his recent tour of Europe, between two planes
and two concerts, Satchmo was interviewed
by
French journalist Philippe Adler when he spoke
more
freely and frankly than ever before.

Uncle Sam takes
80 cents!
I

M ESSAG E

HAPPY
On our next British tour
we'll

open at the Royal Albert
Hall with a 60 piece orchestra, then it will drop to a 30
piece for the rest of the tour.
It worked out okay when we
did it at the Saville Theatre.
We were extremely happy
with the sound "

"The point is we are not a
beat group We are e heat
groertup who arase tryin
he
ent

ainers

well Wetswant

to he a good sight as well as
a sound
" Our conductor is our
musical director as well so
we get on very well and we
only have to walk on stage
and
play

orchestra
It works out very
really, We want to

backs us

simply

and

the

give the kids value fur money
and

re -produce the sound we
get on records.
"Our next stogie has already been wrkten. We've gni
three A sides to choose from
We never think In terms of
recording B sides."

MELODY MAKFR. March ?, 1964

OUR TOPS: "If I
Were A Carpenter"
Motown).
(Tam
Only they could get

Another

with such a

hit

a

well-known song, al-

ready made popular
by Bobby Darin.

Tim Hardin song

The

is

from their album

taken

"Reach Out" and might
emulate

the

" Walk

Away

also

track

LP

success

of
Renee "

an LP track which

broke Into the chart.

The backing is tremendous,
and serves as a lesson to
all

English

producers
who get such awful drum

and guitar sounds.

winner
for 4 Tops?

NOVELTY
Undoubtedly the best buy
available at a time of almost
universally
bad
single releases.

ALAN

BOWN:
" Story
Book"
(MGM).
Advanced production wasted
on a single because It's

far too complicated.
The novelty has worn off
of complexity for coin complexity

for

com-

gun sound effects.
Undoubtedly the worst song
yet to emerge as a result
of the unhealthly adulation of pre-war American

failure of Eric Buis
don's " Sky Pilot." This
the

is a great group and Jess

Roden

an

Is

excellent

singer.
They seem plagued with
using the right material

gangsterism.

NEW VAUDEVILLE BAND:
"The Bonnie And Clyde"
(Fontana). A supposedly
comic and entirely fictlHaus dance, comprising

MINDBENDERS:

"Blessed

tana). A Tamla-inspired
performance,

pleasant

without being distinctive,
that might help recreate

and lyrics, an ecstatically

interest in
group.

mediocre performance and
the inevitable machine

BAND: "Don't Knock It"
(Deram).

an

excellent

They have produced some

British soul, the likes of
which we haven't heard
since Chris Farlowe was
punching us all up the

froat with hot rhythm.

SEEDY

Improved considerably and

it's great
fun, actually, and re -cap.
tures the essential paganism of a seedy Jive cellar
with the bodies of young
Jitterbuggers moving sen-

Bleeding

emotion of the Bee Gees.
An excellent song, with

NOW

Wayne's performance it
could produce some chart

beaL

LITTLE RICHARD: "She's

Echo for you

Together" (MCA). Rock
will never come back In
its original form, despite
all the mumblings from

the pop soothsayers, and
the beat has never been
absent from pop for long.
Sgt Pepper" was rock
'n' roll, and all that Beach
Boys surfing stuff was
rock by another name.

BONUS

WISSECHO

adtestable revert, and echo to suit your sound By means of a simple
othustment, you can move one magnetic head to gel lust that sound you
IMOn looking tor

dl with Echo or 2 with -2 without.

UM replaceable single tape loop lasting up
without egenhon Send for barite' details
Recommended Reta.l Pope

to

3

9, GNS

SIBECHCI 4 -CHANNEL MIXER

20 GNS

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
INSTRUMENTS,

TO PETER LEGH MUSICAL
5 Branton Road. Horns Cross, Greenhilha. Kent
Please send me free Mere lore on Sees ter no and Muer

METER

MANFRED MANN: "Theme

Up The Junction" (Fon-

tana). A bonus release to
"Mighty Quinn," very
atmospheric and indication of Manfred and Mike
Hugg's skill at writing
modern movie music.
The days when Frinton
Philharmonic sawed away
disconnected, meaningless
light music to every
British film soundtrack

BLOSSOM TOES: "I'll Be
Your
Baby
Tonight"
(Marmalade). A Bob Dylan

song given a simple harmonica and guitar treatment by the " We Are
Ever So Clean" boys.

Name

ZEST

Address

My Local Music Dealer 3 (rfAno.e)

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR:

again. I do hope I haven't
cooked the whole thing
up.

I

Stand 433, Hall 11

(President).

TKOMASTIK STRINGS
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

INDUSTRY
Leading Music Trade Journal

See us at Frankfurt
Hall 11
Stand 315

soul, ideal
for shaking Juke boxes to

pieces.

Musical
instruments are
played. Human voices are
captured on magnetic recording tape and later

But the end product remains

dull, dull, dull, despite all
the

machinery
world.

in

the

MINES!

MOVE ON -TO

Dern

BUDDY RICH: " Chicago "
scene.

(Liberty). A
swinging
arrangement of the old
standard-not a favourite
tune, but listen to Buddy's
fill-ins as he goads along
the band.

PITCH
An electrifying

roll
leads into the piano solo
and again for the trumpress

pet.
Watch

for the time-honoured clouting of a handheld cymbal at furious
speed in the final bars.
Memo to all deejays. Do
NOT play this record, In
case it becomes a hit.
PEOPLE:

FEAT
It

is

a group singing and

playing

somehowresdrawsatut

ponse. Quite
self.

PA100 65gns

"I

Can Show You" (Columbia). Slight use is made
of the variable pitch
effect the Small Faces
unleashed on the world,
but it doesn't help make
this any more Interesting.

&

ugh" at peak moments.

cunning

ave.. emee

the big ballad scene.
It's no good you sticking
out your tongue, E. Potts
of
Bournemouth.
I'm
afraid it is time for a
new voice on the ballad

RUPERT'S

in' Stick " (London). Great
backbeat, with a cutting
guitar phrase backing the
pained tones of Mr Torrence giving out with
some mean cries of "ugh,
Machine -tooled

a

by

machinery to disc.

YET ANOTHER TOP GROUP

ripe for a new voice on

THE NATURALS: "Lick -

GUITARISTS

is

Tudor.
His career is being given a
powerful boost at the

pubs, but not the chart.
TORRENCE

There

touch of the "Fools Rush
In " about this excellent
song, delivered in great
style by the talented Mr

It's all done with "Throw
another log on the fire
Zeke "
country
and
western zest.
Great
for Hammersmith
GEORGE

transferred

mean inexorable beat.

JOHNNY TUDOR: " Until "

Lord.

r row group for both volume and tone. No nosy
...nr-heins cut teed -back
rt either High or Low Impudence Model.
Recommended ReLad Pore

the inimitable manner, but
it won't start a revolution
like 1956.

are over, thank the good

on mike -Mend 11 desired. gives you instant cram

No, I'm sorry, I'll read that

Norfolk Broads.
Why else Is it that I am
totally bored and unmoved by the Box Tops'

moment and the time Is

This has plenty of brass,
drums and shouting in

NEW
566

heck,

LEVI OF THE FOUR TOPS
hot Bovril, or a week's
attempts to entertain the
suously to the execrable
holiday meditating on the
masses?

surprises.

NTROLLED

Whitey

Cor

mates, here's some good

WAYNE FONTANA: "Story
Book
Children" (Fontana). Wayne's voice has

on this ballad he almost
has the power of a Tom
Jones combined with the

& THE BUZZ

BERNIE

Let's hope they start bending minds again soon.

Are The Lonely" (Fon-

surprisingly banal tune

good records since their
split with Wayne Fontana, but after the initial
flush of success have inexplicably sunk into the
shades.

SUNK

at the wrong time.

1031

rat-,-

whlch
nil

a feat in it-

BOX TOPS: "Cry Like
Baby" (Bell). Perhaps A1
am in need of a long
treatment with cups of

4ND JOIN

6x10
42 pos

-

10"

4,02'
52

0,

THE PINK FLOYD
10 YEARS AFTER
THE CRAZY WORLD of ARTHUR BROWN
KEITH WEST and TOMORROW

and other leading names
SEND FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NOW

-

WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC LTD

66 OFFLEY ROAD, LONDON.
S W 9 01 -736 -GSM

FRANKFURT SPRING FAIR: Stand
6, Hall 11

Pare 21-Mf ODY MAKER. Mare h 2. 1914
AFTER

tie.

THE LOVE AFFAIR AFFAIR

is

pr,h.de-

r.kn.-

roll to be the next
pop trend? leas Pep
music

ompleted a
la rear cycle and
after peace, love

and flowers are we
anfor an Injection

violentrock,

Reports

reaching
the MK suggest that

What
the
fans

pop fans are rent:

ultra
cool groups and hip

the fervour and ex-

citement
of
the
Haley era,
Pop's moguls have
detected a new trend
in a barren pop

Minton and the rush
is on -to cater for
a growing demand,
to nurture interest
and if necessary to

create a synthetic
interest.
Rock groups are
Rtarting to
ecord
comanies
psprout.
are leaping neatly

the bandwagon.
The BBC is digging
The
into the gramophone
fibrary.
And
the
fans are actually
dancing agai.
What has started
a new phenomenon
more than ten years
after Bill Haley's
" Rock

Around the
Clwk " heralded the
riotous Fifties,
DeeJay

ing

we have to goo`back
back
to the old stuff. I
think there Is a
demand

their hit single, "Everlasting Love - is singer Steve
Ellis triggered Off the big-

starting out-they've got to

who -ha

would be very
annoyed.
But It's different
with a group that's just

South Sea Bubble.

wouldn't like them to
do this thing all the time.
or twice.

So far, the Pros and ams
have mostly come from the
musicians - and nonmusi
cians-directly involved. But

actually fork out 7s 5d for
the pieces of "Plastic"-t0

musicians are present.

quote record producer Mickie
Most's immortal word?
dence trick?

Or are they quite happy at
what comes out of the record
player
and never mind a

of sod
un

-

on a record. It's
quite different from a group
appearing on stage.
They

damn about "the name on
the label"?
To find out, the Melody
Maker this week asked the

it

concerned,

is

doesn't matter-so long as it
sells.
But if a group goes
on stage, it should be able
to perform.

BARBARA

COOK

(151,

clerk, 57 Charmouth House,
Dorset

Road,

Lam-

South

beth.-To make anything of
themselves, a group has to

be able to perform on stage.

But when they're just starting out, 1 can't see anything
other

in

wrong

musicians

helping them out on record.
BARBARA HOBAN (27),
typist, 57 Perry Hill, London,
SE6.-1 was a bit disap-

pointed to find out that the
Love Affair had not played
don't
agree with Mickle Most that
records are just pieces of
boy a
plastic. I` pee

their record.

on

(

record with the name of

a

group on it, then they expect
them to perform.
CHRISTINE.

can't expect to reproduce the
same sound. But they should
play somewhere on their

record.

the

my show.

span

CHRISTINE BRILL

(17),

schoolgirl, 102 Preston Cres-

cent, Lee, London, SE12.-I
don't think it matters-as
long as they make a good
record. Anyway, It usually
leaks out In the end whether
they have played or not. The
result is all that really
matters.

-

LITTLE RICHARD: classics in demand

THE ROCK Who is
REVIVAL
Mister
STARTS
Nine
ROLLING

There are at least
new
rock
groups now in operand

several

other groups report
that they are devot-

ing Part of their act
For

example.
Brave New world
play
15
minutes
non- sto
rock
at
every
gig. " And

the reception is fantastic " said lead
H

unt.

Hunt.
Kenn
have

Gordon

EnterifriseS
signed
a

improbably

named At Last The
1958 Rock And Roil
S how
Featuring
Freddy Fingers Lee,

and
booker Cohn
J ohnsonrePer. that
he
has
already
booked over I3,000
worth of work for

the group.

" It's

unbeliev-

tacting me about the band...
is
a
Fingers

Lee

former member of Lord Sutch's
group who
professional

1961.

has been playing
rock -TV -roll
since

The interest lately has been
rldictilous.' he told MM." We
do a one hour show with numbers from Jerry Lee Lewis,
E lute Richard and chuck Berry
well as originals by the
group.

Roots
" We go for excitement and

entertainment and the audiences

whether It's a group of other

after MM's
tory of pop. They already have

group is playing or

musicians.

DOMINIQUE ROYAL (17),
filing clerk, 129 Ledbury

Road, London, WIL-I don't
think it's fair to the public.
If they buy a record by a
group, they expect to hear
them doing it. If I found out
it wasn't the group playing,

would demand my money
It all seems a bit
back!
I

dishonest. Anyway, I don't
buy English records-only
American ones.

re really digging It."

Booker Alvin Roy formed the

Reek

And

Revival Show
series on the hisRoll

a full date book and Alvin says:
' Promoters feel the scene is
stagnant and that rock it putting some life into it."
Both groups are having singles
rush -released on March 8. The
Rock And Roll Revival Show's
record is " Midnight Train,"
with middy
" Oh Boy "
as the B side, ou t on Dena,
while Al Last the Rock And
Roll

Show

release

the

same

date.

"

Presley's latest single " Guitar
man " is an out and out rock -

n roller and almost

return
to the roots for the singer.
a

In Birmingham, promoter Bob

Thomas has
group called

formed
Fanny

rock

a

Flicker's
Rock And Roll Show
full
show with dancers which combine some of the Midland's leading groups.
They have heavy date sheets
for April and May and Bob
told the MM: "The kids are
fed up with groups who just
stand and play with no howmanship or excitement.
found
that I am getting bookings on
the strength of the group's name
alone."

I

Can't

And

Elvis

Drive' on CBS.
In addition, RCA are releas.
a rock record by Gerry Temple
titled " Levin' Up A Storm " on

And

back

-a

London, the
Gunnell agency, which already
handles stars like Georgie Fame
In

Chris Farlowe and John Myall,
are planning to form a rock-,
mil group to add to their stable.
Round the co untry. demand
for rock varies from place to
piace.

The

Midlands

the

Is

stronghold, but there is consid-

erable

appreciation

areas
In Manchester,

in

other

the trend

is

apparent without reaching boom
PrOPOrt10115.

Belle

Vue

assistant general
manager Sam Mason said: We

get a large number of dancers
who seem to prefer dancing to
and seven year old rock
nve
ecords,"
And he may have hit on the
key to the whole thing, because

TWEEDLE

(19), secretary, 88 Brornpton

I
thought everyone knew about
Road,

London,

SW3.

this. It has been going on
for a long time-yet suddenly it's in all the papers.
think groups should be able
to
their
perform
own
material. If they can't, then
I

the

studio

musicians

who

stand In for them should get
the credit.

PAUL MENDELLE

clerk,

68

-

Cleveland

(21),
Road,

South Woodford.
There's
nothing new about this. But
think it's disgusting for
groups to get credit for work
1

done

by

other

musicians.

When people buy a record
by a group, they expect to
hear that group performingthe

sound

they

produce

should be the one you hear
on the record-even if it is
To purbadly performed.
port to play something you

don't Is dishonest.

JACQUELINE SMITH (17),
shorthand typist, 13 Knock say, Road, London, SE9.-lf,
dsdn't make
, the Beatles
their own recordings and I

No doubts about the Love Affair's follow-up. Here
they are in the
ing studios last week.

Manchester's
Le
graphe discotheque

record-

Phone-

reported:

" The interest is there. A rock
revival may be just around the

Per Cent?
rhYS /.5 H TOUGH
BUS/NESS Ai/P--

In Edinburgh, bandleader Cam
Robbie said: " I'm not finding
any great demand for rock, but
if I play it it's popular," while
deeJay Pat Preston said that
old rock records she includes
are Just as popular as most
current pops.
In Yorkshire, Filey deejay
Carl Gresham said: " Rock is
delinitely coming back.
The
music Is going down like a
bomb. Forty per cent of my
programme is rock -n. -roll."
But Diane Miles of Bradford's
Ice Rink discotheque reported
that straightforward pop was

8v 7- THE

R47,414R0.5

ARE A.foRrY

/T./

still most in demand.
The

Midlands rock fortress
seems to be rock mad.
John Singer who promotes at
three Black Country ballrooms
said: " We are devoting more

time to rock-n'-rollsessions and
am expecting more bands to
switch to the music In coming
I

weeks."
Midlands deejay Barmy Barry

is finding that there is greater
demand for some of the early
rock classics than for a lot of
chart discs.
In

the

Potteries, Hanley's
Place club now devotes
to rock and a late
rock spot on Saturday.two-hour
In
shos,
p
there
is a `briskeo
demand for early
material. Birmingham Diskery
specialist

record shop says ten
per cent of their trade Is from
rock fans and people are prepared to pay 30 shillings
for
an early Presley 78.
The fans want material by
Little Richard and Jerry
Lewis as well as Presley. " Lee
Anne " by Little Richard Miss
for
instance has become a
collettOr's item.
But one aspect of early rani
teat few people want to
see
return is seat.slashing rioting
violence that heralded the
era
the blackened Rs name. " We
are anxious to avoid
much as possible," saidthis as
Alvin
R
The phoenix of rock-n'roll
seems to be rising in some areas
from the ashes. Some deny
it
ever disappeared and certainly
a quick look at today's Pop
30
will reveal a number of records
with roots firmly based in
the
rock idiom.
In the absence of a new trend,
it seems that pop devotees
may
be looking backwards
to the
excitement and now forward
to
the ultra -coot. Most of today's
generation of record
buyers
have not heard
most of the
sounds that sparked the Fifties
alight.
The danger is, of course, that
It will become a repeat Of
the
trod jail revival
-- promoted

to death.

CBS

- which

Is how the whole thing started
In the first Plate

I

record are concerned. They
couldn't care whether the
actual

People dancing again

BY ALAN WALSH

colleges andar lots of
e
ballrooms
con-

Freddy

the clubs and ballrooms,
rock music has been getting
In

able,"
he
said.
"There's
tremendous demand from
the universities and

I don't think it

as the people who buy the

I'm

three

matician, 209 Laleham Road,

makes any difference as fee

ever

about
seMrsh'orf
about 50 old rock
classics in a long
medley of rocker -

ANN HOLE (181, mathe-

Staines.

I'm
rock

licing

group

SYDNEY LAFFERTY (16),
messenger (who also plays
guitar in a group), 72 Central Park Road, East Ham,
London. -1 reckon it's ()K on
the record. You have to be
able to get a special depth

Do they feel they are the
victims of a gigantic confi-

record

Drive,
Really,

least they should be heard
playing on it-even if extra

what about those people who

Hornby Avenue, Westcliffeon-Sea, Essex.-As far as the

-

(30),

Stevenage, Herts.
it's a bit of a fraud. But
where do you draw the line?
Backing musicians are often
used on records. But if a
group
is
credited
with
making a record, then at

years.

Here are the verdicts:
PENELOPE
HOFFMANN
(19), shorthand typist, 42,

17

ROWE
Brook

more
than

records

ation

PETER
cashier,

been haunting the studios for

in

I

Certainly not more than once

But it's common know.
ledge in the business that
recording " ghosts " have

opinions of fans
streets of London.

I

make a name for themselves.

the

Since

and

playing

found out,

gest

K

Everitt summed it
uD: " where's noth-

Love Affair's "con THElesion
" that the only

But

musicians
back to

going

by
Iffy

think
member actually heard on

against

ing

Andy Fear -weather -low of
the
Amen Corner pr edicted
four
wee
ago hat rock was comi
bank.ks It looks as though
he was
right.

NEXT WEEK you can meet Mister
Nine Per
Cent, He is the original loser
showbiz agent.
His ups and downs will
make you laugh, his
big-time routine will make
again, the Melody Maker leadsyou roar. Once
the way in pop
journalism by introducing
Cent's adventures in a strip Mister Nine Per
ber

-

Remem- you have a date withcartoon.
him next week,

PLUS
Esther and
Abi in Blind
Date Traffic
and lots Melody
more... Maker

MELODY MAKER, March 2, 196k-Page

NSIGHT, WITH A FLASH OF SYMPATHY
en "PLEASURES
OF THE HAREOUR "
(Abel
have an och aaaaa I backing and
although they are tasteful and
In keeping with the mood of
each track, they seern to take
the edge OR the initial Impact.
Perhaps the best arrangement
The

is tea piano in mock cktall.
pane style, in Phil's perceptive

eaurlptlan of
"Ifise
Jerry

a

social gather-

Tohmenoe,.71%..

Woe

in

swingalong style, offsets
the harsh lyrics of "outside Of

A Small Circle Of Friends."
Three of the tracks are fairly
lengthy songs about eight minutes each, including the moving
title track " Pleasures Of The
Harbour,", and " The Crucifixion " with Its add, discordant

Pt OCHS is one or the best
or the contemporary song
writers to ernerge from the
American folk scene. His songs
love always contained a strong
political
<fleece that
carry a bitingial
edge

backing.

on

home
LIVERPOOLground

PHILHARMONIC "

FOLK ALBUMS
This album needs several its timings to grasp the full intent
and m eaning of Och's lyrics.

They get the audiencone singsongs
ing along with them
Me
Ma,"
such as " I'll Tell
Step It Out Mary," which was

of orchestral arrangements tO
songs
already
acknowledged

when performed to Phil's own
guitar accompaniment, these
songs are still
earpowerful observations that
insight, with
flashes of sympathy and repugnance

in turn, Pha Ochs

is

songwriter possessing Mali and
imagination and this is one of

his best records M dato-T.W.
LIVERPOOL
P0:di.
1twolseeemeh,...;I:ckalse
and

1111M111111111111MRIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMIIMMUIRIPIRWIMMIE11111

" LIVE AT TH E

(Major Minor) with a bunch of
songs from both traditional and

Despite any fault in the fitting

contemporary sources.

topper in Ire -

by Danny Doyle, and
landcent
sung Or
" Thirsty
Anderson's
Eric
Boots." Jackie solo's nicely on
°arid Campbell's ' Slightly

Faded."
The

songs

linked

are

with

Jackie and acidic chatting and
Joking although it's little school girlish at times. The overall
pigging

good

is

not out-

bat

standing, making this a pleasant enough album.-T.W.

can

THE PEELERS FOLK CLUB AT
510 SANDIE DENNY!! DENNIS THE KINGS STORES, Wide Gate
and VANESSA, SAFFRON. HON. 8lrret. oPla. Ltverpool Street Sln
illishogsgate). near Dirty DNA'S
RICHARD ALLEN,
with

"BLACK BULL," High

CHRISTOPHER LOGUE Ref,.
tory. March 0. MICHAEL JES.
65
SETT ALASDAIR CLAYRE,

SAFFRON

late Tuesday/ SINGER'S NIGHT,

wel

singers

MOONLIGHTERS,
coO e.

Udine..

The folklorists, the

singers/songwriters and the entertainers.
The categories, however, are
wont to overlap, Noel Murphy,

high

other two.

On stage Noel
-

is

o'ruck

UV'

"But

FIGHTING

:WI
song., with re

FOLK
COTTAGE,
MITCHELL,
CORNWALL,
WW1
JONES,

and 'Mighty Quinn'

matter of communication
that's what folk's all about'

`A

on

Map because I think that's
what folksong is all about.

getting people singing
and enjoying themselves
We

a
matter of communication.

that on-stage there is no letup until the final song.
" I hate to be nice, quiet,
polite Irishman," says Noel
of his stage work. "If I did
I'd be playing up to the audience. Instead I try to put 55
much of myself into the music

"I love meeting people and
get to know people wher-

ever

I

By talking to

play.

lbem they know I've

got

igerlous side." adds Noel. A
pod point because people so
'easily get the impreesion that
somebody like Noel treats life

as possible.
"The music reflects my
personality. In its basic form

as one huge joke - in fact,
this is not true.

Noel cites

his golf playing as serious
aide to his nature. Two silver cups, won as a member

of

the

London -Irish

Society, bear this Out.
But

Noel

is

also

it is not me but when I sing,
me.

groups ere changing from one
scene to another, hut I have
had the samt scene and it's

Golfing
serious

developed.

But

you

must
change, for instance, I started
using the flat -pick and patter
-well, It's not so much
change as development. Two
years ago I couldn't do it,

about his work and i n three
years has become one of the
most popular performers on
the folk scene.

Pop

Anyone who

has seen him work will know

they would have called

an upstart.

me

"To my mind there is no

' folkscene.'
There is the
folklore thing with people
like Ewan MacColl, Hedy
Weal and Al Lloyd. That's
what I call folklore. I love

this music. I go to some of
the clubs and people sometimes snigger and say 'Whose
songs

have

you

come

to

pinch this time?' I would be
embarrassed if I was asked
to sing."
That side of the folk world
regards the entertainers with
suspicion

they see
what they do Co damaging to
because

the music but Mike Taylor,
Noel's

manager

and

close

friend, has some pertinent re -

FOLK NKINS
L'ROM Francis Line, prod.-

DISSENSION reigns in the
tough,
no-holds-barre

of Radio fine's new
Wednesday night My- Kind of
Folk show starting next week,
have details of the guests
for the first few which may
give some idea of the pattern
of the weeks ahead.
Next Wednesday's opening
night has Alex Campbell as
cer

A

world of spoons playing ove
who should have won C200
during a contest in a recent
Border

show.

Viewers

voted for Bernadette Grehan
of the Grehan Sisters, but th
reigning champ refused to giv
up his crown because he sai
he was hampered by his ac

Main guest, with the LeesIders
In supporting role.
Scottish

companiment.
Meanwhile, the Grehans ap

folk fans will see this is only
fair, for My Kinds Folk was
the title of Alex's recent

Grampian TV show.
On March 13 the guests are
Dominic
Behan
and
the
Strawbs, with Noel Murphy on
March 20, Carolyn Hester on
March 27, and Jackie and
Eddie with Jeremy Taylor on
April 3.

TV

peer in a concert at the Roya
Albert Hall, spoons and all, o
Friday, March 15.

PROBABLY first festival o
the year is Falkirk's, or
ganised by the local club o
Friday, Saturday and Sunda

next week, March 8 to

10.

Among the guests are the High

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
SATURDAY, MARCH 30th, or II p.m.
8ar "CieNi ond Noon tio,d in <moan's°. 'ion, Waimea,. Irodochonr Lid

Level Ranters, Hedy West, the

Young Tradition, and Archie
Fisher.

The festival is organised to
celebrate the club's fifth anniversary.

AL STEWART goes into concert promotion on Monday
with a concert at Reading
Town Hall featuring himself,
John Renbourn and Bill Boor-

man. Al is on Country Meets
Folk this Saturday and has a
Top Gear broadcast in April.

ITOMORROW (Friday) the
Bothyfolk present their
seventh late -night concert at
the Everyman Theatre, Liverpool with guests Bert Lloyd,
John Kaneen and the Mersey
Shanteymen. 'The concert is in
aid of the recently formed
Merseyside Folklore Research
Association which has already
bought an ex-Crosville single.

decker bus to help

work.
Among future guests touring

preen!

A MYSTICAL PANTOMIME

the
AND THEIR DANCERS

,PS IS

are
be at

MacColl and Peggy
Seeger, at the Spinners on

March 25 and the Traditional
Gathering on May 7.
Mrs Audrey McGovern has
resigned from her position as

6 Porl.vy, London N W

Norman* 0,11 oho mica plop, of Gleason Concert Hell,

March

clubs

Ewen

17,6 16.1,6 Sc from enrol retinal Hog or b, mod Sr,
roll( Dirornenr Ud

Merseyside

Packle Byrne, who will
the Bothy, Southport and Traditional Gathering clubs, and

with THE INCREDIBLE STRING BAND
'

It in its

Mancha* Free Trade Hell, Werth 2nd. Liverpool

Philharmonic Hail, March 90, Birmingham Town Hail. FW.rch 16M.

secretary

of

the

Merseyside
Federation of Folk Song Clubs

and her work has been split
between

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

Friday, March 15th, at 7.30 p.m.

1

Roy Guest ond James Lloyd present

"DOMINIC BEHAN'S
ST. PATRICK'S NIGHT HOOLIE"

Tickets.

Royal Albert Noll

Macmillan, administrative secretary, Pete
Hayes, bookings secretary, and
Stan Ambrose, PRO.
Treasurer is Joyce Clewett
and shantyman Stan Hugill
has agreed to be the Federation's president.

TERRY GOULD puts folk
into this year's Camden
Festival with a series of show.
at Hampstead Theatre Club
on three successive Sundays,
starting on March 3. Called
Several Kinds Of Loving, the

with DOMINIC BEHAN, THE JOHNSTONS, THE
TINKERS, THE GREHAN SISTERS, THE LONDON
IRISH GIRL PIPERS AND DANCERS, MARGARET
BARRY AND MICHAEL GORMAN, MAUREEN
KENNEDY -MARTIN and special guest: NOEL

MURPHY'S Nyoorloo I
15/-, 12/6, 10/-, 7/6, 5/-, 3/6, from

Ian

allows are
mosaic of

described an " e
folksong. poetry,
guitar music and

J

original
drama." They will also feature
actress Jean Muir.
KARL
DALLAS

-

marks to make on this point.
"The people who keep the
form alive and the clubs full
are the entertainers," states
Mike. " What they do to the
music is similar to what Gilbert and Sullivan did with
opera

in

Victorian era.
Adapting existing songs, writing new ones, introducing
the

blues, 'borrowing' from jazz,
classical and pop music, they

bring the folk scene up to

EN SEMBLE

Featuring Pete Roche and other

cabaret

MIKE COOPER "Aaron." Bir-

mingham,

NOEL MURPHY

AND FITZPATRICK, EAST HAM
THE CENTRAL, BARKING ROAD

OLD TIGER'S HEAD, LEE,

PAUL SNOW

PEDRO WILLIAM IV
(opposite Leyton Baths)

- and the bigger the

DON PARTRIDGE'
PLAIN DAVE PLANE. Billerleay

Folk.

POTTERS BAR HOTEL. REDD

SULLIVAN. Resident HAM

THE PLOUGHSHARE, IAN MC-

CANN, Roan County Boys The
Plough, Plough Lane, SW17.

SATURDAY
STEFAN

GROSSMAN
Friday March 15 from America

BLAIN SMITH
ALLNIGHT SESSION, U.S. plus
guests.
Interesting Songs and
music with
DORRIS

HENDERSON
d her group

Noel sees his appeal as
being wide because of his
dual
role as singer and
comedian. To tome he is a
comedian singing folksonge,

MIKE CHAPMAN

yet the studio -recorded album "Nyaaah" was
surprisingly successful in cap
Luring the atmosphere
of a
Murphy performance.
" It was far better than I
expected." admits Noel.
"
Put out a record
two yea

ago and it was the worst
record of all time. A lot of
people lost faith in
me.
"When
'went into the
studio I wax in a good
of mind. I made sureframe
the
people at Fontana
first. By the time Iknew MO
went to
record

At NEW ANGLERS Folk Club
Steve Baker Candy Island

AT THE CELLAR, Cecil Sharp
Camden

mates.
corded

it was a

w- were
we

re-

gas.

There
Was a lovely, free
atmosphere.

"I

can listen to that album
without squirming.
the singing is bit 0'1, bkuntowI
have never Baia I
was a good
singer.
I want to do
my
next LP live. I gm worrying
a hell of a lot about the next
record. I'd like
thing different. toIt do someneedn't
be a folksong, but
lust be overstepping I 't might
I'd
like to use ea lass
han'ti 0
jog band. But I don't
wentr
to turn

an LP out just to see
my name in a shop window."
Underneath the wild raver
exterior,

Noel Murphy
is
serious about what he is doing
and

where he is going.

TONY WILSON

JOHN

PEARSE. Residents, The 'raver.

ners.

MALCOLM PRICE

Dave

AT LES CIILMIEsS.w14,9, Greek St.

RON GEESIN
RALPH McTELL

Wood
and

Green.

PETE

STANLEY

BRIAN GOLBEY, Jon Bet.
mead, New Mythology.
STEVE BENBOW FOLK CLUB

NORBURY HOTEL, London
Norbury. Dave Kelsey
SHIRLEY BLAND

Rd.

Folk

Adm

guests,

5s.

COACH & HORSES. Kew Green

DON PARTRIDGE

TROUBADOUR 9.30
THE PUNCH COWL.
BUGYE ,0TC H

Plus

HOLY GROUND,

Place

Club

Bald Faced Sing, Buckliu, st Hill,
MARTIN WINSOR.

4a

BaySwater.

Inverness

CYRIL
TAWNEY
Joanna
MC

Wheatley, Paddy.
Chas Upton. Next

Guest
week,

ALEX CAMPBELL.

MONDAY

an14,,ARE.Ei,,,,iF.H51. live

in

CHAPTER 3

FOLK SVILLE, PUTNEY.
Half
Moon, Lower Richmond Road
Great
Blues
night,
featuring

CAROLYN HESTER
6s

SURBITON, Assembly Rooms. 8
DEREK SARJEANT. JOHN

FpmRASER.

JOANNE KELLY, DAVE KELLY,
BOO HALL, GERRY LOCKRAN,
LISA TURNER, ROYD RIVERS,

CLIFF
AUNGIER,
LEWIS. HORACE.

appear-

SAFFRON.

PROMOTERS

FINGERS

A team of

MIKE COOPER, Newport Blues
PHOEBUS AWAKES at the RISING SUN, 88 Rushey Green.
FINAL LONDON APPEARANCE

RECORD PRODUCER

ARRANGER end
PUBLICISTS

are available to promote

Herga

artistes

Royal

Ring 242 3708

THE HOP -POLES, Baker St.
Enfield. 8 pm.

MALCOLM PRICE

HOTELS

TUESDAY

1/4 per word

AT CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, SCOTS
MOSE, WC2
Tina MOullinger presents

RON GEESIN

Lie. Bar, Adm 35 Mbs. 6s
THE MOONLIGHTERS' Onto

-

FOLK CLUB

STONEHALL HOUSE HOTEL ill

minutes West End). Room and
breakfast from 207. daily, Hot
and cold: fully centrally -heated
and heaters all rooms. Lounge.
TV and radio
AA and RAC
listed. -37 Westcombe Park Road
Blackheath, London. S E.3 Green
wich 1595.

QUEEN ELIZABETH HALL
SATURDAY, MARCH
9th, at 7.45 p.m.

BAR
SINGERS' CLUB. DAVE SCOTT,

OHN FAULKNER and SANDRA
KERR. Union Tavern, Lloyd Baker
Street. WC1. 7.45 pm.

TO ALL FOLK CLUB

1

the album
The night

Town.

Crawley

STARTING CATE, Staifon Road,

ROD BRAXTON*
Oak, Wealdstone.

TINTAGEL

audiences,

NAGS HEAD, Battersea,
Waite, IAN McCANN.

THE EXILES

AT LES COUSINS
nest appearance of

House.

AT GRASSHOPPER, Tilgate

MIKE COOPER, Bristol Blues.

THE UNHOLY TRINITY

react to crowds."

to others a folksinger who is
also a comedian.
As Noel says, he reacts to

ROGER WATSON.

NEXT WEEK

TERRY MUNDAY

ence, the more renjoy myself.
I

-

WEDNESDAY

DARTFORD RAILWAY HOTEL.

MARTIN WINSOR

audi-

ALLAN

9.30.

MROHBADOUR,

MOM

AT THE PHOENIX (First right
after Oxford Circus), 8 pm sharp

listen, and it is satisfying to
work that way, too.

On radio and records
it's an entirely different
media.
A lot of my act is
visual. The audience can see
the attraction of what there
is. They see this six-foot red.
haired Irishman singing and
they see me Enjoying myself

S.E.

Four Square Circles, 8 p.m.

concert is more
comfortable for people to

vision.

RON

tube, Holborn and Temple.

or

"I'd like to do more tele-

GUEST,

GEESIN. L.S.E Houghton Street,
Aldwych, 8 p.m. 2/11. Nearest

date and provide entertainment in the modern idiom.

always adding new material,
never stagnating, never forgetting that new people are
being added to the audience,
providing new and different
tastes to appeal to."
The audience for
Noel
Murphy's brand of folk music
is increasing and outside of
the folk club circuit. "I see
myself working less in dubs
and more in cabaret and Concert," says Noel. "Let's face
it. I get the crowds in and a

SPECIAL

Pm

Greensulc Folk.

THE OCCASIONAL WORD
poets.

PANAMA LIMITED JUG BAND,
Green Man. Blackheath Hill. 7 so

BLACK CULL... N20. No sea

PLAIN DAVE PLANE, AGAIN.

L.S.E. ENTS.

the

Clancys or the Dubliners, I've
been accused of cashing in on
them. 1 do the songs 1 love,
that', why I sing ' When I'm

64 '

PLUS FAMOUS JUG -BAND.

MURPHY: serious about his work

have sung things that have
popular by

London

FOLK AND .POETRY. Plumbers
Loft, High Street. Harpenden.
DANNIE ARSE

I

JOHN MARTYN
7 30 pm.

THE KEROVAC CLUB prosints

Phone NUS 4832

ARTHUR.

-

Odeon

EVERY
BAR.

Tottenham Court Road,

Road, Kingston. DAVE and TONI

Ca'r-Ackf.eiF-giles,S)rn

made

COCKS,

FOLK
Cmemai
LICENSED
TUESDAY.

hind

GUEST

,

ANN BRIGGS

don't sing songs
Jean because they are popular," says Noel. " When I
been

THE CllTPT, WOOLWICH

AT THE HORSESHOE

AT LES COUSINS, 49 Greek SO
7.30-11, plus many guests

earthy, his singing lusty with
lighter
ping a serious

SINGERS' NIGHT

JOHN RENBOURN THE PENTANGLE

between singer and comedian.
His humour is broad and

IeurVensgara

Surrey

Ewell,

cross

a

MARTIN WINSOR
HALF MOON, HERNE HILL

SUNDAY

AT IV Folk Club, King William IV,

and
the

for,

respect

Merlon Road. SWIv

FRIDAY

Killarney -born six-footer with
bushy hair and beard, folly
Min the third category al.
has

COVENFOLK, EARL SPENCER

MARTIN WINSOR
REDD SULLIVAN

contemporary

though he draws from,

the DUNGEON CLUB
The Copper, Tower Bridgr 10,a

TROUBADOUR, 10.30, MS Old
Brewton Road. By public de.
mind lint home) with

Grc"

-

NOEL MURPHY
GERRY LOCKRAN
al

PAUL WRIGHT
DICK HAVELL
Comm. 8 pm - Licensed

CLUB

FOLK

TOOTING, Selkirk Hotel, Pinewood Valley. BLUEGRASS BOYS.

roughly divided into three

groups.

THE PEELERS

Buckingham Gate. SWI, 8 pm
MOONLIGHTERS

CLIFF AUNGIER

Hood.

-----

be

TUESDAY cont.

SATURDAY cont.

THURSDAY

THE FOX,
ResidentS.

FOLKSINGERS

21

ORGANISERS
ORANGE BLOSSOM SOUND

ROY GUEST ond JAMES LLOYD
present

on evening with

MARTIN and CART HY
DAVE SWARBRI CK

ONLY LONDON APPEARANCE THIS SEASON
I
Tickets 13/-, 10/-, 7/6 horn Goon,
61i6abe. HO or Coller, 70 Nen.
Orford SINN. London W C 1 By moil from
Fols DoNt,ont Ltd 6 Pori.,
London, N W

1
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ond

SCALA THEATRE, Charlotte

St. MUS 5731
February 26th -March 2nd

Roy Guest arid James Lloyd
present
THE GREAT GREEK GROUP

COUNTRY BLUES

IAN ANDERSON
vocal

ond

wars., Gorr,.
wipe

6006066,
Tu. Corohno Soo
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korl.nor drira 2 Cirov roorw
suralono. Mom, a IN: 50016

THEODORAKIS
ENSEMBLE

The bourouki sound of "Zorbo',
etc
Tickets,

25/-, 20/-, 15/6, 12/6,
7/6, 5/
Tickets
of Scala and at Collet's

-
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El, Park Rohl, Elm Park. tleauelterefi
Sunday, Jan nwsicrans are welcome
to RI in with THE NEW ERA JAZZ

Sunday It/rah/Wm

CHEQUES

should be made payable to
MELODY MAKER
CLASSIFIED ADS. DEPT.
MELODY MAKER

161-166 Fleet Street

.

London, E.C.4

6.106/688126

6 THE WILLOWS_ LEEDS, I>

Sunday, March 170., 7 p.m.
The Parton Ream, South Bank

CHI CO
with Me

GRAHAM COLLIER
DOZEN:

NIGHT HAWKES BAND
0,
D. AL JOHNSON ENTERPRISES LTD.

WORKtOINT
wr,

Tel: 01-764 0744, S Ilnaa

HARRY IEWIS TRIO 00ruG0..n.'

INFERNO

Guitar. Drumm.)

134 Wanlynn.

nali MAGGIE LYNN

WHAT SOIJNoS
1.061 66660...56.650,1

Below LA BASTILLE

BAND

41r. TIN ARISTUCICY RESTAURANT

Manna ArckO London, W I

Theo, w.i

-

Snrloy. Saturday. Sunday. Adnuttoon

Elm Park 110161, Elm Park

Raddent D.J.

Nentehurth

MARRY

Uwir 216;Ir;nen.1

Twlekenhem,

kWlleaR

Road

Tedenhene 01-.2 MDR

HEAR THAT FANTASTIC
GROUP

A SHOW ALL BOOKERS ARE AFTER

FANNY FLICKER'S ROCK 'N' ROLL
SHOW
Featuring:
THE JONES BOYS, DANNY KING and
THE FLICKER DANCERS

Enquiries: 021-772 3669

THE

AFFAIR

--

DARTFORD, KENT
Monday, March Ath

THE

TED HEATH

HARRY ROCHE

ORCHESTRA

CONSTELLATION

under the direst-

Ralph Dollimnee

All enquiries to:

All enquiries to 01-629 0392

artior,.°,=,,

-

AND TYPES
from classical
to pop
which ore surplus

REHEARSAL ROOMS
RAND

REPRESENTATION JOHN EDWARD ENT. AGENCY

EXPORT !

(MITCHUM).
Memo's, All

SOUND

KATCH 22

WANTED FOR

Hammond installed
ES per .1.otit ho extra fur Week

(Due for General Release on 22nd March)

LOVE

larger aludio,/ - 435 Ms
ler
PIITney
Tony Pike Main 1.10
UM PAID for lull priced un
wanted 1,Pa for three exchanged
492s
JACKSON STUDIOS. Pop single pp.
,
Suryr yor's
Wertiqmp Ittekreqinwerth 72351
INN-

" MORNING SUN "

8-11 30

;New,

Ps nor

0055517 WOOD TAVERN
Saran So..... Rood

WILTON HALL, BLETCHLEY
MARCH 2nd

Toro Ballroom, Wimbledon Broadway
Opening Thursday, March 7th

1142 6 Areyle Street, Glasgow.
WANTED for export. Records
of all kinds and types -from
bids are our.
classaea I In pop manuf turcm or whole
plus
6A1Prs requirements 1.2515e quoit.
lilies only, - H Rordes. 5201
Finchley Road, 1.01151011, NW3 Ol

351
SOUND
ORGANIZATION,
Instani
CLASS Ha
111113

:

REVUE

THE DISCO CLUB

Posi, to us.
Silverdale.

RECORDS BOUGHT.
Cain by return

NEXT SAT., MARCH

THE STEVE

1/- per word

,,rei, for
boiler tetording.
heile service and prier.

SAT.

RECORDS WANTED

CHICAGO BLUES CLUB

CHICAGO BLUES BAND

BURTON'S UXBRIDGE
JOEY
YOUNG
MARCH
TONICKS
2nd
EVERY FRIDAY

FICKLE PICKLE

BROWN SUGAR

SATURDAY. MAR. LAI. nr.m.
/10,555 7166616666e 10, GO door HAP - Su Co. weal

- 1142.5

0.110 DI. Hammond Installed
Si per hour, No oslra For week.

(Represented by Avenue Artistes, Southampton 271591

ROOT 'N' JENNY
JACKSON

WEDNESDAY, 6th MARCH

Roreoph Re. Cella, Isle..

50,000 from

SOUND
ORGANIZATION. 393CLASS recordings instant
(1103
OullelsTS. and NI MUSICIANS
volock ran Fonds Mos orevITAL LINK

wArS ND ME.S

2s
29

beret s-

Write for lists
Argyle Street, Glasgow.

PIANISTS, VIOLINISTS

AT LAST THE 1958 ROCK 'N' ROLL SHOW

Folk,

Jenney,

See -THE NITE PEOPLE

To

S. D

THE CRAZY WORLD OF ARTHUR BROWN

20,11011

111R.

MARQUEE-THURS., MAR. 7

with THE HIGHTIMERS

ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, BOROUGH ROAD COLLEGE

If- per word

71.6. Terchrt6.6660665666163
boo inveievropere Thoveek Aryl Noma..

.4.0

JUNIOR'S EYES

RECORDS FOR SALE

THE SCHOOL Of CONTEMPORARY
ARRANGING TECHNIQUES

I

So why not POP INN to the

And hear

THAT'S
RIGHT

32 Alexander Street, W.2. 01-229 5718

MICK V
GREEVE.
51.7:101151
111,111, Ii1111711.-STR. Ahem 2702.
PIANO
REG 2040

I

SOUL SENSATION '68

Bari:. 2. Sax 17,19, Germany

4-779

I

\101... 1.1.00

Illus
erto trand brio nure tree - Herms.
T1 rut

Glade

40

I

JOE E. YOUNG
AND THE TONICKS

rkx

ERIC

-

EVERYBODY'S HEARD IT
BUT -NOBODY'S BOUGHT IT

5.565,515., Norsk 2nd

-

Sycamore

A CITY OF WESTMINSTER COLLEGE PRESENTATION

-THE NITE PEOPLE

JIM
SIMIT
AND HIS BAND

DRUM AHD GUITAR LESSONS.
.2-752E. MAURICE PLACQUEVS.
DRUM TUITION begin. r, to mebership. all Wu, Send ari.e
ii
PETER 'MITA. STR -Dept MI, Bureau Britannia, 13

IT, AND LLOYD RYAN,

FRIDAY, 1st MAR

ALL-STAR CLUB

friday, March III

UNDER 21? Penpals anywnere.
- Details tree Teenage Club.
1106161, Burnley.
UNHAPPY? Make new friends
101, odor:touts
everywhere
Bro.
t Mire free
Friendly Folk Bur
e au. Torquay.
UNUSUAL PEN -FRIENDS! ExcitInmgly
dilterenl. international

kAl

"Summertime Blues" by

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

300

;" mil
I

THE NEW

WILL RE HERE EVERY FRIDAY,

addresses,
s membership for 10, I hank

-

5/5.5161-10NE

N.U.S. Cards 5/6. Others 6/6

COUNT SUCKLE
SOUND SYSTEM

ors,. English boss Ressler.
inagnrfleent club maira
viwriss

Licensed Bar

THE METAL BOX OFFICE
AT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' HOUSE
I opposite Gr. Portland St. Tube Stn.)

nr ltierpool St Se
BIS 3997 at MIS

SWEDISH GIRLS. 11.1,11011 Grrls
xian
Girls and
Vinnrkh
t,

,66,05.1-10

7 30-11 30 p

""' ELMER GANTRY'S

OR m.dsilese. SI

Thousands of
Details,
Wei la
rolship
Enterprises,
31E74,
titt .1 Palk N.16

Ail _tot r

AND
SUPPORT GROUP

9a Artillery Passage, El

PENFRIENDS

10 /.

TEN YEARS 7/6 NUS
AFTERVELVET OPERA ,;7-,'

SHEVELLES

0

1

Wad 6Nd

IN

THE POLYTECHNIC
Little Tdchfield Street, W.1
Oxford Circus Tube

Guests 25,6

lij

I

0""' 000000000000000000000 -

&Irina. - M.10 FrvIli-11 Cni s. 6
ACKNOWLEDGED
BRITAIN'S '4.,',':tr'j. 1.01' 6
11
.t it
11"."
a, lo r
SAXOPHONE /
CLARINET pro. al. 1.11, Itegin
INTERESTING PEN
FRIENDS
ott r
.,...:d ADVICE. 1, 01 ital
Social Intrados -Irons, all age,
m 1,, t INSTRUMENTS
po. P 1 att.. Is a rt.) Friends
For All
..torta 64,7 7
LESLIE
195 Chalsworth %Nil bon

7

c:71 17k

Saturday, March 2nd

C,

u.k.

ENTERPRISES

0
0
0
0
0

SAM GOPAL DREAM
Films Events

dnTsr''' "nd

FRENCH Tivoli lords,

Guests 20/6

FUSIONS

an, 0

AND

.1. 1, wA, for PM,

.11

611E1

Christian
Erotism
Hospital, Ripley RoaSJ
Soars-sle ..... Rh, Yorkshire
EUROPEAN FRIENDSHIP SOLI EST, BURNLEY. Penfriends

1,4 per word
ili.s.131.
nuns to

r,

W1

Banks

TUITION
FOREMOST

Noe,
Prganini

...it +arr. innnedialels
t "mart

ABSOLUTELY

0
0
0

CONCERT PIANIST and mat.,
hoist I...tuba
pronosiot ttr 1,311

4111J

4#0

O

PERSONAL

6

,n

ACTION

0

DEXTER

Members 10

1650, 611

1

BOUND& OF

0
JEFF
0
O
0 SATURDAY, 2nd

-

1representation

(S

TINTAGEL CULT

O

wy eel ImInam

exclusive

0

8 SPOOKY TOOTH

urn lows .le. to p la semi ., Ws wit

POSTAL

TEe 11111

0

HI THERE

LJEEL7

01-629 0392

EWELL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
STUDENTS' UNION present

BONZO DOG DOODAH
BAND pie. THE GRAND UNION

MISTSHIRE

at the College, Reigate Rood
Ewell, Surrey
on Saturday, March 9th
Ad.r.u.on al door

S.O.S.!

500 8 p

Good songs wonted. Send

your lyrics and

WANTED
Must be able to read and toile

-

TOM competently
Must be able to arrange corn

Friday, March 8Ih

pose

JEFF BECK

and

interpret the

80 Shaftesbury Ave.
London, W.1
Tel: 437 3682/3

SONG WRITERS

EXPERIENCED COLOURED
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

COLOURED
RAISINS

THEATRICAL AGENCY
AND PROMOTERS

popular

W0.1
It

you thin, you hove these quoit
ties and wan, the facilities end
bnclong of a GO-AHEAD Organ,.
alien
Then ring us oght owoy
P S This is URGENT I
We ore
in
a hurry
If you ore only
second rate and mediocre.no

us

music.

JOBS!
Coloured

groups
and
vocalists wonted Coloured
girl singers and dancers Ion
immediate work.

-

Saturday, March 91h

WAYS &
MEANS

VILAYAT KHA
Imre. Klme tun Mho.,

Shams hrs.!

110TAL UMW. HALL

Sawn., Mar. lir, at p -as.
tiCltri5 75

17/6 15'6 10 5'
Ourrul reornal nor corns ten

-

need to coil

us

MANAGEMENT!
Looking
For
a
Personnel
Manager? IF you are GREAT

and wont to be TOPS come
and see us We will promote
you

!

L

MELODY MAKER, Mari

CLUBS

CLUB
WOO ST.,
1-011 le II p.m.

HO

Ile

W.I

2 30 re 11.30 pot

IT'S THE PINK

:aim, 294

FLAMINGO

KEITH SKUES'

SHOW

W********W
FRIDAY, NCH. 1st 18.00-5.00

**************PrA

ENJOY
GREAT

A NITS OUT
MUSIC
AND

t

JOHN HANDY t
1

KID
TYN S
RAGTIME BAND

a.m.,
WITH

FRIENDLY CROWDS AT OUR

ROLL

REVIVAL SHOW

THE

BOILERHOUSE
fuesdey March SP

ERIC SILK'S

SOUTHERN JAZZBAND
Wodnetdor March Oth

ADGE CUTLER

*
*

* TONY BISHOP AND
THE WILD ANGELS
* THE TONI ROCKET

Ow
THE NEW STATE

JAZZBAND

**************
FULLY LICENSED BAR

17011

SUNDAY BEAT SESSION

* ALL NIGHT WALKERS
* TONI ROCKET DISC-TET

***************
JAll 'N' SOUL SESSION

Ma.: MOSaam OM
WWI any Traditional or Oicageostyi

*****WWW*******
THURSDAY
BICKLEY ARMS, Chislehurst
Peter Bond Trio / Julia DOSS.
K's

Doc

BLUES.

BRIGHTON

JOHN KEEN jassband -JOLLY

LITTLE THEATRE CLUE, St
Martin's Lane COY 0060. Thurs-

day
and
Saturday,
WATTS. Friday, S.N1E..10.30-1,171

CITY

THAMES

JAZZMEN,

Metropolitan Tavern,

Farringdon

Rood, E.C.O.

STUDIO 51
KEN COLYER CLUB
10/11 GT. NEWPORT STREET
NEAR LEICESTER SQUARE

JOHN DUMMER

Hampton Court, hildelese,
Enday, March Id

ALEX WELSH AND
HIS BAND
Saturday. March lid

THE MIKE MESSENGER

BAND

Ado, March 301

MONTY SUNSHINE'S
JAZZBAND

ALEX WELSH

AND HIS BAND
TUEY
THE GOTIAIE BAND

Beckenham.

TUNS,

BOB STUCKEY, TERRY SMITH,
JOHN

QUINCY,

DAVE

MAR-

SHALL. Next Meek Frank 0100101.

" WHITTINGTON,"
ACKER SILK.

PINNER.

PETER GREEN
STAR HOTEL. CROYDON
Phlwilay, Mere. tut,

SAVOY BROWN

AT FELTHAPI, CHRIS BARBER,
CRICKETERS, High Street, Trains,
Feltham station. Buses, 000. 117.

with RAY RUSSEL GUITAR
Hambrough Tavern Southall

285, 237.

Royal Forest Hotel

ALLIANCE
Hotel

Alex

RAISINS

BOB WALUS
JAZ VIA140

Welsh.

HAMPSTEAD
210a Haverstock HIII, N,W,3

Ranclagh, SW5. Lunchtime.

Lord

KEITH SMITH BAND,

Amers.

ham.

Holloway Castle,

JAZZ

Camden Road.

IY7

THE
CLERKENAT
ROD ELLISJesshalta. Arsenal
TAVERN,
SUNDAY, Tavern, Blackstock Road, N4.
MARCH 3,. KEN GIBSON BIG
NAND. ADMISSION 4s. STUDTOW( JUG. Tehrorth, Surrey
ENTS 2s 6d. a

JAZZ
WELL

THE CHICKEN SHACK

Clerkenwell Opening night free membership.

Tavern, starting March 3. Corner
of Rosebery AVM. and Paring -

URBAN GIN HOUSE RAGTIME
BAND. Metropolitan, FarrIngdon

HARRIOTT
QUARTET
Licensed Bor
8 p.m. -11.15 p m

HARRY KLEIN
with BARBARA JAY

Maureen,

0/0

Harold Davison,
BOND. Live every Sunday at the 2351241 Regent St, London, W.I.
JOIN the official Bee Gees Fan
Pied Bull, I Liverpool Road, Is,
Ungton. Matinee IR noon to 2 pm Club! Send
five Shilling 1403101
Admission 4s. Wailers welcome. order nd a as elf addressed enveIMMORTAL

THREE

Beckenham.

TUNS,

FRIDAY

DOCTOR
K's
CHESHUNT SCHOOL DANCE
JAZZ

GRUMBLER'S

BARES. Red Lion, Brentford.
ERIC SILK-

-

530 26881

Croydon.

Hotel,
ham

URBAN GIN HOUSE RAGTIME
RAND. Brockley Jack, Crofton
Park

DiWscotheque

32-20
Winchester
"BLUES THING,"

CLUB

Road. N.W.3,

MONDAY

THE OLDE GATEHOUSE

HAROLD MckIA IR

COLIN PETERS QUINTET

BRIAN MILLER TRIO

JOHNNY GOODING Jazzmen at

The Lord Rockwood, Cann Hall

-

Leytonalone

SHELLEY'S

-

77.

21

HIGHGATE JAZZ

Road

RAILWAY.
week
Next

Star TONICKSI

Birming-

GOTHIC JAZZBAND.

TROPICANA CLUB. 18 George
Street. Croydon. Modern Jaya to.
nIght. Come relax until midnight. Admission 53.

EALDSTONE

-

Jazaband,

SHAKEY
VICK
Juniper Blossom Club, Cam.
hrldge

STARTING GATE, Wood Green,

Free musk group.
- e ry
THE BONO JAZZ CLUB,
Club,
Friday at Romford Football Club,

THE

PIMPERNEL
BREED
Every Friday and Saturday
The New Crown
104 St. Paul, Road, N I,
URBAN GIN NOUSE RAGTIME
RAND
Brock.ey Jack, Crofton
York.

WEALDSTONE RAILWAY DISC10111 Sunday
TRACKTION.

TONICKS!

BLACK PRINCE Hotel,
Kent Terry Lightfoot,

lope 10 Julie Barrett,
Street, London. W.I.

Brook

87

KENNY BALL Appreciation Sr.
clety. - 0
111
Pt S
dem. 18 Carlisle Street. W I.
LONG JOHN BALDRY ffi I
fan club. - Sae, 40 Forester
Road, 'Southgate, Crawley, Sx.
LOVE AFFAIR, s a.e. to Sue.
c/o Harold Davlson Ltd, 235/241
Recent St. London. W.I.
THE LIFE Fan Club.
Sae to
.1111
19
Parry Road, Shooing,
Sodthampton.
THE OFFICIAL PLASTIC PENNY FAN CLUB. - Sae to Char.
lolly & Maureen. c/o Dick James
MUSIC
71.75 New Oxford Street

Bexley.

Angel R oad,

DOCTOR K's
SHIP,

'

WMatrodo Road Pinochle OE.
riday. Mor.
8 p.m. -Midnight

-

WC1.

TROGGS' FAN CLUB.

- Sae to

Lynda. 3rd Floor, Royalty House,
72 Dean Street, London, WI.

BRIAN RUT -

ROY
FIUDD
rtul
Far details please send S.A.E. M.Margaret Heaney

1 Chapel Cottages, Main Read
Hathenage, Sheffleld, S.30

ILACKEOTTOM

Pr1 If

1

STOMPERS
W 111 d

BB

NEW RELEASE

'ARTIFICIAI.MMR SELLER'

ronnie scott
RONNIE SCOTT'S CLUB

GEE 4752/4239
WINE 8 DINE NIGHTLY 8 30, 3 a.m.
and hew the world's fined tow

47 Frith St., W.I

Now appearing

JON
HENDRICKSto
and

JOHNNY

t
Donald St., W.1

'LACE

GER 0212

Wadmiday Fehr...pi-1.71H

ALE/CIS KORNER'S
MANY SHADES OF BLUE

Thunder. Fete., no.
GEORGE NISA1 AHMED
KHAN QUARTET

manquee studios.

Machorui

MIKE WESTBROOK RAND
TERRY SMITH QUINTET

NNW, Nara riF
Rebirth of the

NEW JAZZ ORCHESTRA

JOHNNY PARKER'S
GOODTIME BAND

whi9sgifigto

EVENING WITH THE SLUES

390 BRIXTON ROAD
LONDON, S.W.9

RED 3295

ALL-NIGHTER SESSION

THE

From the U.S.A.

THE FANTASTICS
RAMJAM DISC SCENE

Friday, Monday nights, Sunday afternoons

EN EVERY NIGHT

WHISKY A' GO GO
WATSON T. BROWN
-MEN
&
HIS
T
SUNDAY, MARCH 3rd
SONNIE BURKE
TUESDAY, MARCH Sth
ORIGINAL DRIFTERS
THURSDAY, MARCH 7th
BLUE RIVERS & HIS MAROONS

01-437 7676 j

WARDOUR STREET, W.1

7.30-11 p -m.

WITCHDOCTOR

Corn Exchange, Chelmsford

6/ -

SAT., MARCH 2nd

SATURDAY, MARCH Ind

PETER GREEN'S

COLOURED RAISINS

FLEETWOOD MAC

EVERY SUNDAY
ED FAULTLESS 6 LEN HOOKER

3/ -

THE

STEVE MAXTED SHOW

arose. MODERN /AO EVERY WEDNESDAY

THE PHOENIX

Cavendish Square, W.I. MAT 1700
Wed., March Oth, 5.13-11 p.m.

STARLIGHT ROOM

MICHAEL GARRICK
TRIO

BOSTON

-

SATURDAY, MARCH 2

FANTASTICS (USA)
HOUSE OF ORANGE -GOSPEL GARDEN -REFORMATION
9
TIM
ROSE
GRAHAM BOND ORGANISATION

PALM COURT HOTEL
IMCHMONd,

SAT. MARCH

THE ED FAULTLESS TRIO
presents MODERN JAZZ

Fri. Ser. and Sun /Man 2,6

Fodor March lo

BRAVE NEW WORLD

7.11 to 12

dminion 10.-

Saturday. March 2nd

The NEW Big Sound of
The Original Rupert

ART ELLEFSON
Sunday, March 3rd

BARNES BRIDGE PRO 5241
PHIL SEAMEN

trosday, Wodneiday and Thundol,

Resident Rhythm Section:
BILL LE SAGE TRIO
ere.

RAILWAY HOTEL,

Saturday. March 2nd

11.00

WEST END

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29th

DICK MORRISSEY
Sunday, March 3rd

Buick.. end fuming

m'da'11,m01B4Yth GREEN

wilh Dick Marti., 0.00

Tuesday, March 315

LENNIE BEST
adneaday. Mord. 6111

TERRY SMITH
Thursday, Marvin 715

DANNY MOSS

F.

TUESDAY, MARCH Sth
,

fat >9 BECOMING
Not
0.01712
1

Sue

Na 2 PORTSMOUTH
at Neu No'
Nor 3 TAMWOUN

Tut.
Tires

Nor S
Nor r

Sat

CROMWELL/AN BLUR
W11011100N.

CANA VARIETY AGENCY
13.41 MN* Siren eNm, e IL1Har 4141

KOOKS

Friday, March Id

DY-KOH

Onot

mightiest attitude I!
'Phone: 01-262 9012

TONY ARCHER

TED

LUCAS

Blue Beat, R. & B. Music
in its newest and

Resident Trio

Friday, Solurdcy, Sunday. lunch B

MIKE COTTON SOUND

Ted RICK 'N'
BECKERS
for Motown, Blues, Soul,

BULL'S HEAD

and Rehm

Bco

DON RENDELL

TONY LEE

LK. BAR

BLUES BREAKERS

SATURDAY SCENE

bury

4 Track Penns Mar. Recardiege
10 Mehrriend Mews W 1 01-437 4721

JOHN MAYALL'S

Saturday March 2nd

HAROLD McNAIR

LENNIE MUX plus
DUDU PUKWANA QUARTO

10th - IT'S COMING

FRIDAY, MARCH 1st

TERRY SMITH

LAND.

Ear MI 12

SATURDAY

1

* CAROLYN HESTER 6/.

"THE MANOR HOUSE", app. Tube, N.4

THE MEASLES

at

wean..., march ad, (7 30-11

BLUESVILLE '68 CLUB

CALIFORNIA BALLROOM

ALAN BERRY, DICK BRENNAN

INN
COOKS FERRYanlott
Editi
READING,

*WHOLE LOTTA SOUL

L 33-37

THIS THURSDAY, FEB 29th, 5 p.m.

FAN CLUBS
DAVE CLARK FIVE. SAX. to

with WYNDER K. FROG

Sunday March 3m117 3010 301

THE HERD
1/4 per word

*THE JIMMY CLIFF SHOW

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29th

Free Membership

by

THE

*THE GODS

7.3011.30 pm
Adnamon 7'6

Road.

KEN COLYER

301

SUN., 3rd MARCH

_JOE

BAND.

*JIMMY JAMES
SHOW

plus DUKE

Sunday, March 3rd

TOMMY WHITTLE QUARTET

NEW SEDALIA

*CHICKEN SHACK

B LUES BAND

RAISINS
COLOURED
REID SOUND

HOPBINE m. N. Wembley Mot.

ROSE, Rosehill, Mordan.

JAZZBAND.

the

COUNTRY CLUB

JEFF YOUNG Jagaband. THE

SLUES EONS

Ethloy, Morris M.

Green Man, Blackheath.

* THE LONG-AWAITED ROUEN Of

SAT., 2nd MARCH
IOp m.Sont
Ad dam, 10/

HITCHIN, Hemline Ballroom.

COLOURED

AT

at the

-

BLACKBOTTON STOMPERS.

*SAVOY BROWN

Ramjam

MODERN JAll

1

ZODIAC CLUBS
Thursday, Marsh 70(

WEDNESDAY

DAVE MORSE QNT.

HAROLD McNAIR.

Brook lands Road. Rumford, ToTOJAZZ
NO
Sorry
n ight
N IGHT. come along next week.

EDEN PARK HOTEL
BECKENHAM

CLUB OCTAVE PRESENTS

ELS.

The Surrey Yeoman, Dorking.
SUNDAY

SURBITON. BOB BARTER OrPhestra, with Mike Scott, Bobby

ratt. Campbell Finlay, Laurie
Monk, Assembley Room,, 8 pm

BAR.

JOHN

WOOD GREENttrm

Bexley,

B LACK PRINCE Hotel
Kent,

JAZZ

pesters at low cost. For price list

CHELTENHAM
ALEX WELSH

CANDLELIGHT

ELMER

THAMES HOTEL

KEITH SMITH BAND, BrIghlon.

THE CRYPT, WOOLWICH t beQUEEN OF HEARTS HOTEL
hind
Odeon
Cinema).
JAZZ HONEYPOT LANE, QUEENSBURY
EVERY THURSDAY. LICENSED (5 MINS FROM STATION) 7.30

BLUES BAND

GOTHIC JAZZBAND

JUGRAND,

BLACK CAT BONES

THE ALBANY JAZZBAND. -

THREE

KEITH SMITH'S
CLIMAX JAZZBAND

"GEORGE,' NORDEN. CHRIS
BARBER pus DEDICATED HEN

don Road.

Lord Henneker_The Grove,

Prison).

loway

I

GOTHIC

bond orIAMg to audition tor holt.

COM. IPLISomn MP

Camden Road, N7 Opposite 001

"GEORGE." NORDEN. DEDICATES MEN JUGEAND.

GARDENERS, Putney.

'Leas cameo Roam Norton. IRO

IBRUNSIE ILLS
.1 :lumen.
Cocks. Kingston.

CRYSTAL PALACE

ACTION ENTERTAINMENTS for
Individually designed coloured

Tel 01-668 3508.

ROD ELLIS Jaxxband. Arsenal
12-2 pm
Prince of Wales, Dolling Road, Tavern, Blackstock Road, N4.
Hammersmith next RavenSCOUrt
Park Tube).
SPA LOUNGE

Brockley.

DOCTOR
K's
JIMMY'S, BRIGHTON

200

STRONG JAZZ

Street, 7.30.

JACK,
BIRD CURTIS. Tree.

211565.

%Mr,

B LUE RIVERS and the
MAROONS

1/- per word

Street.

*THE NEW NADIR

WI

Maturing RADIO ONE D.J.
STUART HENRY and the host
pop meek and

POSTERS

SUNFLOWER
STEAD'S
Castle,
Holloway
JAZZBAND.

Trio. - JOLLY

ANGLO-AMERICAN

5roovlem show in town! -

The
Ring

FRED

BILL GREENOW

Blues Band, at Jimmy's. Stelne
BROCKLEY

Margery

Cave.

ERIC SILK. - (550

COOKS, CHINGFORD

Club ToloryIutno

hoar ar Ma crooning cd TWINAdY.
March IWO or Tamoloy, March

Fighting

SHOW.

DISC

THE NICE

*THE GLASS MENAGERIE

83611

W,C I,

Crofton

GARDENERS, Milne).
B ILL

Mobile

03S5.

CAVE DISCOTHEQUE
Merlin's

SUNDAY
FLOYD

WEDDINGS.

ROGER'S

001

Sward, March 2nd (800-11

TUESDAY

SIDE

THE PEDDLERS

REDUCED RATES FOR STUDENTS
AND MEMBERS OF YOUTH CLUBS

SIDE

Club, Oxford Street.

AL

trovert DJs and pnWersolMd. 01-6S0 0277 taller 6 pml.
discotheques or groups - 00-361

EAST

ORIGINAL

THE

Thundery, February 21011 I/ 30

Fr rl, March Su 0 30
* SLUES NIGHT

KING JIM'S Tmvellin. Cusco Ago -go music day and nite with ex.
PARTIES,

90 Wardour Street

** STUDIO
MARMALADE
SIX

6966.

1/4 per word

Road. Leylonsume.

Jack,

Si.'.1

MOB.LE DISCOTHEQUES

HORIZON

STOMPERS, "Green Man." High

URBAN GIN HOUSE RAGTIME

*LE GAY
* TONI ROCKET DISC-TET

I IT'. - Hoc

Buses 41 and 1711

SANDY BROWN.

Brockley

operational, Black Country

Nag', Head, 203 York Rd. SW11

WED., MCH 6th 17.30-11
THE MIDWEEK BIG NITS OUT

Grit. Chorerl Simi. W
ER 0.33),

Road, NW3,

BAND.
Park.

A

,dpaoly, veal htimi oot and

51111

BLACK CAT BONES

RAILWAY TAVERN, STRATFORD
p.m.)
ANGEL LANE

ue Mom me

0

SHAKEY
VICK
" BLUES THING," 11 Winchester

EAST
ORIGINAL
STOMPERS, Highams Park.

chin

LICENSED Pi.,

JACK DUPREE

N

THE

SAT., NCH. 2nd 17.30-6.00 a.m.I
ALL-NIGHT SOUL SESSION

AMOCO, SATES FOR STUDENT MEMBERS

00 Cruh,

Com

1

***************

EBBS,

CHAMPION

KEITH SMITH BAND, Thatclmm

AIM Pull.

ROCK SHOW

and the

WURZELS

tulOnand

AVAILABLE

PREMISES

FREE TO GOOD CROWD PULLERS, LICENSED BAR, - SEND
FULL PARTICULARS TO BOO

BLUE

THE

SIX BELLS, Kings Rd, Chelsea
011100 Brilaln'x No
clarinettist

KEN COLYER
** AA*** ******* *
* 00"d.,
"
SOUL SHOW
t CHRIS BARBER'S
**************W
SUNDAY, NCH. 3rd 17.30-11
JAllBAND
***31,70-***********
Mond, Marcli AM

Ih,.

al

limn,. Cain, weekly at

-* THE MIDROD ENDS
* FORD FOUNDATION
THE TONI ROCKET
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Foeke,

Dunmov,

JAZZ

GOOD

*ALL-NIGHT ROCK

CAPTAIN

Hall,

33-37 WARDOUR STREET, W.1

Discs, Live Groups
Star Guests, etc-

Alto Sao phantst

ERIC SILK -.530 Maki

1,,4 per word
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.
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,
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BARTER
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et

aria -Ring 0t999 P109
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CAREER
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A
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ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.
1.45
C32
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.01,1 ,..31« oral
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C32
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MOMS

STARS
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20

-
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VIOLIN, FLUT
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HOLIDAY CAMP LTD.
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vast

GROUP
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R

GROUP/BAND
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."'Orealtr 171/Tr.fin
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7!"7.drnmy 1nELER

Fl sect

Rxkr alraxr -Jack Jar

YOUNG,

7201'-gZ
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"
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11

WANTED
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01-698 8460

117-1Ienflr-

anrsTall
LE

WANTED FOR BRILLIANT
YOUNG SINGER
Records, gigs waiting
Phone RAMJAM LTD.

JOHN EOWARI'INT. AGENCY

01-806 4645:6494

C".7:f"71ctr417:1T3PT7175S7dE

;L:!:rt ledge .r.:T11r=.1
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Organ.
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1
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young.

EXPERIENCED
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plan CABARET. Nos,
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E%PERIENCED GIRL

r

TONY DEE BAND AND SINGERS

VOCAUSTS
1/ per word
EDDIE

years'
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1/4 per word
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Beat

Soul
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1/4 per word
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-
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LA 0599
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ARTISTS WANTED
1/- per word

A CAREER IN THE SUNSHINE

HOLIDAY CAMP

RAAF
MUSICIANS
Vacancies exist for Qualified

MSTRUM
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5,

Musicians
In the Royal Australian Air Force Central Band

DRUMMER

mual Muth]

VOCAL E

fo7 Inn
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',red on
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ion, er,
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DISCRIMINATION
DETERMINATION
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I
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26'.41GUITARIST

?
PREMIER

tirr7pvnml7.14"liq:".11

untinnu

"''"'-

requires

rla

CWEIJ

WANTED FOR JERSEY SUMMER
SEASONS
6-B PIECE

****
SHOWBAND,

roust be good entertain-

ment and able to play for
dancing

GO GO DANCERS
Boys and G rls needed
GOOD MONEY
If you are one of the best on the dance
floor,
telephoner 01-499 3332

YOUNG MALE DUO to
play and entertain
new Bar around the tables

In

*****
YOUNG ENTHUSIASTIC
DRUMMER/VOCALIST
*****
PI.. wrIf
%FM

PlUdalimPhs and So detade

DICK RAY, 20 Rosslyn Hill,
LONDON. N.W.9

110111 OR

LIF

ALL MAKES
OF DRUMS 8110 EOUIPMEN1
THE DOC'S EASY TERN,

*****

'

wdl hoar..led

veselb! end
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1100 F. maple.. in
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RITI
YOUNG

I
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SONGWRITER

re. -848.40

!

OrsiTtil r221

SITUATIONS WANTED
I
word
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"

64,t1V.'.!

VOCALIST.

RAN CEMENTS, 8

ESTABLISHED

WANTED
FIRST-CLASS ORO

rt7d6,..1`-rf

ha

gaol, and Cllr

tots

Ismthoslona/

pro 4"2g:Inp
xualUnn

be

N5

HnVCpNO

W. HUNT DRUM CO.
LTD.

Mi1Jtl,Y MAKFH, Steal'

9ecte

it.

Am:5
see/e

own

lter,

Field End

inn insoliwn

En

WOOD sew swim

MYI W .aNW me

mM

Of .

'a, wee. 4a. Ne
DTA *Vs

ma
MU
Dan
SIM I

liesigm ge

Cml.

S t IT

WOW NIA_

NTS
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tin 1

Di
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19.5.1m.laesRdr6l.

IRK 5.116,51

WAR 94.5 Tero Sieentl.

NM hem

WS 11.

1111

on.

ern el

CHAS. E. FOOTE LTD.
20 DENMAN

STREET,

W.1

the

We *Wit slaw

pee emgos 1
0

pedal

10 t

5

Somod

Sr

Adfseiea.kr Tamerea.

Moen, 50.02, ten ste.

0
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reeler Lexit

.A. S D

loin

oisSa and

ni blue Loon
12

II and Id

N ims. Maesel Too low Comm*

IS. gm,
ono We Arms Make
Tammems mem.

be

I en

,

Limbo

BS gee

mob

w. t,i

140 ties

FLUTE,
specially

flew.

unused
prepared by

Grassi.

Flute

cherry

ES336,

stereo

POOH, 8FACITO0O

1100
.1-160E.

piffle,

MARTIN Trumpet

54 gm

a.125 g

GUILD 13 strleg

94 gas.

LEVIN Goliath Antrim

SO one.

Guitar, 2 prop

-

wieuire

-

FLAWLESS,
Tel. 1474

sawss,.

They're
long
lasting

N11 sensed Super Lyn owl Lyn, Os.
SWAT NINO OF DRUMMERS' ACCESSORY

HEADMASTER Owns hoods; .cks;
brush, Heels: polka lids. eke

CASH WAITING Inc Rood 4ahre compensated Eti Tuba. Tel.

The ouNlendom rang* al VISCOUNT Need

01460 5129
CLARINETS, FLUTES. OBOES.
TRUMPETS and good TENORS

Emeday

FIRST
Ned

equipment

biteFifsoopw;XTrg rtriitn
(ban and lead). portable Organ.

amplication Including

EXTRA
,TIC

etc

rnterop11011.,

P.A.

B1111110

-

HOMO a Mate mad
MM®/AJAX ell. booms

and
RCM

WHIM VerIMIa Sew

and drum kit. Cash walling for

Dftill*AD>r

tOO!

HOENER ItmeNe Saw

right equipment.
Phone
Brook Trietett. 01-851 6524 (5.E.
London) after 7.30 p.m. No
dealers please.
the

TIMONE R,ao, Sow a. nos
STITES Semi -woes.
WIDENER Varilliin Florentine
AlVillSSADOR P/up,

GIBSON,
FENDER,
Marshall.
Vox guitars, bass guitars and

Enrol/iv-Extra heads

Phone RIV

wanted
2661

for

day.

than twelve brands and

are sold in104countri.

COP 7701

GUITARS
miaow 330, am 19),
MOON US. Char .54.
mime 111111114101

.

MINIM OI5TOCASO5R. Wkiis

36 one.
110 gee

INSTRUMENT REPAIRS

NAME Ism

4137.

1/4 per word
A SEAUTIFUL JOE

WARN

AMPLIFIERS

WANINS ,5 -son Plek-e-Seek
WALLACE 60 -watt Teen

..

........

.

REGent 3751.

65 One.
MENOmests I 2
BO gees.
W RNS We. 1, 3 Colonise
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...
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.....
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GOOD THING
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ORGAN YESTERDAY
FOR TODAY YOU

CAN BUY A
REAL BALDWIN FOR

399 gns.

COME ALONG AND
HEAR IT

72 one

CONN Caption Tromp.

75 ons

BURNS
20-21 ST. GILES HIGH ST., CHARING CROSS ROAD
TEMPLE BAR 1000
LONDON, W.C.2

II prn

SELMER Cspos LitHer Alto
BLIESCHFR Tenor with owe

Gismo Ell, cherry, geed
Genoa F30, Mears. as ww
Wielmier tiveS, Nee*, m sm.
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Vor Bom. as no, ens*

STRINGS
AC30
Supertwin.
bass 50 " top, PRI
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WILL BUY ALL GOOD

PART EXCHANGE
BEST SERVICE

o
KING ST. MUSIC STORE
FOR A BUY -IN
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MI NS 73 WATT AMP. NOM 63 pm
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221s.
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FRANK MARTIN, EXECUTIVE
OF C. F. MARTIN L CO.
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FOLK GUITAR
Admission by Ticket
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for
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condition.
Offers sale Evening..
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1.041, LONDON, W.3
around
2250
EOM
6118,
VOX AC30 tEl
and stand.
ACO 7524
eveninge
unmarked. L70. - Bognor 1615.
OLYMPIC KIT, Carlton T.T 4
drums. blue silk, accessories,
cover., etc. 5 months old. 155
ORGANS
-7 LOITSIOAT Avenue, Glen
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1/- per word
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Plectra, Set
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EQUIPDRUM KITS, clearance prices,
Courier dole units,inialso cymbals. all makes,
Hers, speakers for discotheque
aeries, cases, etc, always In stock and P.A. standard range or quoterms.e.rhanges - Vic O'Brie, tations for custom-built units and
68 New Oxford Street, W.C.1. 01n- installations. - NICWHAM AUDIO,
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.Etre

CONSOLFAta Sod Glenne

BASS GUITARS
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Nosier rm.... OR.. Wee, woos MOS
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1/- per word
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la,

5/HAND

PAN

112 toss
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for brass repairs.
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Chas. E. now Ltd., 20 Denman
SHOWMAN, immacu
Street, London, W.I. GER 1811, ate, 2135 -Brentwood
3608.
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sax
and
BEESON
SASS, SOW. amp
clarinet pans. Guaranteed to fit I MARSHALL
x 12 cabinet, 1110 o.n.o.
all Instruments Springs Includ 01.N9
0012.
Mg Norton. Prom all good dealers
MARSHALL 10/3114 PA as new.
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Nelson Road. OHIO
ono.
764 7665.
ew maiden. Surrey.
Nwoodwind.
NEW 100 WATT PA, for sale,
rensunable price.
Phone 01-437
Ex-

FOOTE

93 SUN

.

CATHEDRAL

,

ALL GUITAR Repairs, refret
ling. new necks. fingerboards.
epolishing. - GrImshaw Guitars.
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22 10545 an.

05
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C10
t se,ams cot
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035

12 -STRING
GUITARS
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WANTED. London and
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New MD 409
dynamic cardioid
anti feedback hum
cancelling added
bass superb gold

& black finish

beatmics
Audio

13 Endell

Engineering
Street

Ltd

London VIC

2

Audit) & Design Sales Ltd
0 Geese Sunl Illaidenne

Poe,

Mt I iNes M AKtR Marsh 1, 1%.

ia

easily
that
`Australia's not getting off
AUSTRALIAN

reader

Ed

Nimmervoll complained:
" Thanks to the disastrous
Who -Small

tour,

I

anyone

don't think
left in Australia will-

British acts.

show with

a

Just how maso-

knows all the verses of

their

glad to see us
Zealand every policeman is your
drinking partner. In Australia every
hostess is partly drinking.
" There. there Australia. If we
bind
wounds.
you
can
bind
our
can
PETE
soon."
Sec
you
yours.
London
The
Who,
TOWNSHEND,

it. we'll be
and
opportunity
of
the
land
back in
No thanks

Fosters lovely lager.
through
went
humiliation
we
to the
the promoters
last time. In fact
back.
asked
us
already
have

" In fact, the Prime Minister
police
whole
the
In
fact,
himself?

Waltzing

'

hold

" Before we know

PETE
leader
Who
" If Australia
TOWNSHEND.
thinks it's getting off that easily
it's wrong. More, yes many more
masochistic, unwashed English beetroots are on the way to name but
one. Air hostesses and anyone that

Jones
there is

better

would
he
Zealand
of
New
force
again! Yes? In New

noses.

Replies

Faces -Paul

ing to promote

Matilda

chistic is British pop? " (MM
February 17(.

had

'

9

SW1.

Rape?

what
rubbish!
MRS. F.J.'s remarks about rape attempts

TREMELOES: " not all thirteen -year -olds arc Tremcloes lovers "

among pop groups were ridiculous
(MM February 17).
Girls who "hang around dressing rooms"
are usually nice kids who just want an auto-

mail

little talk with their
favourite in the group-nothing more.
In our group we don't have anything to do
with girls at all (we don't have anything to do
with boys either), and if they come to see us,
they are treated with respect.-DAVID GREER,
Human Instinct, London, WM.
graph,

and

perhaps

his failure to
include even the smallest
appreciation of the fine

ruary

a

guitar work of Kenny
Burrell was disappointing.
While not the daring innovator like Lang, Christian or
Montgomery, he is the finest
sll-round guitarist on the leer
scene today -STAN BRITT,

17).

I'd like to know why parents

allow- young girls to stay out all hours of the

night with groups?
As the mother of a saxo-

phone player I'd like to let

My son has been robbed of
equipment and clothes by soothed fans and fiddled out of
mney. He has even been
beaten up until his face was
unrecognisable and I fainted

deserves all the votes you
can give him. I'd like to

know
are

days.

at the sight.
Music is still his love, but
after

years

three

of

hard

work in the pop business he
has

RETURN OF THE WORLD FAMOUS
FRENCH SINGING STAR

GILBERT BECAUD
100 000 volts of churns- - DAILY MAIL

and

nothing
debts.

Middlesex.

-

but

heartaches
MRS. S.H.,

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
NOW ON 5,E 41

at and 0' hr."

anyone tell me what
CAN
place egg -juggling, explosions, goon talk and
silent tap-dancing have in

jazz or music of any kind?

watch in horror and dis-

the talents of the one or two

good musicians in the Lounge
Lizards group. This kind of
amateur. non-hurnour is just

quickly passing fad which
will drop them from the jazz
a

tcene into obscurity. --R. T.
RUSSELL Dagenham, Essex.

JACQUES LOUSSIER TRIO

with Pierre Michelot and Christian Garros

PLAY BACH
SUN.,

MON.,

MAR. 17
MAR. 18

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
NEWCASTLE
CITY HALL

TUES.,

MAR.19

MANCHESTER
FREE TRADE HALL

MAR. 22

FRI.,

BRISTOL
COLSTON HALL

FIRST BRITISH CONCERTS OF THE WORLD FAMOUS
CONCERT, TV and RECORDING STARS

ESTHER & ABI OFARIM
"CINDERELLA ROCKEFELLA"

THURS., 'MAR. 28
FRI.,

MAR. 29

CROYDON

04

MAR. 30

thank the readers of Melody
Maker for their support and
urge them to continue to
support
their
favourite

-

musicians. Now's the time!
Peace.

ROSWELL RUDD,

Chamber Street, New York
City.
classing

thirteen - year olds as lovers of the Treme-

toes and Dave Dee. I am
thirteen, but my tastes
range from the Mothers Of
Invention to Arlo Guthrie
and Tim Buckley.
I

can't stand conveyor belt

music

by

groups -

nursery
rhyme
L. STANMORE,

from

the

Royal

ter Competitive Festival of
Music,
He joined the pop world
against my wishes because
he
loves
every
moment.

DEAR Melody Maker.

I

like the Beatles because

Manfred Mann because their

Alan Price Set because
their songs are never about

love. - FELICITY EVANS,

aged seven, Egham, Surrey.

LP WINNER

WHILE I

thoroughly enjoyed Ivor Mairants'
excellent contribution to
Guitar Groove (ISM Feb-

THOSE dancers on Top Of
The Pops are hilariously
funny. But I feel utterly
humiliated when my parents
see them and think this Is
the way their sons and
daughters carry on in a
dance hall.
is

Occasionally a good dancer
spotlighted, but mainly we

-

get them twitching about like

epileptic octopuses.
J. R.
CYL, South Ockendon, Essex.

I WAS disgusted to hear
from a friend in the
recording industry that Jimi
Hendrix, the Cream, and

John Mayall all play their
own Instruments on record.
Why

are

the

public

warned of this gross decep
lion? Why are they allowed
to rob honest session men of
their living?
Why

newborn
wear twelve - inch turn - ups'
Why am I writing this rubbish?

Milton

does

-

London.

1o,

MOM

Walthamstow,

reader Graham
WHAT
Plater of Southsea
(Mailbag February 24) heard

of me at the Royal Albert
Hall

into another field of music.
So perhaps now comedians
and cartoonists will leave the

CLUB SECRETARIES
PLEASE NOTE

was

probably
40
minutes of rubbish. There

are too many reasons why
and I do not wish to offer
any excuses, but to try and
atone somewhere I will send
him a free copy of my new'
album, " Come Out Fighting Ghengis Smith," if you

write to me c/u Tony Wilson at the Melody Maker.ROY
HARPER,
London.

Kilburn,

COPY SHOULD ARRIVE NOT LATER
THAN
FRIDAY BEFORE THE WEEK
OF PUBLICATION
POSTAL ORDERS AND CHEQUES

should be mode payable to

MELODY MAKER CLASSIFIED
ADS. DEPT.
MELODY MAKER

161-166 Fleet Street, London,
E.C.4

are you balding?
ADRIAN BROOK LTD.
I 46o Brompten

bought their record they can
and will play good music cMRS. A. GUEST, Leicester.

Road. S

BLUES, BALLADS

It's not a matter of "who

cause all the guys who are
sincerely involved In what
they're doing and trying to
communicate their feelings

sA1 3

Tel: 01-589 3168

you know the scene Is
AS rough
here
in
the

is better than whom" be-

11..

? You must know
sonol demonstration by
For certain. A par
Adrian
Brook will guide you No charge
for consultation or booklet.
Write or phone Dept.
MM

them
who

CHATHAM

-

CIA (knifed. I g Set.
seuere. London. W.I

Bob

LORD PINEAPPLE,

Road,

-"-

.'

not

DO YOU NEED A FULL
TOUPEE ?
A CROWN FILLER?
A FRONTAL PIECE 7
A BLENDING UNDERPIECE

Otherwise he would have gone

alone, and let
Move to the public

SE26

Liverpool, Lanes,

songs are exciting, and the

States for Jazz musicians,

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

anyway

mother of Lynton

Schools of Music for playing,
sight reading and theory, also
first awards from the Leices-

boys

City

fan but

not a pop

Guest, organist and pianist
with the Love Affair. I
should like to make it clear
that my son can read and
play music,
He has certificates of dis3nction

York

New

in

they are never out of tune
-not like some. I like

FAIRFIELD HALL

CENTRAL HALL

SAT..

IAM
the

cian who can survive

I AM fed up with people

helief as these antics obscure

THURSDAY. MARCH 14th. at 8 ci.m.

great as far as I'm con-

cerned. Any creative musi-

musicians

ROBERT PATERSON presents

are all playing and are all

how
young
treated these

people
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